Calendar of Events for Alumni in 2017–2018

Sunday 17 September 2017
End of 50th Anniversary Campaign Event
By invitation to benefactors and donors

Saturday 23 September 2017
Annual Alumni Reunion

Thursday 16 November 2017
Commemoration of Benefactors’ Dinner
By invitation to Morrison Society members and major benefactors

Friday 15 December 2017
Wolfson Alumni in Cambridge Reception
By invitation to members in the Cambridge area

Thursday 18 January 2018
Wolfson Alumni in London Reception at the Oxford and Cambridge Club

Sunday 10 June 2018
President’s Cup Cricket Match

Friday 15 June 2018
May Bumps Marquee

Sunday 17 June 2018
Benefactors’ Reception, College Garden Party and Mary Bevan Recital

Saturday 23 September 2018
Annual Alumni Reunion

Keep updated on events throughout the year by checking the College website www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk

Invitations to events are sent by email, so please keep your contact details up to date and inform us of any changes by email to development-admin@wolfson.cam.ac.uk
Useful Information

Contact
Wolfson College
Barton Road, Cambridge CB3 9BB
Telephone: +44 (0)1223 335900
Website: www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk

When arriving by car, please note that the Main Entrance to the College is on Barton Road, not Selwyn Gardens as shown on some maps and satellite navigation systems. Directions may be found at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk/directions

Accommodation
The College is sometimes able to offer overnight accommodation to members. Enquiries about the availability of guest rooms should be made in the first instance to the Accommodation Manager at accommodation@wolfson.cam.ac.uk

Dining arrangements
All members (including alumni) are welcome to participate in College functions and come to lunch, supper and formal dinners in College (including Guest Night) at their own expense as often as they wish, with up to three guests. Informal meals are paid for with a Catering Card, available from the Porters’ Lodge.

Formal Hall is held on Tuesdays from 12 September 2017 to 24 July 2018 and on Fridays in Full Term: please note that there is no Formal Hall during the Christmas/Easter breaks.

Term dates
This year’s dates for Full Term are:
- Michaelmas: 3 October to 1 December 2017
- Lent: 16 January to 16 March 2018
- Easter: 24 April to 15 June 2018

For a full list of Term dates in future years, visit www.cam.ac.uk/about-the-university/term-dates-and-calendars

Staying in touch
Please send any recent news which you would like to share with your fellow Wolfson members to development-admin@wolfson.cam.ac.uk

Your news may be included in the next issue of the Wolfson Review or on the College website at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk

www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk
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Foreword

Conrad Guettler, Editor

One of the most exciting, and unusual, Wolfson events was our *BBC2 University Challenge* team making it into the final, narrowly losing to Balliol College, Oxford. It generated lots of media interest in Wolfson and the Challenge Team.

This September marks the end of the College’s 50th Anniversary fundraising campaign, as well as the term of our President Sir Richard Evans. The outcome of the campaign is described by Sian Cook on page 10 in her introduction as our new Development Director. And our Vice-President Graham Allen on page 7 introduces our next President, Professor Jane Clarke, who will start her term on 1 October 2017.

This academic year featured another very successful Wolfson Research Event, an illuminating Lee Seng Tee Lecture by Neil MacGregor, formerly Director of the British Museum, attractive and colourful Art exhibitions, and many and varied musical performances as described in the ‘Lectures and Events’ section. ‘Wolfson Society’ covers the activities of the wide range of College societies, and the contributions under the heading ‘My journey to Wolfson’ are a snapshot of how just some members of our diverse community made it to the College.

This Easter Term we welcomed five new Press Fellows to Wolfson, and two of them, Rebecca MacFie and Lidiana Rosli, describe their research projects on Climate Change and Islamic Finance, respectively.

The ‘Sport’ section reflects growing sporting interest and success and now includes Athletics, Cross-Country and Social Rowing as new activities. Social Rowing tries to cater for rowers of all abilities, from complete novices to current and former College rowers. And W1 won blades in the May Bumps.

As Editor, I must once again express my deep gratitude to all the contributors for their keen interest in this *Wolfson Review*, and for submitting their pieces on time, facilitating my editorial tasks. This issue wouldn’t appear without the help of our Communications Officer, Sheila Betts, who is retiring in October after 14 years at the College. Her keen eye for detail and in particular the quality of all the illustrations is greatly appreciated. And H2 Associates have done the College proud again in producing another attractive *Review*.

editor@wolfson.cam.ac.uk
From the President

Professor Sir Richard Evans FRSL FBA

On 30 September 2017 I shall reach the end of the seven-year tenure of the office of President of Wolfson prescribed by the College’s Statutes. It’s been an exciting and enjoyable time, with the 50th Anniversary celebrations in 2015 as its centre-point. It was wonderful to see so many friends and former students and colleagues at the Anniversary weekend in Wolfson as well as meeting alumni of the College in many parts of the world, from Tokyo, Hong Kong, Beijing, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore to New York, Boston, Washington and Berlin. Everywhere I’ve been struck by how much warmth and loyalty the College has inspired in its former students and Visiting Fellows.

Part of the remit given to me in 2010 was to help raise Wolfson College’s profile in Cambridge and beyond. I hope my own publications, radio and television appearances, and newspaper articles have contributed to this, including (whichever way you take it) my very public row with Michael Gove over his misguided attempt to reform the History curriculum in 2013. More importantly, beginning with the superb exhibition of Richard Deacon maquettes in the anniversary year, our Fine Arts Committee, which I established shortly after my appointment, has done wonders in putting the College on the map, most recently with superb exhibitions of works by Eileen Cooper and Richard Sorrell.

Other cultural highlights have included my podium discussion in 2014 with Martin Amis about his novel *The Zone of Interest*, and this year’s Lee Seng Tee Distinguished Lecture by former British Museum Director Neil MacGregor, a curtain-raiser for his radio series, book and exhibition on the coercion of belief and its representation in art.

Finally I hope I will be excused for admitting that I could not have done the job without the active and energetic involvement of my wife, Dr Christine Corton, whose own book, *London Fog: The Biography* was published to widespread acclaim at the end of the anniversary year. It’s wonderful that the College has (unprompted!) recognised her essential contribution by commissioning a double portrait of us both by Susan Ryder to hang on the Gallery wall from September.

As all this suggests, the College has now established itself as a vibrant and exciting centre of contemporary culture. I’m delighted to hand it over to my distinguished successor Professor Jane Clarke, who I know will take the College from strength to strength over the next seven years.
The Sixth President: Professor Jane Clarke FMedSci FRS

Graham Allen, Vice-President

I approached the task of running the election of a new President for Wolfson with a mixture of excitement and trepidation. Contrary to normal ‘HR’ practice the job description is skeletal, there are few ‘selection criteria’ and the decision is in the hands of a diverse and sophisticated electorate, namely the 120 Fellows who constitute the Governing Body. Happily and thanks to the support of many colleagues, and the patience of our outstanding candidates, my worst fears proved groundless and I was delighted on 1 March 2017 to announce the election of Professor Jane Clarke to a packed Governing Body.

Professor Clarke was brought up in Cambridge and obtained a first-class honours degree in Biochemistry from the University of York in 1972. After completing a PGCE at Cambridge, she became a science teacher and, for a time, served as Head of Science at an inner-London comprehensive school. She moved to the United States in 1987 and was bitten by the research ‘bug’. On returning to Cambridge she joined the research group of Professor Sir Alan Fersht FRS in the MRC Centre for Protein Engineering and was awarded a PhD in 1994. She has held a highly prestigious Wellcome Trust Senior Research Fellowship since 2001 and was promoted to a personal Chair in Molecular Biophysics in 2010.

Her pioneering work as an international research leader in the field of protein folding has been recognised by her election as a Fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences in 2013, and as a Fellow of the Royal Society in 2015, as well as the award of numerous international prizes.

She is passionate about increasing diversity in higher education and supporting the personal and professional development of students, young researchers, and academics, irrespective of background or origin. She serves on the Education and Diversity Committees of the Royal Society. Her career and inclusive collaborative leadership style have a particular resonance with the ethos and values of the College.

We are delighted that Jane and her husband Chris, a retired banker, have already been able to join us for a number of significant College events, including the final of University Challenge. Professor Clarke will be installed as President at the Governing Body meeting on 11 October 2017.
From the College Officers

Christopher Lawrence, Bursar

This is my 11th such annual report. Each year I have written about the College’s finances, and I will do so here again, but this year I want to mention the College’s accommodation.

Our financial year ends on 30 June, and the audited accounts for 2016–2017 will be available on the College’s website in November 2017. So let me give you the key numbers from our most recent audited accounts, for 2015–2016. Total income was £8.7m, and total operational expenditure was £6.7m, with a further £1.5m of capital expenditure and £0.9m of new investments. The main sources of income were academic fees (£2.5m) and catering / accommodation (£3.5m), and the main area of expenditure was staff costs (£3.2m).

Endowment investments, which are mainly invested in the Cambridge University Endowment Fund (CUEF), were valued at £20.2m at 30 June 2016, and in addition the College held a further £1.5m in the CUEF, bringing the total of endowment and other investments to £21.7m.

The main thrust of our 50th Anniversary Campaign has been student support, in particular the provision of bursaries, scholarships, grants and prizes. In 2015–2016 we disbursed funds of £281k to over 200 students (plus a further £217k of funds from the Isaac Newton Trust and the University), a marked increase on the equivalent figure for 2005–2006 of just £66k. Our ambitions for the future include larger awards to more students, in particular bursaries and scholarships that encourage students to apply to Wolfson and enable them to benefit from a Cambridge education, which they might otherwise not be able to afford.

Turning now to our accommodation, we have 410 units of student accommodation, five family flats, and a further 38 rooms for visitors. All of Wolfson’s accommodation is on our College site, so we don’t have any far-flung houses in other parts of Cambridge, and the compact nature of our College is one of its many benefits. At the moment, supply and demand are in balance, and Wolfson is normally able to offer accommodation in College to all undergraduates for all years of their course; to all Master’s students; and to PhD students for three years. This accommodation offer for postgraduates makes us unique among the Cambridge colleges and is one of our major selling points.
Of the 410 units of student accommodation, 367 are in the purpose-built blocks A to V and the other 43 units are in the various houses on site. Taking into account all 453 units of accommodation, if they were all full we would have 520 people of all ages sleeping on site – a far cry from our earliest days when the College consisted of Bredon House alone, with just a few bedrooms in the attic.

Jane McLarty, Senior Tutor

What makes Wolfson unique?

I regularly hear that we offer postgraduates far more than other Colleges, such as our range of seminar programmes, and College accommodation for up to three years (four years for someone who has been with us for their MPhil studies). Postgraduate students are at the centre of our interests, which is not the case for most other Colleges. For our undergraduates, as the mature College with the largest intake, we can offer a real sense of community. Our Academic Skills programme (see page 36) runs sessions tailored to undergraduates, such as essay-writing and exam revision.

In a recent brainstorming meeting for overhauling our website, students commented that Wolfson is a close-knit community, inclusive, diverse, modern and open to the world. (They also think we should promote the lovely gardens, where none of us is banned from the lawns.) We are presently advertising for a Student Recruitment Officer for the College whose task will be to ensure that our offering is enthusiastically promoted: our student intake remains healthy at present, but Brexit looms on the horizon and around 30% of our current postgraduate students are from the EU.

This year, we revised our induction weekend and on the Sunday afternoon put on a range of seminars that students could choose from, with subjects from how to find books and articles to working in a lab. For the 2017 intake we will bring in the mature undergraduates a couple of days earlier for induction tailored specifically for them, which will enable them to get to know one another as a cohort.

We have expanded our welfare provision this year. Dr Martin Vestergaard, our Deputy Senior Tutor, has been liaising with the Samaritans to arrange regular drop-in evening sessions in College to offer emotional support. We are also participating in a three-year pilot scheme with the University Counselling Service where we have a College-based Counsellor, employed by the UCS, located in College for one day a week. Our counsellor has been fully booked with a short waiting-list since the service began, so there is clearly a demand for this provision.
On the academic side, Meg Westbury, our College Librarian, has been running her popular ‘shut up and write’ sessions again this year. Students wanting to work on an extended piece of writing gather together in one of our seminar rooms, talk about what they aim to achieve, write for an hour, have a break, and then repeat the process: a great way to break writer’s block. We are about to recruit an Information Skills Librarian whose role will be to oversee an innovative programme of information and digital literacies support, keeping Wolfson at the cutting edge of support for students.

There is then a great deal that distinguishes Wolfson: and we are committed to keeping the College at the forefront of graduate and mature undergraduate provision in the collegiate University.

Sian Cook, Development Director

I was delighted to be appointed as Development Director and to join the Wolfson team in June. A huge thank you to everyone for your warm and generous welcome.

It is a tremendously positive time to join the College – with the 50th Anniversary Campaign drawing to a close, the impact of its fundraising success can be clearly seen through an increase in student support and the improved facilities Wolfson can now offer. Over the past nine years, the amount of funds raised through the Development Office has steadily grown. All this provides an excellent foundation from which to raise our sights and to be even more ambitious for the future.

My working life has been spent in National Museums, the British Heart Foundation and at the Royal Institute of British Architects – organisations where equality and excellence are at their core. This has made me passionate about education and opportunities for people from all backgrounds to achieve their full potential, and the difference that education makes to life chances. Wolfson is a great place to be and I hope that together we can do much more and make a greater impact. I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible.
Earlier this year, I was honoured to be asked to step up as Acting Development Director while the College sought Karen Stephenson’s successor. I am writing this piece on the day that I have returned to the Deputy Development Director’s office in order that Sian Cook can take up the reins of the Development and Alumni Relations Office.

The last academic year has been a particularly lively one for the Development Office. The establishment of the Deputy Development Director role, expanding the team from three to four members of staff, has allowed us to host a good dozen events throughout the year and also to launch some new initiatives. Our new Member of the Month feature on the Wolfson College LinkedIn page and our adoption of the #throwbackthursday trend have helped to engage Wolfson members all over the world in the daily life, community and history of our College via social media; and a new donation platform has allowed individuals to make Direct Debit gifts online for the very first time. A particular highlight of the year was Wolfson’s first City Party in May – a drinks reception and professional networking event for College members based in London – and its associated Student Bursary Appeal, which has raised cash and pledges worth £30,787 to support Wolfson students in hardship.

The end of September will see our seven-year 50th Anniversary Campaign draw to a close with a special event for all the Campaign’s donors on 17 September. As at 15 June 2017, the Campaign has raised just over £5.2m in cash, with a further £1.9m pledged, and a total of 1197 individuals, trusts, foundations and corporate bodies have made a gift to the Campaign. Since 2010, donations have enabled us to refurbish blocks A to G and M to P to a high specification. Moreover, this year, we have been able to allocate nearly £500k to student support in the form of merit-based scholarships, hardship bursaries, prizes and other grants – more than ever before. This academic year, over 200 of our students received some form of student support.

It is hard to capture in the written word just how immensely grateful we are to all our donors for their support during this Campaign period. A generous early gift of £1.25m from the Wolfson Foundation funded the refurbishment of accommodation they had helped to build in the 1970s; and a further boost came in the form of a pledge from The ALBORADA Trust worth £1.62m over ten years to support Veterinary and Medical Science students. Yet, we have been equally reliant on smaller, regular gifts – it is the significant impact we can achieve together as a cohesive community that really matters.

We appeal to you, therefore, to help us maintain the momentum we have achieved via the 50th Anniversary Campaign by making a gift online at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk/alumni/donations or by completing the enclosed form. And thank you, once again, for your valued engagement with Wolfson College and for playing an active role in its distinctively supportive community.
The Library

Meg Westbury, Fellow and Lee Seng Tee Librarian

Increasingly these days I am reminded that a library is more than the housing, discovery and consumption of information – though it is of course, still all those things – it is also in the business of creating and sharing knowledge, and very much in the relationship business. Through the library’s ongoing interactions – such as helping with navigation of research resources and use of various tools for managing information and, of course, providing a friendly face and safe space to work – we help develop students’ nascent identities as researchers. So the library is more than its building, collections, website and staff – it is all of those working in concert, whilst staying abreast of students’ changing academic needs and the ever-evolving digital landscape of higher education.

In line with this perspective, we recently created a position for an Information Skills Librarian which we hope to fill by the end of the summer. This librarian will provide training and advice on research skills and management, and help students find a tool and skill set that best meets their course and personal preferences.

We continue to teach workshops and hold bespoke consultations on a wide-range of information-seeking and management skills and have started to hold regular thesis-writing sessions for postgraduate students.

I feel grateful this year to have a student advisory group generously organised by WCSA. This group has proved invaluable already in making some good improvements to the library – we now have a kettle and fridge, for example – and helping develop the Easter Term desk-use policy.

The library is carrying on its tradition of holding weekly teas for students during Easter Term, which are always well attended, and this summer we plan to add comfortable seating to the Sir David Williams Room and to re-carpet the library reading room.

And lest you think that we no longer deal with books, we do! The 2016–2017 academic year saw an addition of some 1300 new books to our collection, more than 200 books over the previous year’s acquisitions.
The College Archive

Frieda Midgley, Archivist and Records Manager

This year, the College Archives are helping to celebrate the 40th anniversary of a number of important milestones in the development of the College, which mark its coming of age as an institution.

On 1 January 1977, the College’s Royal Charter and new Statutes came into effect and Wolfson College became an independent College of the University. Governing Body held its first meeting on 10 January, and 19 January saw the final meeting of the Trustees, who had overseen our journey to becoming an independent college with our own buildings and accommodation, well on the way to financial security. But the ceremonial highlight of the year was undoubtedly the official Opening of the College by Her Majesty the Queen on 9 November, in the year of her Silver Jubilee.

Her Majesty the Queen unveils the commemorative panel, which was then placed in the Dining Hall
The President, John Morrison, observed in the College Magazine that the fortnight leading up to the occasion had seen a ‘growing momentum of completion… handsome iron railings and gates; the car-park; the turfing and planting of the Library [sundial] garden; and the appearance of two lions surmounting the pillars of the inner gates’. Fortunately for us, student Martin Pick documented these preparations and the day itself in a wonderful series of photographs. We also have film of the speeches, and the unveiling of the commemorative panel that now hangs in the Dining Hall.

The College had adopted a policy of allowing members to wear the gown of their highest degree on scarlet days, within the College. This was of particular significance to those such as Mary Hesse, then Vice-President, whose highest degrees were from other universities, and therefore not generally recognised in Cambridge at the time. So the Royal Opening is remembered by many as being particularly colourful, though unconventional.

So do take a look at the commemorative gallery on the website, and it would be lovely to hear from you if you have any information or items that you think may be of interest – please email archivist@wolfson.cam.ac.uk
Wolfson Gardens: gardening is good for the heart, soul and mind

Philip Stigwood, Head Gardener

Gardening has been a big part of my life for the last 40+ years and I am blessed to have a job that I love.

I grew up driving tractors from the age of 12 and collecting eggs on my dad’s poultry farm but I was always happiest when cutting the grass and pruning dad’s much-loved roses in the farmhouse garden. After College I worked at the National Institute of Agricultural/Plant Botany (NIAB), Cambridge, for the next 18 years, as a plant pathologist.

In my spare time I was gardening in private gardens in Cambridge, and also learning a great deal from my horticultural friends at NIAB, who undertake growing trials on plants in over 100 genera specialising in roses, dahlias, herbaceous perennials, woody plants and a wide range of basket and container plants. The role of NIAB is to see if new varieties meet the criteria for plant breeders’ rights (must be distinct from other varieties, stable and not revert to parent types, etc.)
NIAB also do gardening trials for *Which? Gardening* to establish the best of the new varieties available to the domestic gardener.

I was thrilled to get my dream job at Wolfson 16 years ago. The College gardens have developed greatly in my time here, now having a diverse range of plants and much year-round colour, structure and interest. This has been possible with the great support of Chris Lawrence, who realised the importance of our gardens as a place of serenity and relaxation for students and staff. He has invested heavily in the Garden Department, allowing me to employ the best gardeners available and plant many new areas and borders during this time. We now have around 60 different varieties of roses, as opposed to around 10 when I arrived. Roses are a passion of mine, especially repeat-flowering, scented shrub roses.

I recently had my ‘mid-life’ health MOT with my GP, and it highlighted a problem, high cholesterol. I assumed statins would be prescribed to reduce this but to my surprise she asked what my profession was. When she heard I had a physical job as a gardener she stated that this was the best ‘preventative medicine’ for heart disease and sent me on my way! So not only do I have the best job in the world but also the best job for my heart, soul and mind!
College Events

More College members than ever attended Wolfson events this year. Thank you to everyone who came along.

Alumni Weekend (September)

Commemoration of Benefactors’ Dinner (November)

Varsity Rugby (December)

Reception for Alumni in Cambridge (December)

London Reception (January)

Half-way Drinks Reception (February)

Wolfson Research Event (February)
University Challenge Final (April)

Lee Seng Tee Distinguished Lecture (May)

London City Party (May)

Green Impact Challenge Awards (June)

May Bumps Marquee (June)

Reception for Benefactors (June)

College Garden Party (June)

General Admission (July)

June Event

Leo Morahan
Lee Seng Tee Distinguished Lecture 2017: ‘State, Faith, Violence: Case studies in the coercion of belief’

On 11 May 2017 the Lee Seng Tee Distinguished Lecture was delivered at Wolfson College by Neil MacGregor OM OA FSA, on ‘State, Faith, Violence: Case studies in the coercion of belief’ and is summarised here by Emeritus Fellow Margaret Greeves. The lecture series was endowed in 2005 on the occasion of the College’s 40th anniversary by Dr Lee Seng Tee, the Singaporean businessman whose granddaughter is an alumna of the College.

This year’s Lee Seng Tee Lecturer, Neil MacGregor, left his job as Director of the British Museum at the end of 2015 to set up the new Humboldt Forum in Berlin. He is well known for curating major exhibitions concerning the relationship between faith and society, first at the National Gallery and then at the British Museum, accompanying them with book publications and radio broadcasts. Best known is his History of the World in 100 Objects where he gave ‘voice’ to significant objects and their ‘witness’ of their culture and times. This autumn he is embarking on a major new exhibition, radio series and book publication in partnership with the BBC and the British Museum. Entitled Living with the Gods, here, again, he will be using objects from the Museum to illustrate the interactions between art, culture and religious belief. The starting point, he says, is that ‘Questions of faith have, in recent decades, moved to the centre of the global political stage – an unexpected return to a centuries-old pattern. But*, he asks, “what are the connections between structures of belief, and the structures of society?”

The lecture gave us a foretaste of some of the answers Neil MacGregor is going to provide, by focusing on two seventeenth-century persecutions of foreigners by strongly centralising governments following periods of civil unrest. These were signalled by two objects. In Japan a government notice of 1682 offered rewards for identifying and reporting Christians who were then rounded up and martyred. In France the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685 led to the destruction of the Temple at Charenton, recorded in a print, and the harsh suppression of Protestants forcing them into exile or recantation. The destruction of holy sites in the conflicts between Hindus and Muslims, especially the destruction of the Ayodhya Mosque in 1992, invited contemplation of our own times and how we deal with integration. The lecture with its fresh insights and unusual illustrations whetted the appetite for the much larger treatment MacGregor is going to give the subject this coming autumn.

*Living with the Gods starts on 23 October 2017 on BBC Radio 4.
Wolfson Research Event

Matthias Wong (2013), Student

This year’s Wolfson Research Event (WRE) took place on Friday 24 February, and consisted of two keynote talks, as well as 12 presentations and 12 posters from both Wolfson and our Oxford sister college, St Antony’s. As befits our reputation as the University’s most cosmopolitan college, this year’s line-up featured researchers from as far afield as India, Malaysia and Ghana. The presentations covered an impressive range of subjects and disciplines, a distinctive aspect of the WRE that makes it unique in the University calendar.

Our opening keynote speaker was the renowned Cambridge economist and Wolfson alumnus Dr Ha-Joon Chang, who shared his experience of writing for the general public. As a bestselling author whose books have reached millions, Dr Chang offered useful and practical advice on the important subject of public engagement. Our twelve speakers covered topics including Russia-EU relations, female Holocaust perpetrators, Chechen refugees, protests against austerity, artisanal gold-mining, Southeast Asian literature, musicians’ injuries, cellular reprogramming, diabetes and obesity, and human genomics. Our poster session ranged from posters on ferromagnets and Chilean literature, to Parkinson’s disease and women’s rights in India.

In the concluding keynote address, Professor Jane Clarke FMedSci FRS about her personal journey through academia. Despite starting her PhD relatively late, at the age of 40, she has built a distinguished career in research. She spoke about the importance of family and friends in supporting her work, and of the challenge in aiding young women to pursue their passion in science.

This year’s event broke new ground on various fronts. With over a hundred individuals participating, it was the best-attended since the first WRE in 2007. This year’s committee has striven to further professionalise the event with a newly-designed logo, and a standardised visual identity used across print and online media. Thanks to the generous support of Senior Member Dr Terry Hart, the keynote addresses are available for viewing at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk/previous-research-events.

The committee would also like to acknowledge the support of the College and in particular Meg Westbury, Fellow and Lee Librarian, in making this event a resounding success.
Modelling autistic neurons

Aicha Massrali (2015), Student

Aicha presented her PhD research at this year’s Wolfson Research Event and won the presentation prize. Here she describes her journey into the subject.

I was first introduced to autism when my baby cousin was diagnosed with it. This ignited my interest in the condition and learning about autism was my window to understanding his world and to connecting with this special boy.

After studying biotechnology in Egypt, my home country, I went on to a Masters in molecular biology and medical genetics in the UK. Alongside my education, I became involved in autism advocacy and awareness, and started campaigning for autism inclusion programmes at Egyptian universities. Next, I decided to pursue a research career in autism biology and was delighted to be given the opportunity to join the Autism Research Centre here in Cambridge for a PhD under Simon Baron-Cohen at the Department of Psychiatry.

Autism is often referred to as an enigma because of its complexity and unidentified cause. Although signs appear at the age of two, autism already starts in the womb. In order to figure out how this condition affects early brain development, we need a live model system. Recently, scientists developed a Nobel Prize-winning method to rejuvenate or reprogramme adult somatic cells (hair, skin or blood) to an embryonic-like state (induced pluripotent stem cells or iPSC for short); these iPSCs are then differentiated into any other cell type (e.g. neurons). This means that scientists can take a hair sample from an autism patient and, from it, grow autism brain cells in a dish – a useful live model system to study autism during early brain development. In my PhD research, I rely on this technology to derive neurons from autism patients as well as controls. I then perform experimental investigations on these neurons to identify the cellular pathways involved in autism, and hopefully find new drug targets.

The warm and welcoming environment of Wolfson College has made my Cambridge experience very exciting. Taking part in the WRE gave me an opportunity to communicate my research to students from various fields, as well as learn about their research and make new friends from Wolfson and St Antony’s.
Jet engine aerodynamics and turbomachinery design

Wen Yao Lee (2014), Student

Wen Yao presented his PhD research at this year’s Wolfson Research Event and describes how he became fascinated by his subject.

After encountering the Concorde, the SR-71 Blackbird and the Space Shuttle at a very young age, I was captivated by the idea of flight and became fascinated with aircraft. Some of my earliest memories were of me visiting the local airport in Ipoh, Malaysia, to watch the planes take off and land.

Naturally, I pursued science in school but I only made the decision to study engineering at university, after turning down offers to do medicine. At Imperial College London, I studied aeronautical engineering and specialised in wing design. Upon graduating, I joined Rolls-Royce plc and worked in design, manufacturing, testing and even spent some time in Toulouse, France with the flight test team for the Airbus A350. My final role was in their strategy and future programmes team before moving to Cambridge to pursue my MRes and PhD in Engineering.

I am always looking to further develop my technical abilities and the idea of being at the forefront of technology excites me. Therefore I joined the Whittle Laboratory, a centre dedicated to the aerodynamics of turbomachinery (jet engines, gas turbine generators, turbochargers, etc.). My current research interest is in creating a holistic approach to the design and manufacturing of high-pressure turbine blades for jet engines for passenger planes. These blades are geometrically intricate and operate in an environment hotter than the melting point of most metals, whilst producing a massive amount of power. Efficiency is the primary driver of design and in order to make further advances, the performance of real engine components needs to be understood to ensure that intended performance benefits are not eroded by manufacturing uncertainty and re-design costs.

Wolfson College has been instrumental in creating a community for postgraduates outside their research groups. The WRE and the College have facilitated the creation of a diverse, global network of individuals with a whole spectrum of interests, something truly unique to Wolfson. I am grateful for what I’ve experienced so far and look forward to meeting many more people along my PhD journey.
Management studies

Todd Bridgman (2001), Visiting College Research Associate and School of Management, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

Spending my sabbatical year as an academic Visitor to Wolfson has been a wonderful way of reconnecting with the College, where I lived between 2001 and 2005 whilst undertaking a PhD at Judge Business School, followed by a Wolfson Junior Research Fellowship. The faces of the students have changed, but it was great to see a number of the same (albeit slightly older) faces amongst the College staff and to renew those friendships. The staff play a key role as carriers of Wolfson’s past and transmitters of its values, and really do make Wolfson such a magical place.

It has been special to share the experience with my wife, Maria, daughter Sierra (who was born the day before the family flats opened in April 2005 and was their first resident), and her three siblings, Savannah, Leo and Zac. Whilst we have outgrown College accommodation, we have all been regular visitors to Wolfson throughout the year – the final of University Challenge and Saturday brunches being highlights. I have also enjoyed being part of Wolfson Cricket once again, playing on the finest cricket grounds that a very average cricketer could ever dream of!

During the year I have been continuing to research the history of my field, management studies, and in particular, how this history is recorded in undergraduate textbooks. I am critical of the ideologically blinkered view of history that is presented to management students, where the ideas of those the field draws upon are twisted to fit a free-market capitalist, managerialist worldview. I suspect that Adam Smith, Max Weber, Kurt Lewin, Abraham Maslow and others would be appalled by their characterisation in management textbooks. In other cases, it is the absence that is jarring. During the year I researched Stanley Milgram’s famous obedience experiments, which feature prominently in social psychology textbooks yet are missing from most management textbooks. It seems that while social psychology believes its students should understand the dangers of people following blindly those in authority, management studies do not. Management students therefore miss the rich insights we can draw from Milgram’s experiments for understanding organisational life – knowledge that would, in my view, make them better managers.

During my time at Wolfson I have sought to address these deficits and others, in a monograph A New History of Management (Cambridge University Press), to which I have been putting the finishing touches.
Conspiracy and democracy

Sir Richard Evans FRSL FBA, President

Wolfson College has played a major role in the five-year research programme *Conspiracy and Democracy*, funded to the tune of £1.58 million by the Leverhulme Trust. The President and (in 2013) Vice-President were Principal Investigators, one of the postdoctoral researchers is a College Research Associate, and the College has played host to the many Visiting Fellows and speakers who have come from all over the world to deliver the project’s Tuesday evening public lectures. It’s been an ideal collaboration between CRASSH (Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities), where the research is based, and the College.

When we started, conspiracy theories were mainly of academic interest, and our investigation covered many areas of the topic, from ‘big data’ analysis and opinion polls (which we commissioned from YouGov) to historical examples from the 18th and 19th centuries and the place of conspiracy theories in literature and in political thought. But since the election of Donald Trump as US President, our research has taken on a more urgent contemporary significance. For Trump himself is a genuine conspiracy theorist, promoting the theory of a conspiracy to cover up the ‘fact’ that his predecessor Barack Obama was not born in the USA, or a conspiracy to send huge numbers of Mexicans to the USA, or the involvement of the father of his opponent for the Republican Presidential nomination, Ted Cruz, in a supposed conspiracy to kill President Kennedy in 1963, and many, many more.

The rise of Donald Trump has been accompanied by a deluge of ‘post-truth’ and ‘alternative facts’ where Presidential aides have dealt with attacks on the veracity of Trump’s statements simply by reasserting them irrespective of the evidence – for example, when photographs showed that the crowds in Washington’s Mall at his Inauguration were far smaller than those at his predecessor’s, Trump’s spokesperson said that the declaration that they were not just amounted to a presentation of ‘alternative facts’.

The Internet seems to be acting as a leveling influence here, ironing out the difference between facts and opinions until it becomes impossible to distinguish between the two. When we started our project we thought that the growth of Internet-fuelled conspiracy theories propagated by cultures of alternative belief about governments might not be such a threat to democracy; after the advent of Trump to the Presidency, however, it is starting to look as if a conspiracy theorist is in power.
Despite President Donald Trump’s decision to quit the Paris climate accord, the December 2015 deal stands as a seminal moment in human history. It was the point at which the community of nations (now with the exception of just three countries) committed themselves to a revolution. Achieving the target of less than 2 degrees of warming, and staying as close as possible to 1.5 degrees, calls for profound change in every facet of human endeavour. And this revolution must occur within the lifetime of my twenty-something children, if their children are to have a viable future.

Economies will have to be fuelled by new energy forms; our modes of transport must radically change; food production systems must be retooled. The revolution must reach even into our home kitchens and rewrite our meat-heavy western menus. In corporate boardrooms, the pursuit of profit must be recalibrated to take account of more frequent and extreme storms and wildfires, and to the risk of financial losses on assets that will be obsolete in a zero carbon future.

And even if we manage to unpick the complex economic and behavioural systems that keep us addicted to fossil fuels in time to avoid catastrophic climate change, the world that my grandchildren will inherit will still be warmer and more unstable than today’s.

As a reporter, no story is more important than the climate story. But it’s a hard sell. News – including long-form feature writing – feeds on immediacy, conflict and tension. Turn in a story shouting with acronyms (COPs, REDDs, BECCCs), or laden with ‘2050 scenarios’, and the editor is likely to spike it. Convey an apocalyptic or moralistic tone and your readers will abandon you before the third paragraph.

How to dig through the complexities of climate change to find the stories that resonate? How to tell small stories of change that both reporter and reader can cope with, while keeping the zero carbon endgame in clear view? How to convey the optimism that humanity needs, while remaining alert to greenwash and snake oil?

These questions have been my pre-occupation during the 10 weeks of my Press Fellowship. They will continue to challenge me for the rest of my career, but Wolfson has given me the gift of time and fresh ideas to fuel my own contribution to humanity's biggest story.
Terrorism, or in fact, terrorism financing was never a point of my research when I arrived at Wolfson as a Press Fellow in April. My research was about the growing Islamic Finance (IF) market in the United Kingdom, its potential towards nation building and its relationship with the local mainstream media.

My research however brought me to the most uncomfortable conclusion that the (almost) complete absence of IF coverage in mainstream media in this country is inextricably related to IF being linked to terrorism financing. This realisation, for me at least as a journalist from Malaysia, is incredibly distressing.

Malaysia is currently the biggest IF market in the world. This is not an empty claim as data from rating agency, Ram Ratings Services showed that global Islamic bond (sukuk) issuance reached US$22.2 billion, with Malaysia maintaining its leadership by accounting for 38.5 per cent of the total issuances as of 31 March 2017. Outstanding global sukuk meanwhile totalled at US$346.7 billion also in the same quarter, with Malaysia commanding 48 per cent of the amount.

IF has for the last three decades been a huge part of Malaysia’s economic, finance and nation building; thus to go from a world where IF is adored to one where IF is misunderstood and regarded with suspicion, as well as accused as a mechanism of terrorism, is quite an eye opener.

Interestingly enough, the UK has the biggest IF market in the whole of Europe and it is expected to grow even more post-Brexit. Sources close to the UK government told me that the government is prepared to revisit former Prime Minister David Cameron’s IF agenda as an investment and funding option post-Brexit, since the government anticipates an outflow of funds from its traditional Western investors.

Cameron was particularly ambitious and wanted London to stand alongside Dubai and Kuala Lumpur as one of the great capitals of IF in the world. Indeed, in June 2014, Cameron’s government issued Britain’s first sovereign Sukuk thus cementing Britain as the western hub for IF.
The programme of temporary exhibitions continued throughout the year and was remarkable for its contrasts and variety: contemporary British and Russian paintings; twentieth-century social realism and figurative ‘inventions’; new and renewed partnerships.

Michaelmas began with Alexei Lantsev: Counterpoints (9 October 2016 to 19 February 2017), an exhibition curated and supported by Dr Anna Dempster, College Research Associate. Lantsev’s large colourful abstractions inspired by food, wine and music, many of which were created specifically for this exhibition, filled the Dining Hall. His tempera ‘Travel Sketches’, which hung in the Gallery, introduced another aspect of his work. Alexei and Natasha, his wife, installed the exhibition and generously donated two sketches of Cambridge to the College collection.

By contrast, Dr Owen Edwards, Emeritus Fellow mounted an exhibition entitled Valley of Vision (21 January to 16 April 2017) on the theme of the now vanished world of the mines of South Wales. The exhibition was inspired by six key loans, three paintings by amateur artist and miner, Nicholas Evans (1907–2004) and three paintings by George Chapman (1908–1993), who made mining in the Rhondda Valley his primary subject matter. Valley of Vision explored the landscape and the life of the miners and was organised in partnership with the University of South Wales.
Eileen Cooper: A Woman’s Skin (6 May to 24 September 2017) opened in May and offered a stimulating contrast in the Combination Room. Paintings, collages and bronzes exploring the themes of the monumental female figure, symbolic space, and totemic nature, were generously lent by Eileen Cooper OBE RA, Keeper of the RA Schools, and others. The exhibition opened with a podium conversation between the artist and the curator, Dr Meredith Hale, Speelman Fellow, followed by a dinner surrounded by the works.

Finally, at the suggestion of Anthony Green RA (Honorary Fellow), Richard Sorrell lent over 30 paintings for the Dining Hall and Gallery clothing the walls with an array of figures arrested and captured in lucid colours while going about their daily lives. The exhibition is open from 27 May to 24 September.

It has been a rich and stimulating year for the College and its visitors that would have been impossible without the generosity of the artists, lenders, curators and College staff who devote their time to the fine arts.
Music at Wolfson

Juan Pablo Robledo del Canto (2014), Student and Music Society President

The 2016–2017 academic year was full of exciting musical events, and we welcomed an increased number of talented Choral Scholars, including soprano Emily Potter, mezzo-sopranos Gwen Davis and Laura Shen, tenors Thomas Stell and Andrei Smid, and baritone Alexander Busch, complemented by organist, pianist and violinist James Downs, who was awarded the Brian Moore Accompanist Scholarship.

Wolfson Jazz Nights, held in collaboration with WCSA, became an important addition this year in response to the growing interest in jazz by our student community. Thus, Sam Leak Piano Trio and the (Con)Temporary Quintet delighted us. This latter ensemble featured two new fine additions to Wolfson’s musical talent, students Alexis Deighton Macintyre (guitar) and Franz Nowak (piano), who attracted a large and enthusiastic audience which filled our Club Room.

Music and Madeira recitals included the amazing Charivari Agréable and the virtuosic Duo Bayanello. The Lunchtime Concert Series included performances by our Director of Music, Lynette Alcántara, and pianist Patrick Hemmerlé in a fine selection of Lieder, a varied and fun concert by Wolfson Students, and The Mellanie Trio performed sparkling chamber music. World-class pianist Ervin Nagy appeared in collaboration with the Cambridge Szeged Society. Organist and harpsichordist Dan Tidhar gave life to various Early Music Recitals. Both the Wolfson Choir and Wolfson Baroque chamber ensemble – the latter led by resident virtuoso violinist Er-Gene Kbang – delighted the audience with Bach’s Cantata BWV 80, as part of the Lent Term Concert A Mighty Fortress is our God, commemorating 500 years since the Reformation.

The Music Society would also like to thank Roger Briscoe and Linda Wicker and wish them all the best on their return to their homeland. They not only donated the Steinway grand that now graces the Lee Hall stage, attended and supported every single concert held in College, and sang in the Choir and Chamber Singers, but were also always warm, welcoming and generous to all of us who had the privilege of sharing the stage with them.
The Society of Emeritus Fellows

Tom Davies (1996), Emeritus Fellow

This academic year has been relatively quiet. The major events for the College included the election of the new President. Not being members of the Governing Body, the Emeritus Fellows had no formal role, but members did attend the interviews and presentations and we had opportunities to express our opinions. The choice of Professor Jane Clarke FMedSci FRS has been enthusiastically supported by the Emeritus Fellows.

The Society has organised a wide range of visits to places of interest, which are open to all members of the College and their guests. They included the Fitzwilliam Colour Exhibition of Medieval manuscript illustrations, the North Norfolk Walk, and a visit to Christchurch Mansions Ipswich. Information about our programme of future visits and external events is now available on the College website at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk/efs.

Senior Members

Lynn Hieatt (2001), Senior Member Observer

Senior Members enjoyed another year of participating in events and supporting the College in a variety of ways. Wolfson’s rich offering of lectures, seminars, art exhibits, musical events, dinners, beautiful gardens and interesting outings continued to provide the membership with considerable cultural (and gastronomic) enrichment. Our own series of monthly informal lunches enables us to get to know each other better, and our termly meetings with invited speakers remain highlights. This academic year we invited Mirza Baig, Wolfson’s IT Manager; Sheila Betts (Communications Officer) and Fiona Brown (College Secretary); and David Frost (Tutor for part-time Students).

Our Summer Garden Party for College Visitors, including CRAs and their families, was held on a stunning, sunny Sunday afternoon in May.

Providing practical support is something the membership continues to demonstrate, such as offering assistance to students with hospitality and English-language support. The recent departure of Karen Stephenson as Development Director was marked by generous donations from a number of Senior Members to the Wolf50n Bursary Fund, which was set up by longstanding Senior Member Margaret Whichelow.
College Research Associates

Jocelyn Probert (1998), CRA Secretary

Wolfson has 70 College Research Associates, with 10 post-docs joining each year through competitive application and others moving on elsewhere. We generally hold termly meetings and proceed to Formal Hall afterwards. Our Michaelmas event is particularly lively as we welcome new members and Visiting CRAs; this year we also invited Senior Members to join us for social networking.

In early 2017 we conducted a survey to discover what motivates Cambridge post-docs to become Wolfson CRAs, the interactions members currently have with the College, and their interests in future activities. The results revealed how much post-docs value having a college affiliation and in particular the social opportunities this brings. There was popular desire to open our meetings and social activities to other Wolfson members. Some CRAs are active participants in the various College research seminar series and a number have taken enthusiastically to the water with the Social Rowing Club. To help future CRAs integrate more easily, we are working with the Research Convenor to develop an information pack that covers all essential aspects of College life.

Humanities Society

Mary Newbould (2013), Fellow and Organiser

The Humanities Society is Wolfson’s prime forum for showcasing the wealth of academic research in the arts and humanities that takes place in Cambridge, and which promotes the College’s prominent role within it. Members from Wolfson and Visitors from across the University are invited to offer engaging talks across these disciplines to audiences assembled from the College community and beyond.

2016–2017 has seen yet another successful programme of talks thanks to the organisation of its dynamic committee. Talks have ranged from music, to history, to literature, to law, encompassing the combination of highly distinguished and early career academics invited by the Humanities Society each term. Speakers have included Cambridge-based scholars such as Wolfson’s James Westbrook, who spoke on David ‘Jose’ Rubio, an ‘illustrious’ maker of guitars; Helen Roche, who addressed childhood under the Nazi regime; Heather Webb, whose illustrated talk on Dante and Botticelli was warmly received; former President Gordon Johnson on scholarly publication in seventeenth-century Oxford and Cambridge; Alex da Costa on Chaucer’s ‘Pardoner’s Tale’; and committee member and Wolfson JRF Boyd Brogan, who presented aspects of his work in the
Science Society

António Rodrigues (2014), Fellow

Our Science Society aims to promote science and technology among the Wolfson community as well as the public in general. Our lectures on Friday evenings foster a friendly environment for debate and the exchange of ideas. We encourage communication between different disciplines, as we believe that this is crucial for the flourishing of novel scientific ideas. Our talks embrace a broad range of science and engineering topics.

We had another exciting academic year with many interesting speakers who covered diverse areas and topics. For instance, Wolfson Fellow George Salmond gave a fantastic talk on the molecular basis of the social lives of microbes and showed how microbial self-sacrifice might work as a weapon against the spread of bacteriophages – the parasites of bacteria – among bacterial populations. Joel Peck explained how evolutionary biology may be used to understand the nature of the origins of India’s Democracy; and Tanya Aplin, on privacy law. The final meeting of this year of successful and well-attended talks was crowned by the outgoing President, Sir Richard Evans, whose presentation on art and architecture in Nazi Germany provided a fitting College farewell to a significant scholar of the humanities, and a positive gesture towards another fruitful year of Society talks promised in 2017–2018.

Mary-Ann Middelkoop, Andrea Greve, Alexis Deighton-Macintyre, Rasha Rezk, António Rodrigues, Christine Corton and the President.
of human societies and ultimately promote cooperation by changing societal environments. Milica Vasiljevic provided many intriguing insights into the complexities of addiction cessation strategies and gave us some evidence that e-cigarettes, as a strategy to stop smoking, may be less effective than previously thought. Nattan Zaccai showed how neutron scattering analysis provides valuable information about the mechanisms underlying the transport of proteins within the cell membranes of bacteria. As always, the discussions after the talks were lively and enlightening. The Society also staged its first debate, which proved extremely popular. Given this success, we aim to replicate this format in future years.

We are already planning the list of speakers for the next academic year; you can find our programme online at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk/seminars/science, and we are also present on Facebook and Twitter.

Finally, we are delighted that the University’s Vice-Chancellor and Wolfson Honorary Fellow Professor Sir Leszek Borysiewicz has agreed to become Honorary President of the Science Society. The invitation was sponsored by Dr Christine Corton (Lady Evans) and we are extremely grateful for her support.

Lunchtime Seminar Series

Christine Corton (2010), Senior Member and Chair

The Wednesday lunchtime seminar has heard talks this year on topics including ‘The Hidden Heritage of Central Otago’s Gold Rush’; ‘Same-sex Schoolgirl Intimacy in Colonial Korea’; ‘Riverscapes of the Amazonian Wauja People’; ‘The influence of Flavius Josephus upon Christian Art’ and ‘Courts, Constitution and Democracy in Bangladesh’.

Wolfson and Kettle’s Yard archivist Frieda Midgley argued that ‘There should be a Kettle’s Yard in every University’ while Graham Allen, our Vice-President, raised the question ‘Are Dons still a Self-governing Community of Scholars?’ College Research Associate Corinne Duhig reviewed ‘The Afterlives of an Anglo-Saxon Cemetery’. ‘Big Cats and the City’, featured Nayanika Mathur on wild animals roaming the public places of India, whereas Toby Smith chased cuckoos to highlight their declining numbers. We received advice on our rights as air travellers, while literature was represented by talks on the essays of R L Stevenson and on ‘Editing Shakespeare in Translation’, Debbie Pullinger investigated the value of the memorised poem, and Burne-Jones’s illustrations for the Kelmscott Chaucer were detailed by Alison Syme.

We have also enjoyed CRA Philip Loft on British politics from 1689 to 1750, Bernard Collette on ‘Ancient Democratic Conceptions of Freedom’, Mary-Ann Middelkoop on ‘Impressionism and Foreign Cultural Policy in Weimar Germany, 1918–1933’, Ghassan Moazzin on ‘German Bankers and the Rise of International Banking in China (1885–1919)’, Henri Schmitt on the French chanson and Aliandra Barlete on ‘the Role of Higher Education in Latin America’.
Skills for Academic Success

Gillian Sanders, Postgraduate Administrator

The Skills for Academic Success programme is now in its fourth year, and was again put together by Jane McLarty (Senior Tutor), Sally Church (Tutor) and Meg Westbury (Lee Librarian), assisted by Gillian Sanders (Postgraduate Administrator). The informal workshops are a forum for friendly debate and take place from 6 to 7pm on Thursdays during Full Term. Following the success last year of extending the invitation beyond Wolfson, we were again pleased to welcome a good number of students from the other mature colleges.

Although the main focus is on developing and improving students’ skills in oral presentation, academic writing and computing skills, we also introduced sessions that would be of interest to the wider Wolfson community.

Twenty workshops were organised. Speakers included Fellows, CRAs and University staff. Some sessions, for example on time management (Jane McLarty and Alun Williams) and keeping mentally well (Caitlin Hitchcock), were relevant to students’ academic studies while others focused on interview preparation (Ana Toribio) and the academic publishing landscape (Philip Meyler, Cambridge University Press).

Richard Berengarten’s practical workshops offered tips on improving writing skills and effective revision, while Ann Copestake’s workshop on statistical results helped students recognise the quality of results. David Frost’s class addressed the challenge students face of engaging in critical analysis and argument, while Giles Yeo and Charles Jones led a class on the First Year Report.

The advantages of keeping up to the minute with social media, discovering the best starting places for effective literature searches and avoiding plagiarism were covered in Meg Westbury’s workshops while others focused on writing effective grant applications for research (Alexei Lapkin) and open access and data sharing (Marta Teperek, Research Data Facility Manager, UL). The principles of organising and working more effectively with data were covered by Sergio Martinez Cuesta in his class entitled Managing Research Data. And a small group of students enjoyed a gentle tour of the University Library, from secluded desks to grand reading rooms, guided by Meg Westbury.

We wish to thank all the speakers and of course our students whose support made the programme a success. Ideas for future topics are always welcome, so feel free to suggest one that interests you!
My journey to Wolfson

Reham Elwakil (2016), Student

As an MPhil student, I have rooted my academic experience in the seeds of my research. Accordingly, my journey to Wolfson really began in 2013, the moment I was handed a very special mudbrick, handmade by a generous man from New Gourna village on the west bank of Luxor, Egypt. I carried the brick back to the UK and carefully examined it throughout my final year as an undergraduate student. This seemingly simple artefact began to unravel a series of critical socio-political discourses around the effects of modernisation on marginalised communities, fighting for self-sufficiency in a rapidly shifting urban context. These findings became my BA in architecture dissertation, and I eventually carried this investigation further into my MPhil in Architecture and Urban Design course here at Cambridge.

Experiencing closely the irreversible physical and psychological impact of social injustice and political unrest on people’s lives, I aimed to focus on the important mediating role and social perspective that architects can offer. My work became highly driven by community-based architecture that works on providing people with a sense of cultural ownership as a result of a participatory process. Upon completion of my undergraduate course, my final project was awarded the RIBA NWLSA (North West London Society of Architects) Live Project Award. Shortly afterwards, I moved to Malaysia for a year where I worked on various environmentally and socially driven architectural projects around Southeast Asia. This was followed by an experimental year of working on small-scale interdisciplinary projects including a cultural exchange programme (Tandamize2.0) funded by the British Council and based in Colombo, Sri Lanka. During my stay in Sri Lanka I received an important email from Wolfson College, that instantly recognised my interest in cultural diversity, and warmly welcomed me in.

Much like my encounter with the handmade mud brick, I am constantly searching for more seeds of inspiration to drive my academic and professional quest. Luckily, when many people with similar dispositions surround you, the journey naturally gains momentum and value, and this is exactly what my stay at Wolfson is giving me.
My journey to Wolfson

Adeeba Aziz Khan (2016), Fellow

During my teenage years I attended the United World College of South East Asia boarding school in Singapore. Thereafter, I studied for my LLB and UK Bar exams in London and then lived and worked in New York, Dhaka and Singapore before returning to England for my Masters and PhD studies. Given my international background and research focus on law, society and culture, I have always been in the realm of ‘overlap’ – both in terms of the cultural overlaps within my personal life and the interdisciplinary nature of my research.

After obtaining my PhD at the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) in London, I joined Wolfson as a Junior Research Fellow. I was born and raised in Bangladesh so I have a natural association with my area of research: constitutionalism in Bangladesh, with a focus on the interaction between formal and informal institutions. I developed a keen interest in politics and cultural factors, such as how patronage can impact on the quality of governance and judicial decision-making, during my time as a Junior Associate at a law firm based in Dhaka. At the time Bangladesh was being governed by a caretaker government under a state of emergency. I practised in the field of constitutional law and public interest litigation, which made me realise that it is necessary to understand the existing social and power relations. Otherwise the puzzle of weak electoral institutions and failing democratic consolidation in Bangladesh cannot be understood, and nor can questions be answered, such as whose interests formal institutions are representing, or what channels of influence are being used, and why these channels exist.

College life at Wolfson has truly been a novel experience because for the first time I’m interacting with researchers from many different fields. This has been a unique learning opportunity and being exposed to this level of diversity has strengthened my abilities as a researcher. Although I have lived in a number of countries and have balanced many identities and cultures, this is not always easy. But the diversity of Wolfson and the easy acceptance of difference by its members and staff have made it home for me. Wolfson is the natural College for international students and researchers and I am so grateful that I was given the opportunity to continue my post-doctoral research at this wonderful and most eclectic of colleges.
My journey to Wolfson

Annabel Lawson (2015), Student

Every Wolfson mature undergraduate comes with some kind of past, but I was surprised to find I had so very much more of it than most: I was three times as old as the student with whom I shared my first supervision. At the initial Wolfson interview I was asked: ‘why do you want to put yourself through this?’

‘What?’ I wondered.

‘The stress and the pressure’ they said.

Stress and pressure. Mind-rewind. Financial crash of 2008. Customer dies in North Africa. Mudslide cuts off Machu Picchu. Volcanic ash clouds ground all air travel: groups (with our staff) stranded from Sicily through Turkey to Syria. King of Morocco ejects all tourists from Fez. As unrest grows in the Maghreb and Near East we devise day-long emergency drills together with the Foreign Office. Then one day it happens. The group staying on Green Square in Tripoli, Libya find themselves in the middle of a gun battle. All telephone contact lost. One mobile still working of a group member, who lends it to our archaeologist guide. British Embassy closes and staff are gone when our guide batters on their door. I sleep surrounded by telephones and laptops. Colleagues in Tunisia and Egypt are waiting to help if we can get the group along the rebel-held coast road in either direction. But oh wonder! Our agent in Malta knows the owner of the catamaran sent to pick up US Embassy staff, there may be space. Fifteen triumphant customers made the ten o’clock news as they finally arrived. But it does not stop. Problems keep increasing as the company grows.

Thirty years earlier I had set up a cultural travel company, fired by the story of the human past and flushed with a fresh PhD in Archaeology. I drove small groups (and big picnic hampers) around rural Wessex in a minibus: all innocent of the dangers lying in wait. Yet something interesting emerged from them: I had survived those days of stress and pressure by reading poetry and reassuringly unexciting Trollope novels; turning to literature for solace and interest. Perhaps I could start again? It was a thrilling thought. But which university might offer exactly what I wanted? Which might believe in and support this particularly ‘mature’ student returning as a novice – an undergraduate? Well, you know the answer! The one I chose was Wolfson, and, *mirabile dictu*, Wolfson chose me.
My Journey to Wolfson

Julia Aldridge, née Moss (1987), Alumna

Reading ‘My Journey to Wolfson’ by Dennis Mubaiwa in the 2015–2016 Wolfson Review was a reminder of just how much Wolfson comes to mean to all those who pass through its doors but particularly to those mature undergraduates who reach Cambridge via more unusual routes.

My own journey began in 1986 with an exploratory letter to all the colleges at Cambridge that take mature students. I was lucky enough to receive the most encouraging reply from the then acting Senior Tutor Dr Marie Lovatt who was interested in my previous seven-year career in nursing and recent acquisition of a third A Level in History at evening classes. Like Dennis I didn’t feel that my interview went well – Dr Franklin was pretty scary – and I was resolved to going to Leicester instead. It was only when a letter of unconditional offer to read History arrived that I realised how much I wanted to go to Wolfson. The next three years were hard work but wonderful.

After I graduated with a 2:1 in 1990 I went to Leicester University to do a PGCE. I then worked as a history teacher for 12 years in an 11-18 comprehensive just south of Birmingham. For much of that time I really enjoyed being in the classroom and teaching a subject I loved. For the last six years I was Head of History and worked with some wonderfully committed colleagues. I finally decided to leave in 2003, I was still happy teaching but not with the relentless pace of change and felt that I needed to do something different. So it was back to college to study horticulture followed by working for a few years as a professional gardener.

Wolfson and Cambridge gave me so much – greater self-confidence, a second career, a lovely husband, Roger, and a life-long love of learning. Whilst studying horticulture I became interested in garden history and I am now passionate about the history of art. In turn these interests have given rise to some fascinating travels.

Roger and I live just outside Worcester with a half-acre garden and a succession of cats and dogs. This means we don’t often get to visit Cambridge but each time we return and I climb the stairs to the Combination Room I see my 25-year old self sitting in one of the big leather armchairs hiding behind a newspaper waiting for my interview. At one point in that interview I was asked why I wanted to go to Wolfson in particular. Maybe it was my answer to that question that helped secure my place – I wanted to go somewhere that was truly cosmopolitan and international, somewhere with a broad range of students from all kinds of backgrounds. Today that is just as important as it ever was, perhaps even more so.

Wolfson and Cambridge have shaped my life in so many positive ways. For which many thanks.
University Challenge

Justin Yang (2015), Student

The 2016–2017 BBC University Challenge series was an especially eventful one for Wolfson College as the College’s team captained by Eric Monkman and consisting of Ben Chaudhri, Paul Cosgrove and Justin Yang, advanced to the televised rounds. Britain was gripped by ‘Monkmania’ as the team won fans and supporters from the College, throughout the University, and across social media.

Wolfson survived the first round after a nail-biting tiebreaker against the School of Oriental and African Studies then won, more convincingly, against Jesus College, Cambridge in the second round. During the quarterfinals, Wolfson defeated Balliol College, Oxford, before losing to the University of Edinburgh. After a decisive victory against the University of Warwick, Wolfson advanced to the semi-finals where they won against a very strong team from Emmanuel College, Cambridge. In the finals, despite a strong performance, the team lost to the series champions, Balliol College, Oxford.

Serendipity seemed at times to favour the Wolfson team. During a break from filming, Eric visited the Imperial War Museum North and learned about the Dardanelles which ended up being the answer to a starter only a few hours later. Similarly, having visited Brussels only a week before a match, Justin was able to recall that it was the Atomium which was ‘neither tower, nor pyramid, a little bit cubic, a little bit spherical, half-way between sculpture and architecture’ during the tense match against Emmanuel College.

Of course, the biggest challenge for the team was keeping the results secret as the show is pre-recorded. Paul notes, “My family and friends knew only that I had played the first match and not the outcome. However, my mum was a bit more sneaky – I repeatedly asked her for my bank details to make expenses claims – by which she realised and figured out we had been to Manchester three times!”
Wolfson College Students’ Association

Justin Yang (2015), Student and WCSA President, Jason Phan (2015), Student and WCSA Vice-President, and Ben Chaudhri (2014), Student and WCSA Junior Treasurer

This was a highly productive and successful year for our WCSA Committee. At the end of Michaelmas, Ents Officer Christian Harvey held a highly successful ‘Bridgemas’ event which will hopefully be the start of a festive tradition for future Wolfson students. During Lent Term, Christian and Second Ents Officer Sian Bradshaw produced a compelling and memorable series of events, including National Hug Day, Wolfson’s Got Talent, and Chocolate Tasting.

External Officer, Sebastian Wrobel organised a number of successful swaps during Lent and Easter Terms with Trinity, St John’s, Pembroke and Magdalene, in addition to an extended swap to our sister College, St Antony’s, Oxford. Alain Kilajian led WCSA’s contribution to the Green Impact competition and piloted a highly successful composting program. Alain also organised a Green Week event to raise awareness about sustainable food sourcing and waste reduction in College.

Equality & Diversity Officer Azita Chellappoo led initiatives to provide sexual consent and active bystander training in partnership with the Tutorial Office. LGBT+ Representative, Eric Swanson, continued WCSA’s successful LGBT group while Disability Representative Aisja Mahmood initiated Wolfson’s ‘Self-Care Sundays’ event during Easter Term.

Sports & Societies Officer Dennis Mubaiwa has focused on a major project aimed at improving the College gym facilities, including removal of damaged or defective equipment and acquiring state-of-the-art equipment to help our athletes excel.
Internally, Vice-President Jason Phan and Junior Treasurer Ben Chaudhri helped WCSA run smoothly with the introduction of a new internal communications platform, a fixed asset inventory project, and enhanced financial reporting systems. Secretary Zenas van Veldhoven helped improve WCSA’s external communications and kept the Committee organised. Finally, President Justin Yang initiated the inaugural WCSA Student Life Survey to gather vital information about College life at Wolfson and proposed a number of constitutional changes to streamline WCSA governance.

The Committee extends a warm thanks to the Wolfson community for continued support and co-operation – we could not have achieved so much without you! We now look forward to inducting newcomers to WCSA in Michaelmas 2017.

June Event

Brian Robertson (2014), Student

After a gap year, the Wolfson June Event was back with a Big Bang on Friday 23 June 2017. This year’s event, entitled Aeons, took guests on a journey through the ages of the Earth from the molten landscape of the Hadean to the watery depths of the Palaeozoic. The lucky 750 were guided by a very popular dinosaur through the unique and diverse scenery of the most momentous phases of our ever-changing planet. Lasting till 5am the next morning, it was a busy night filled with music, comedy and entertainment, as well as all-inclusive food and drink. Entertainment was in abundance: laser-tag, life-drawing, water zorb racing, a giant slide, bucking bronco, shisha, casino, silent disco, and Wolfson’s very own Howler. Guests also enjoyed a wide range of live music on four stages, with the headliner being The Subways, a British rock band whose lead singer is a Wolfson student. It might well have been the best night in aeons.
Wolfson Reading Group

Kim Allen (2008) and Christine Corton (2010), Senior Members

It has been an exciting year for the Wolfson Reading Group. We began with What I Loved (Siri Hustvedt, 2003). Hailed by one reviewer as ‘a ferociously clever book’, it prompted extreme reactions averaging at 6.1. Eight Months on Ghazzah Street (Hilary Mantel, 1988), describing an English woman who feels trapped living in Saudi Arabia, also elicited strong feelings, with a higher score of 7.45. The 2016 Booker Prize winner Sellout (Paul Beatty) failed to arouse the same admiration with the lowest mark of the season at 5.1. Sweet Caress (William Boyd, 2015) was agreed to be a perfectly enjoyable read, but was also felt to lack depth: it scored a creditable 7 out of 10. The highly rated Golden Hill (Francis Spufford, 2016) is a rollicking, picaresque novel with more than a nod towards Tristram Shandy. The discussion in the Group was very lively, but the novel was not universally admired and ended up with an average score of 7.8. Most recently two books were discussed: Burial Rites, (Hannah Kent, 2013) and The Sea (John Banville, 2005). For such seemingly different books, one set in 1820s Iceland, based on the true story of a murderess and the other set from the 1950s up to near-present times in Ireland, they had much in common: the influence of the sea and the presence of early death as an initiator of the plot. Kent’s excellent novel accrued the highest mark of the season at 8 with Banville’s at 7.5 out of 10.

Wolfson Latin Nights

Brian Tan (2014), Student

Wolfson Latin Night is a thrilling experience, transforming ordinary people into passionate learners of dance under the persuasion of impassioned Latin music. This is where bodies sway sublimely and hearts beat merrily in tandem to the catchy cadences.

These weekly occasions are wildly popular among students and dancers in Cambridge. Multi-level salsa or zouk classes are conducted from 8pm and bachata lessons are taught from 9pm. The evening will only end after free and exhilarating social dancing till 11pm!

The high-quality lessons, creative dance steps, friendly and fun-loving instructors and dancers make these evenings memorable. Latin Nights are the quintessential dancing experience that will transform you and expand your social circle. We welcome all levels of dancers so see you there!
Ballroom Dancing Society

Susie Hoelgaard (1976), Senior Member and Organiser

Ballroom dancing has been going on at Wolfson for many decades and continues to attract new students and Visitors every year. A steady group of participants joined our weekly sessions in Michaelmas Term and we all had a great time. Our instructor Calla and I do our best to make the lessons fun in a relaxed atmosphere so those who have no dancing experience do not feel intimidated.

We did our usual double act introducing beginners to basic steps and routines in the various dances. At first newcomers struggle to coordinate their footwork with the rhythm, hold, leg and hip action, but they have fun together laughing at their first clumsy attempts. We were lucky to have some advanced couples with us to help them learn faster, so before long everyone was happily swinging around the floor to lively Latin rhythms of the jive, cha-cha and swaying to the gentler strains of the waltz, foxtrot and rumba.

Dancing serves a valuable function in an international environment like Wolfson as it enables people from all sorts of backgrounds to communicate and make friends across cultural barriers. It’s an excellent fitness strategy too for book-weary scholars who can step away from their desks and screens to stretch their legs and minds on the dance floor.
Wolfson Howler

Shahid Padhani (2013), Student

The current academic year has been another successful one for the Wolfson Howler. For those not familiar with Wolfson’s very own comedy night, the event is perhaps best summarised in the words of *Varsity* (30 May 2016): ‘the Wolfson Howler presents a comedy club vibe unlike any other found on the Cambridge scene. It gives rising student comics a place alongside award-winning up-coming names in the wider comedic world. The mixture is a delight to watch.’

This year the Howler played host to many brilliant comedians, professionals and students alike, with headliners including John Kearns, Lolly Adefope, Jamali Maddix and Andrew Hunter Murray. In addition, there have been some changes to Howler – regular compères Ed Gamble and Nish Kumar passed the torch to two new ones, Pierre Novellie and Ahir Shah. Both are Cambridge alumni, who first performed at the Howler as students, and who have gone on to be award-winning comedians in their own right.

With something for everyone at each event, ranging from geeky to political to just downright weird, combined with the amazing atmosphere created by the compères, the Wolfson Howler is an event not to be missed!
Board Games Society

Matthias Wong (2013), Student and Society Organiser

The Society hosts the weekly Wolfson Games Night, which brings enthusiasts and casual players together for an evening of tabletop adventures. We introduce all types of games, thematic concepts, and game mechanics. These include stalwart classics like the train adventure game Ticket to Ride as well as new releases like the award-winning deduction game Codenames. Every week features a different theme. One week could see a Zen journey along the famous coastal road in Tokaido, and the next a frantic race across Europe in the gothic horror-themed Fury of Dracula.

The Wolfson Games Nights are a regular fixture in the College’s social calendar, and over the past year they have provided a friendly and welcoming atmosphere for College members to meet new friends. We offer something for everyone looking to have a good time, whether you are a fan of deep strategy or just looking to roll some dice.

Noodle Club

Corinne Duhig (1981), Director of Studies in Archaeology and College Research Associate
Laurence Smith (1985), Library Assistant and College Research Associate

Noodle Club is an informal gathering every Friday lunchtime, in which we discuss news items and general themes, serious and lighthearted. And eat noodles and snacks!

Many members come to improve their conversational English, to clear up questions about English grammar or improve pronunciation. Importantly, we all enjoy meeting people in different subjects, from different countries and cultures.

This year we have welcomed 25 people, from 11 different countries, and topics have included elections (including the US, France and the UK’s Brexit vote), air pollution, euphemisms, the end of Obamacare, earlier forms of English and even the history of Cambridge University.

Noodle Club members with their ‘Welcome’ messages, outside Fuchs House
Plant Society

Gabriela Doria (2015), Student

The Wolfson Plant Society brings together College members fascinated by the diversity of plants and passionate to learn more about them. We want to promote interest in botany, plant sciences, plant diversity, natural history and the uses of plants. During our first year of activities we have walked the Wolfson gardens with Head Gardener Phil Stigwood, visited the ‘Orchid Show’ at the University Botanic Gardens, and explored Cambridgeshire’s woodlands looking for wild orchids. At the University Herbarium, we had the privilege of seeing Darwin’s own botanical specimens, which he collected on the voyage of HMS Beagle. In collaboration with Green Week and with the support of WCSA, we provided plants and materials to design mini-rockery gardens of cacti and succulents for our students to bring some green into their rooms. All plant lovers, in and out of College, are invited to enjoy with us the wonders of the plant world!

Designing mini-rockery gardens at the launch of Wolfson Plant Society (November, 2016)

Tea Society

Eric Swanson (2015), Student and Society Treasurer

The Tea Society began its second year with continuing members as well as many new faces. The weekly gatherings on Sundays brought close friends and new acquaintances together to relax, try new teas and enjoy the company of others. We made some departures from classic British teas this year with sessions dedicated to Chinese floral tea, Japanese matcha tea and Colombian mate tea along with the associated customs for preparing and drinking these teas. The society also sponsored a ‘Paws for Tea’ bake sale to support the animal welfare charity, Blue Cross. The Tea Society remains a place to gather for the appreciation of tea and conversation.
Wolfson Sports

Dennis Mubaiwa (2015), Student and WCSA Sports and Societies Officer

Last year was by all measures a fantastic year for sport at Wolfson, but this year was even better. We are grateful to all our club and societies organisers for the excellent work they’ve done in running their teams and in creating a positive environment that fosters friendship and community whilst nurturing physical and mental wellbeing.

A high number of Blues and Half-Blues were awarded to Wolfson students across a range of sports, showcasing the immense breadth and depth of our sporting talent. The Blues recipients include Tom Kearns (Athletics), Angus Lockhart (Athletics), Aleksander Malowany (Rowing), Nivedita Sarveswaran (Half-Blue, Karate), Zenas Van Veldhoven (Half-Blue, Lightweight Rowing) and Samuel Mann (Half-Blue, Skiing). For the second year running, Midfielder Stefan Wolf and Sports and Societies Officer Dennis Mubaiwa were both awarded Full Blues in Football and Powerlifting, respectively.

Wolfson’s sporting scene has further expanded: in addition to the wide range of already available sports, students are now able to participate in Cross-Country running and Women’s Football. More generally, reports from the captains reflect strong, competitive performances across the board. Stand-out achievements include pool and badminton, whilst cricket, squash, table tennis and badminton have enjoyed lively participation. This undoubtedly reflects a growing interest in College sport, as well as the College’s commitment to providing an environment conducive to both physical and mental wellbeing.

Thanks to the hard work of the sports captains, who have balanced demanding academic schedules alongside organising matches and training sessions, Wolfson has enjoyed a competitive year. Their efforts leave us in a good position to continue our upward trajectory. Similarly, our high-achieving athletes continue to be a source of inspiration, and in raising the College’s profile, a source of pride – we sincerely hope that this continues. Finally, I’d like to thank the College for its continued support in cultivating a positive sporting spirit at Wolfson.
Athletics

*Angus Lockhart (2015), Student and Captain*

The Achilles Athletics Club (Oxford and Cambridge’s combined club) was hosted by the universities of Harvard, Yale, Cornell and Pennsylvania on its tour to the East Coast of the United States this April.

Every fourth year a combined Oxford and Cambridge team visits the US, and for two of the three intervening years the British universities host the visiting US teams. The first match was against the combined Harvard and Yale team, and the second against a Cornell and Penn team. These matches were a great experience but sadly both Men’s and Women’s teams were narrowly beaten in their matches.

Wolfson College was also represented at the 143rd Athletics Varsity Match. Tom Kearns and Angus Lockhart were selected to compete as part of the Cambridge University Athletic Club (CUAC) Men’s Blues team, and Gunther Klobe in the Men’s Second team.

The match was held in Cambridge and some fantastic performances were recorded. Gunther Klobe out-jumped both the Oxford Blues and Second team to win the Second team match with a strong performance of 1.80m, finishing narrowly behind the Cambridge Blue’s top jumper.

Faced with strong competition from Oxford, Tom Kearns ran a personal best of 10.19.99 minutes in the 3000m Steeplechase, coming fourth in the Blues match. Angus Lockhart fielded two personal bests in the Shot Put (14.81m) and Discus (40.86m), winning both of the events in the Blues match, and gaining Cambridge University Full Blues.

Despite these successes, Oxford took home the overall match trophies in both Men’s and Women’s Blues and Second matches, drawing strength from the depth in their squad. Nevertheless, with many new athletes coming into the Cambridge ranks, the future is bright, and CUAC looks forward to future contributions from Wolfson College to its success.
**Badminton**

*Joachim Dias (2012), Student and Captain*

This is my last year as Captain of the Wolfson Badminton team as I am finishing my PhD. I’d like to thank everyone who played for us and made all those years so enjoyable. I couldn’t have asked for better team mates – all great players and talented people. As usual, our team performed well and reached the semi-finals of the Cuppers tournament. I would like to thank WCSA for providing us with the ability to keep on playing our favourite sport at a good standard.

We are now looking for someone to take on the badminton team and club. If anyone is interested, please get in touch with me at jovd2@cam.ac.uk so I can organise the handover.

---

**Basketball**

*Xianwei Shi (2014) and Jyothish Soman (2013), Students and Captains*

This academic year has been very tough as our rebuilding year. Due to injuries of some key players and sometimes a lack of players, we did not manage to get back to the First Division. However, we had some very competitive matches against the best teams in the League.

As Captains, we would like to thank the team for standing together and playing some great games, and the College for its strong support throughout the year. Special thanks go to Professor Robert Edelman, who coached us in the Michaelmas Term. We aim to become more competitive and return to the top division next academic year, with the remaining core players and any new players to join us in the future.

Looking forward to another great year of Wolfson Basketball.
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
Karim Mukaddem (2015), Student and Organiser
Entering its third year, the College Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Club has continued to grow. Wolfson’s own James Sutherland now takes up instruction as the Club fosters a beginner-friendly atmosphere while still providing competitive development. Though we have not competed as a club this year, individual members have gone on to succeed at competitions across the UK.

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu is a martial art and self-defence system that focuses on grappling to achieve control and submission. Wolfson College BJJ trains at least twice a week during term and membership is open to anyone affiliated with the University of Cambridge, and is free for Wolfson members. For more information please visit www.facebook.com/groups/wolfsonbjj

Cricket
Karthik Suresh (2016), Student and Captain
The Wolfson Cricket Club had a tough year after a host of seasoned veterans left our ranks last year. The Club is now in a transition phase as we try to establish a fresh group of keen Wolfson cricketers.

This year saw Wolfson re-enter the University Cuppers tournament. After a good win in our first game against Churchill, Wolfson couldn’t do enough to get past Girton which saw us exit the tournament prematurely. Our last game of the season was the annual match against the President’s XI. The students unfortunately succumbed to an enthusiastic staff and alumni side, but it was a good summer’s day that was enjoyed by all.

President’s Cup Cricket Match 2017
Christopher Lawrence, Bursar
The 18th annual cricket match between the Wolfson President’s XI and the Wolfson Students’ XI took place on Sunday 11 June, with the President’s XI coming out as the victors. This was the fourth win by the President’s XI in the seven years of Professor Sir Richard Evans’ Presidency, bringing the results over the 18 matches to six wins for the President’s XI and 12 wins for the Students’ XI.

This year the President’s XI fielded a strong side comprising six alumni, two Fellows, two members of staff and a former Visiting Scholar. Batting first, they got off to a strong start and maintained momentum throughout their innings, reaching 148 for 6 off 20 overs. When the Students went into bat, they were pegged back by an accurate bowling line-up who bowled four maiden overs in the first five overs. The Students never recovered from this slow start, eventually reaching just 92 runs for 6 off their 20 overs, resulting in a 56-run winning margin for the President’s XI.

Man of the Match was Zabhir Moghal, a Land Economy MPhil student from 2012, who scored 51 not out for the President’s XI before then taking three wickets in one over.
The game was played in bright sunshine, and both sides enjoyed the traditional post-match hospitality back at the President’s Lodge.

Cross-Country
Tom Kearns (2015), Student and Organiser
The newly formed Wolfson Cross-Country club concluded its first season with both the Men’s and Ladies’ teams finishing in the top half of the Intercollegiate League rankings. Notable individual performances include Tom Kearns who ran for the winning Men’s Third VIII at Varsity XC and in the 3k Steeplechase at the British Universities Athletics Championships, and Libby Marchant who ran for the winning Ladies’ Mob match team at Varsity XC, and ran the Boston Marathon this year in 3 hours 33 minutes.

The Club has used its WCSA funding to purchase team vests which we look forward to getting muddy in next year’s Cross-Country season.
**Football**  
*Alexander Montag (2014), Student and Captain*
Wolfson College fields two joint Men’s football teams together with Darwin College. This is a great way to meet new people not only from Wolfson but also from Darwin. Training is once a week with two matches (one per team) on the weekend. The teams are not strictly divided into first and second team; we train together and players are selected for matches based on availability, training attendance, and level of play. The season takes place during Michaelmas and Lent Terms however, we organise weekly kickabouts during Easter Term.

If you are keen on playing competitive football that still leaves you with sufficient time for your studies – come and join Wolfson College Men’s football teams.

**Ninjutsu Society**  
*Antonio Lombardo (2014), Fellow and Organiser*
The aim of the Ninjutsu Society is to study and teach the Japanese martial art of Bujinkan Budo Taijutsu. The Bujinkan system consists of nine separate schools, whose techniques have been transmitted from generation to generation for over 900 years through an unbroken line of grandmasters. Ninjutsu is the martial art practised by legendary Japanese Ninja, includes both armed and unarmed fight and is an excellent self-defence system. Practising Ninjutsu helps develop self-confidence, perseverance, awareness of one’s own body, as well as the ability to handle stressful situations. We practise every Saturday and the classes are open to every level.

**Pool**  
*Ioannis Menikou (2014), Student and Captain*
We were very competitive and challenged for first place in the League, right up to the last game of the season, exceeding even our most optimistic expectations. Unfortunately we were defeated in that last and most important game against Downing College. This caused great disappointment in the team, however, it has left us with even more motivation and determination to work harder next year.

Our performance in Cuppers was not as successful as in the League, as we were eliminated in the second round. Given that half of the team has now graduated, our aim for next year is to recruit talented and enthusiastic new members and to work together to return to the First Division. Many thanks to all the members of the team, who contributed to a successful and enjoyable year.
Squash
Louis Ashworth (2015), Student and Captain
It has been an interstitial year for Wolfson’s squash club. The graduation last year of the formidable Saadiq Moledina, a huge champion and promoter of College squash, was unfortunately compounded by several other key players finishing their studies. A smaller club has operated this year, with Thomas Mullners serving as Captain until Louis Ashworth took over at Christmas. Games have been few as we rebuild, but a tight loss against Jesus College at the end of Michaelmas Term showed there is still strength in Wolfson. We have invested in new racquets, and have the luxury of using the world-class courts at the University Centre. New players are always welcome, and we hope that the next academic year will bring renewed interest and competition into what, in recent history, has been one of Wolfson’s top sports teams.

Table Tennis
Jason Too (2015), Student and Society President
The Society had a fine year as the 2016–2017 academic year saw a big influx of new College members interested in Table Tennis. As a result, we performed strongly again this year, with our team placed second in the Second Division.

Currently the Society has close to 20 members and we hold practice sessions in the Lee Hall every Sunday from 8pm to 10pm. All Wolfson members are welcome to join us in these. We are grateful to WCSA and our new members in organising out-of-hours training sessions with our Robo-pong.

Zumba, Aerobics and Pilates Society
Tessa Stewart (2013), Student and Society Organiser
The Zumba, Aerobics and Pilates Society has had a great year: growing in numbers and acquiring beautiful new mats. It has been great to see new members becoming regulars, and we can all feel the benefits of weekly classes!

With the quiet period over exam time, we paused our Aerobics and Zumba classes, but still offered weekly Pilates: a great antidote to hours of studying and exam stress. Sadly, we said goodbye to our Zumba instructor, so will be looking for a new instructor to continue Laura’s energising classes at the start of the new academic year. We are still very lucky to have Jane as our Aerobics and Pilates instructor: she continually pushes us, providing stimulating and challenging classes.
Social Rowing

Marie Kent (2016), Fellow and Captain

Wolfson’s newly formed Social Rowing Team (WSRT) took to the water for its inaugural row on Sunday 22 January 2017 and has been meeting at the Wolfson College Boathouse every Sunday morning since. Founded by Fellow Marie Kent, the WSRT is a new venture that caters for members of the College whose commitments prevent them from training with the College crew during the week, or who perhaps have wanted to row but previously have not been able to do so. The team is open to all members and associate members of the College provided they can swim, and meets at 10.45am for an 11am start every Sunday (river closures excepted) to enjoy two hours’ rowing on the Cam until 1pm.

WSRT has rowers of all abilities, from complete novices to current and former College and City rowers, and we are indebted to our several coaches and coxes from Wolfson and the City clubs who generously donate their time to help us every week. After a few preliminary lessons on the erg and in ‘the tub’, newcomers progress to ‘the eight’ where they join the more experienced rowers and everyone practises their skills together. Although the purpose of the WSRT is primarily social, we do have some ambition! As well as striving to emulate the College crews who row past with such panache, we are considering forming a crew to trial for the Bumps next year, and have plans to challenge other Oxbridge Colleges to social rowing events. So together with our Boathouse parties and post-rowing gatherings at the pub, the future is looking eventful! Whatever your ambition, age, ability or experience, you are very welcome to join us at the Wolfson Boathouse on Sundays. We try to row on a weekday evening if our Sunday morning outing is cancelled due to a river closure. Please email the Captain (mek40@cam.ac.uk) to join – we look forward to seeing you there.
Rowing

Valteri Tulkki (2013), Student and WCBC Captain

Wolfson College Boat Club entered three boats for May Bumps this year. Our M2 had a rough start as they got bumped in the first three days. Both M1 and W1 had a strong campaign and both crews entered the last day with a potential of getting blades. W1 had bumped Sidney Sussex W1, Corpus Christi W1 and Emmanuel W2. M1 had taken down Trinity Hall M1, Hughes Hall M1 and Fitzwilliam M1. Hughes Hall M1 had four rowers from the First University boat which is why bumping them was quite an achievement for our M1.

On the last day our M2 salvaged their whole campaign with an amazing over-bump. M1 got painfully close to Girton M1 and missed bumping them by just a few strokes as St Catherine’s M1 was caught by Girton before Wolfson managed to bump them. In their race W1 easily caught Robinson W1 and continued blading traditions at Wolfson. Up seven positions in total, fourth position in the Pegasus Cup and Blades for W1. Yet another successful May Bumps campaign from Wolfson.

Members of the Boat Club with the President and Dr Christine Corton before the May Bumps Dinner, 17 June 2017.
Donations to Wolfson College

The College is grateful to the following, as well as to those who made donations anonymously during 2016–2017; donations as at 30 June 2017. Those falling after this period will be recorded in the next Review.

Dr Fernando Abegão (2006)  
Mr Niyi Adewale (1990)  
Dr Emma Adlard (2016)  
Mr Neeraj Agarwal (2005)  
Ms Vinyo Aidam (2007)  
The ALBORADA Trust  
Ms Lynette Alcántara (1995)  
Mr Peter Aldred (1976)  
Professor Jonathan Aldrich (1989)  
Mrs Julia Aldridge (1987)  
Mrs Lenore Alexander (2008)  
Professor Robin Alexander FBA (2003)  
Mr Graham Allen (1999)  
Ms Juliana Almeida (1986)  
Professor Alfred Aman Jr (1983)  
Mrs Dharshini Amaratunga (1980)  
Mr Robert Amundsen (1979)  
Anton E B Schefer Foundation  
Mrs Olayemi Anyanechi (2002)  
Dr Carolina Armenteros (2005)  
Professor Emeritus Yuko Asaka (1993)  
Ms Antoinette Askin (1998)  
Professor Paul Barford (2009) and Dr Carol Barford (2009)  
Emeritus Professor David Barker AM (2005)  
Mr Adrian Barlow (2005)  
Miss Terry Barringer (2009)  
Mr Stephen Bates (1990)  
Professor Dr Winfried Baumgart (1974)  
Professor Lawrence Baxter (1987)  
Mr Jonathan Beart (1991)  
Dr Peter Beaumont (1990)  
Mr Sebastian Bechtel (2015)  
The Reverend Professor Jeremy Begbie (2007)  
Mr David Bennett (2005)  
Dr Steven Berger (1980)  
Professor Hugh Bevan (1985)  
Ms Jane Bevan  
Professor M Cristina Bichieri (1976)  
Mr Charles Bicker FRSA (2007)  
Dr Pamela Black (2005)  
Dr Barbara Blacklaws (1983)  
The Estate of Professor Richard Blum (1984)  
Mr Paul Bompas QPM (1988)  
Mr Ernest Bonyhadi (1986)  
Mr Edward Bourgoin (2012)  
Dr Richard Bourgon (2006)  
Mrs Susan Bowring (1972)  
Mr Mark Boyce (1993)  
Dr R Harry Bradshaw (1991)  
Dr Andrew Brown (2001)  
Dr Douglas Brown (2001)  
Professor Frank Brown (2000)  
Mr Paul Brown (2007)  
Dr Richard Brown (2005)  
Dr Norma Bubier (2015)  
Mr Jonathan Buggins (2008)  
Mrs Doreen Burgin (1997)  
Burke’s Peergage Foundation  
The Estate of Mr Leonard Burt (1974)  
Miss Joanna Burton (2007)  
Professor Robin Butlin (1986)  
Dr Colin Byrne (1985)  
Mrs Laura Caldecott  
Mr Stephen Caldecott  
Cambridge Trust  
Cambridge University Press  
Professor Evan Caminker (1995)  
Hon Joseph Campbell QC FAAL (2007)  
Ms Laura Campbell (1988)  
Dr Glenn Cartwright (2005)  
Dr Elif Çetin (2008)  
Mr Gaston Chan (2002)  
Mrs Lilian Chan Keller (1979)  
Professor Jane Chapman FRSA (1971)  
Professor Vishavjeet Chaudhary (2012)  
Dr Hong Chen (1987)  
Mr Wei-Hsin Chen (2013)  
Professor James Cherry MD (2000)  
Mr Kari Chidambaram (1993)  
Dr Cyrus Chothia FRS (2002)  
Professor Andrew Christie (1996)  
Professor Michael Churgin (1992)  
Mrs Martha Clymer (1996)  
Professor R S (Dicky) Clymo (1996)  
Dr Robert Conti (1990) and Mrs Elle Conti  
Professor Ann Copestake (2000)  
Dr Christine L Corton (2010)  
Dr Brian D Cox (1996)  
Mr Ciarán Coyle (1998)
Donations to Wolfson College continued

The Estate of Mrs Johanna Crighton, in memory of Professor David G Crighton FRS, and in appreciation of her long-standing Senior Membership

Mr Carlo Crooks (1996)
Dr Patrick Crouch (1994)
Mr Jack Curtis
Dr Nicholas Cutler (2001)
Dr Margaret Joy Dauncey (1970)
Dr Thomas Davies (1996)
Councillor Robert Davis MBE DL (1979)
Ronald R Davis Esq (1998)
Dr John Dawson (1991)
Mr G Hugo C de Chassiron (2001)
Mrs Barbara de Smith (1970)
Mr Paul Deal (1994)
Mr Michael DeFrank (1973)
Mr James Dodds (2007)
Mr Nicholas Doimi de Frankopan (1998)
Mr Peter Donovan (2001)
Dr Christof Drechsel-Grau (2006)
Sir Hugh Duberly KCVO CBE MA (2005)
Professor Timothy Duff (2004)
Mr Colin Dunnighan (1992)
Professor Marguerite Dupree (1982)
Mr Robert Durrant (1977)
Mr Tom Durrant (2009)
Mrs Jacqueline Easter (2001)
Dr Owen Edwards (1977) and Mrs Josephine Edwards (2007)
Ms Jamee Elder (2013)
Dr Susan Elliston (1976)
Dr Hannah Friedman Elson (1970)
Mrs Susan Eltringham (2005)
Dr Akilesh Eswaran (1995)
Professor Sir Richard Evans FBA (2010)
Dr Andrew Farley (1996)
Dr John Firth (2000)
Mr David Fisher (1981)
Professor Peter Fitzgerald (2009)
Dr Derek Ford (2002)
Dr Anne Forde (2006)
Mr Aidan Foster (2000)
The Frank Jackson Foundation
Mr Nicholas Fraser (2015)
Professor H John French (1979)
Dr David Frost (2000)
Professor Shinji Fukuda (2011)
Gates Cambridge Trust
Professor Conor Gearty FBA MRIA (1980)
Mr John Mark Gearty (2015)
Geistlich Pharma AG
Mr Robert Geoffroy (1985)
Mr Colin Gill (1986)
Miss Kerensa Gimre (2013)
Mr Yiwen Goh (2000)
Mr David Goode FRSA (2010)
Mr Neil Gostick (1985)
Miss Stacey Gould (2015)
The Estate of Dr John T Grantham (1973)
Dr Christina Green (1977)
Mr Colin Greenhalgh CBE DL (1990)
Mrs Margaret Greaves (2006)
Ms Lesley Griffiths (1987)
Dr Conrad Guettler (1995)
Dr Audrey Guinchard (2009)
Mr D G (Ben) Gunn CBE QPM (1979)
Mr Bryan Guttridge (1996)
Dr Hannelore Hägelse (1998)
Miss Raihana Haidary (2014)
Mr Christopher Hale (1982)
Dr Geoffrey Hall (1981)
Professor Michael Hall (1983)
Mrs Susan Hall (1980)
Ms Binney Hare (2008)
Mr David Harris (1977)
Dr Catherine Harter (1998)
Dr Jürgen Harter (1998)
Colonel Anthony Hartle (1991)
Dr H J Harvey (1966)
Mr Richard Hayes (2009)
The Reverend Dr Peter Hayler (2009)
Dr Peter Heaney (1990)
Mrs Carla Hendra
Mr Sebastian Hendra (2015)
Mr Randolph Henry (1968)
Professor Mary Hesse MA Hon ScD FBA (1965)
Mr George Hickerton (2002)
Mrs Lynn Hieatt (2000)
Ms Sayuri Hiwatashi (2001)
Mr Jeffrey Po Hang Ho (2006)
Dr Stephen Hoath FinstP (2011)
Mr Ryan Hocking (2012)
Professor Thomas H Hodgson (1984)
Dr Ian Holloway QC (1998)
Mr Rick Holman (1979)
Mr Kevin Hopkins (2009)
Mr Anthony Hopkinson (2007)
Mrs Sylvia Hopkinson (2007)
Mrs Anne Horne (2008)
Professor Donald Horowitz (1987)
Mr Michael Hosking (1976)
Miss Ana Maria Huaita Alfaro (2009)
Professor Fu-san Huang (1967)
Mr Wei Huang (2005)
Mr Pravind Hurry (1993)
The Hon Mr Justice Frank Iacobucci (1978)
Professor Keiichi Ishikawa (2013)
Dr E C Israel (2006)
Professor Yutaka Iwami (2006)
Mr Raymond Jack (1999)
Professor Larry Jackson (1985)
Professor Myles Jackson (1987)
in memory of Professor Sir David Williams
Mr Jean-Marc Jaeger (2009)
Professor Douglas James (1994)
Dr Laura Jardine (2004)
Dr Oliver Jardine (2004)
Mr Anthony Jenkins
Ms Mary Jennings (1992)
Mr Teng Jiang (2004)
Donations to Wolfson College continued

Dr Gordon Johnson (1993) and Mrs Faith Johnson (1993)
Mr Gregory Johnson (1987)
Mr Mark Johnson (2013)
Dr Christopher Jones
Mr J Leuan Jones (1996)
Dr Kriti Kapila (2004)
Professor Peter Kaufman (1983)
Dr Nigel Kettley (1997)
Mr Dong Gun Kim (1982)
Mr Jonathan King (2010)
Mr James Kinnier Wilson (1968)
Mr Bill Kirkman MBE (1967)
Professor Gordon Klein (1970)
Dr Claudio Köser (2013)
Mr Hans Kuehn (1989)
Mallam Abba Kyari (1980)
Mr Bill Kirkman MBE (1967)
Professor Gordon Klein (1970)
Dr Claudio Köser (2013)
Mr Hans Kuehn (1989)
Mallam Abba Kyari (1980)
Dr Yin-Lok Lai (1968)
Mr Tim Lameris (2015)
Mrs Janet Lash (1974)
Professor Paul Latimer (1990)
Mr Christopher Lawrence (2007)
The Estate of Miss Penelope Lea (1975)
Dr Sandra Leaton Gray (1998)
Dr Alison Lennox (1976)
Professor Antony Lentin (1981)
Dr Adah Leshem (1980)
Professor W Bruce Leslie (2002)
Mr Ed Lewis (2003)
Professor Kevin Lewis (1998)
Professor Meirion Lewis CBE FREng (1998)
Mr George Liebmann (1996)
Professor Samuel Nan Chiang Lieu (2011)
Mr Hsin-Hin Lim (1999)
Dr Janet Littlewood (1984)
Lloyds Bank plc
Professor Justin London (2004)
Mr Jonathan Louth (1997)
Dr Marie Lovatt (1981) and Dr Roger Lovatt
Dr Eric Yu-En Lu (2003)
Ms Yidi Lu (2005)
Professor Kai Hong Luo (1988)
Mr Robert Lyford (1976)
Mrs Merry Lymn (1971)
Professor Christopher Macann (1980)
Dr Donald MacDonald (1994)
and Dr Mary MacDonald (2007)
Dr Lesley MacVinish (2004)
Mr Daniel Maqill (2005)
Mr Marco Magnani (1978)
HE Dr Mahfouz Mareri Mubarak bin Mahfouz GCMLJ FRSA (2013)
Mrs Shelia Major (1974)
Professor Joseph Malik (1976)
Mr William Manion (2011) and Mrs Sara O’Neill-Manion
Ms Anne Marchal (1988)
Professor Ivana Markova FBA FRSE (1967)
Mr Jon Marti (2007)
Mr Luís Claudio Martins de Araujo (2014)
Professor Irving Massey (2012)
Dr Timothy Massingham (1999)
Mr Yohei Matsumura (2014)
Mr Peter McCarey
Professor Janet McCredie (1985)
Professor Thomas McGinn (1978)
Dr Lynda McGinnis (1971)
Marjorie J McKinney (2011)
Dr Jane McLarty (2009)
Mr Richard Meade (1999)
Dr Barbara Metzler (1990)
Mr Will Miller (2009)
Mrs Ann Miller Watkins (1969)
Dr Louise Mirrer (1975)
Mr Saurav Mitra FCA (1998)
Professor Brian Moore FMedSci FR (1983)
Mr Richard Morgan (1970)
Mr Roger Morgan (2002)
Dr David S Morris (2014)
Mrs Marilyn Motley (1991)
Mr John Mott (1996)
Mr Alex Munster (2014)
Professor Paul Murdin OBE (1990)
and Mrs Lesley Murdin (2004)
Professor Gillian Murphy FMedSci (2002)
Ms Isabel Nanton (2002)
Mr Prabhu Narasimhan (2001)
Newtecnic
Professor Irene Ng (2009)
Dr Nikolay Nikolov (2008)
Dr Peter Norman (1993)
Professor Celia Nyamweru (2003)
Miss Flora Olcott (2015)
Mr Bernard Oldfield (1988)
Professor Thomas Oldham (1995)
Dr Alan O’Leary (2001)
Miss Inez Oliver (2015)
Lady (Sally) Oliver (1976)
Dr Susan Oliver (1998)
Dr Steven Olswang (1994)
Dr Ian O'Neill (1995)
Professor Christine Oppong (2006)
Mr Michael O’Sullivan CMG (1984)
Dr Philip Otterness (1977)
Dr Karen Ottewell (2004)
Mr Keith Ovenstone (1997)
Oxford & Cambridge Society of Kenya
The Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art
Dr Stefan Paetke (2007)
Mr Ray Palmer (1975)
Mr Anthony Pearson CBE (1999)
Dr Michael Pelt (1973)
Mr Michael Penfold (2015)
Mr W (Piat) Piatkiewicz (1980)
Mr Robert Pilsworth (1975)
Dr Graham Pluck (2008)
Dr Julia Poole (1979)
Dr Jocelyn Probert (1998)
Mrs Lisa Rebecca Pugh
Dr Robert Purves (1986)
Dr Vincent Xiaoguang Qi (2011)
Mrs Ruth Quadling (1967)
Mr Roy Rainford (1989)
Ms Vicki Raphael (1973)
Mrs Anna Reavell (1993)
Dr Elizabeth Reavell (1980)
Supt Robert Redfern (2009)
Dr David Rees (1979)
Dr John Rees (1989)
Mr Charles Reese (2008)
Mr Philip Reeves (2015)
Mr Andrew Reid (2000)
Dr Daniel Renner (1976)
Dr Helen Reynolds (1984)
Mr Neil Richards (1997)
Dr Wyn Richards (1968) and
Dr Sandy Richards (1968)
Dr Alan Rickard (2005)
Dr Sam Ridgway (1970)
The Reverend Dr Keith Riglin
FRSA (1998)
Mr Alexander Robertson (2012)
Dr Brian Robertson (2012)
Mr Henry Rogers (1974)
Mr James Rogers (2007)
Dr Antti-Veikko Rosti (2000) and
Dr Judy-Ann Rosti (1999)
Mr Michael Russ (2001)
Mr Daniel Rust (2004)
Dr John Rutter (1988)
Mr Harold J Ruvoildt Jr (1994)
Mr Alan Sainer (1971)
Mrs Ursula Sainsbury (2007)
Mr Sumio Saito (1995)
Professor George Salmond FRSE
(1999)
Mr C Asela Samaratunga (2001)
Santander Universities UK
Professor Alberto Saravalle
(1981)
Professor Akiko Sato (2008)
Professor Susumu Sato (2008)
Mr Barry Saunders (1986)
Mr Flavius Schackert (2005)
Mr Michael Schaich
Professor Frederick Schauer
(1977)
Mr Richard Schoofs and
Ms Marlene Schoofs (1983)
Professor Charles Scruggs (1977)
F Admiral Datuk Ramli bin
Shamsudin (1990)
Professor Marshall Shapo (1991)
Mr Robert Shaw (2008)
Dr Margaret Shepherd (1985)
Mr Richard Shervington DL
(1992)
Dr Helen Siedel (2010)
Mr Michael Simmons (2005)
Dr David Simon (1988)
The Hon Robert Smellie CNZM
QC (1990)
Mr Ian Smith (2011)
Mrs Jennifer Smith (2008)
Dr Tyrell Smith (1995)
Professor Rajindar Sohal (1975)
Sir John Sparrow (1987)
Mrs Eileen Stephenson (2010)
Ms Karen Stephenson (2008)
Mrs Maureen Sullivan Kennelly
(1974)
Professor Daniel Sutherland
(2005)
Dr Sue Swafffield (2000)
The Reverend Margaret Sweet
(1998)
Dr Shadia Taha (2007)
Mr Aik Tan (2011)
Dr Kumi Tateoka (2009)
Professor James Tattersall (1988)
and Mrs Kerry Tattersall
Mr Christopher Taylor (2007)
Ms Linda Taylor (1980)
Mrs Michelle L Taylor (2015)
Professor Richard Taylor (2004)
Mr Keith Tibbenham (1974)
Ms Anne Ticehurst (2006)
Dr Evelyn Tichy (2009)
Professor Christopher Todd
(1995)
Dr Gianpaolo Tommasi (1985)
Mr Henning Topp (2015)
Hon Justice Edward Torgbor CA
FCIarb (1966)
Mr Ewan Tozer (1986)
Miss Karel Tripp (2007)
Dr Gee Tsang (1986)
Professor Witold Tulasiewicz
(1983)
Mr Valtteri Tulkki (2013)
Mr Ezekiel Tuma (1999)
Professor Yoshifumi Ukita (2013)
Mr Humberto Valverde Prado
(2007)
Dr Jan van Dieck (2006)
Mr Zenas Van Veldhoven (2014)
Dr Evy Varsamopoulou (2009)
Dr Abhiranyu
Veerakumarasivam (2002)
Mr Jerome Vidal (1995)
Miss Kirstin Wacker (2015)
Professor Kyoko Wakimoto
(2007)
Dr Chloe Wallis (2012)
Professor Malcolm Warner
(1987)
Dr Andrew Wear (1994)
Mr David Weatherup (1977)
Dr Adrian Weller
Mrs Rosalind Weston (1972)
Dr Svava Wetzel (2010)
Mr Robin Weyell (1993)
Dr Margaret Whichelow (2004)
The Estate of Professor Victor
Whittaker (1967)
Professor Linda Wicker (2007)
and Dr Roger Briscoe (2004)
Mrs Jill Wilcox (2009)
Dr Hayden Willey (1974)
Dr Olwen Williams (2001)
Mr Roy Williams (1991)
Lady (Sally) Williams (1980)
Dr Lucy Wilson (2007)
Mrs Rachel Wilson (1990)
Mrs Sue Wiseman (2002)
Dr Paul Wolfson (1993)
The Wolfson Foundation
Mr James Ching Tung Wong
(2005)
Mr Darrell Wood (1983)
Mrs Custis Wright (2000)
Miss Haili Wu (2003)
Mr Ka Yin Matthew Yan (2013)
Mr Justin Yang (2015)
Mr Wooi Huen Alden Yap (2006)
Mr Dekai Zhang (2015)
Philanthropy in Action

A key aim of our 50th Anniversary Campaign has been to increase financial support for our students. Below, some of them recount the ways in which grants and scholarships have made a difference to them. Thank you to all donors who have made support such as this possible.

Sitong An (2014) Yidi Lu Bursary
After finishing high school in Singapore, I wanted to go overseas to continue studying physics. However, I faced great difficulties in the application process due to financial constraints. Wolfson College offered me a place as an undergraduate in the Natural Sciences Tripos, and more importantly, a Yidi Lu Bursary to alleviate my financial burden. It was a life-changing offer, without which I would not have had such wonderful opportunities to continue pursuing my dream at Cambridge and beyond. This year I am on an exchange at MIT and plan to pursue further studies in physics after graduation. I am deeply grateful for this support.

Shai Caspi (2013) Yidi Lu Bursary
I am a second-year Psychology student, interested in social and developmental Psychology. Due to a change of circumstance back home I ran into financial difficulties and had a hard time paying the high tuition fees. The generous support of Wolfson and the Yidi Lu Bursary enabled me to stay in Cambridge and fulfill my dream. I am extremely grateful for their amazing support and hope to use this experience to empower others as well.

Yue Chen (2016) Santander Universities Scholarship
As an engineering undergraduate, transferable skills are as pivotal as technical knowledge. I am immensely grateful for the Santander Scholarship awarded by the College. It has given me many opportunities to develop my transferable skills. With my funding, I can take extra foreign language lessons to develop my language skills, and sign up for additional technical courses for my future professional development. It has also enabled me to implement school development projects in Kenya to contribute towards sustainable educational development in Africa. Thus, the award has enabled me to realise my passion as an engineer and has helped me explore future career interest.
Janina Eberhart (2016) Travel Grant
Thanks to my Wolfson Travel Grant I had the chance to attend the Biennial meeting of the Society for Research in Child Development (SRCD) in Austin, Texas. This conference is one of the biggest on child development and I was thrilled to attend sessions with world leading researchers. Furthermore, I was able to establish contact with two research groups, which use observational measures that are relevant for my PhD research. With one of the groups I am exploring a possible collaboration and with the other I am discussing the option of being trained on their observational tool.

Zenobia Ismail (2013) Travel Grant
The Wolfson travel grant enabled me to fly to South Africa twice to conduct in-depth interviews with politicians and focus groups with young people for my PhD research on dominant party states. The research found that the youth have divided opinions about the government performance under President Zuma. Corruption and the proposed nuclear deal with Russia are perceived as threats to the economy and employment prospects. The legacy of apartheid is alive and the lingering inequality among black-and-white people remains a serious barrier to the rainbow nation. I am grateful to the College for supporting my fieldwork trips.

Andrea Kocsis (2016) Santander Universities Scholarship
After graduating in Communication, Archaeology and History in Budapest, Prague and Paris, I joined Wolfson College to read for an MPhil in Archaeological Heritage and Museums. I am immensely grateful to Santander for the award, because without their financial help I would not have been able to start my studies here in Cambridge. I am pleased to continue in Wolfson as a PhD student next year.

Antonina Kouli (2015) ALBORADA Scholarship
I joined Wolfson College in October 2015 to begin my PhD in Clinical Neurosciences. My work is focused on better understanding the underlying cause of Parkinson's disease, aiming to get one step closer to a cure. However, my educational pursuits would not have been possible without the generous support of the ALBORADA Trust. Thanks to their continued generosity I can devote myself to my goals and focus on my studies relieved from financial burdens and for that, I am truly grateful.

Rebeka Reti (2015) ALBORADA Scholarship
I am a second year undergraduate Medical student. Coming from a country which is relatively poor by European standards meant that financing myself was a challenge, due to the exchange rate and the difference in wages between Hungary and the UK. Being awarded an ALBORADA Scholarship has enabled me to fully dedicate my attention to my studies and to further pursue my academic interests, for which I am immensely grateful.
Philanthropy in Action continued

Luke Tattersall (2016), Professor Sir David & Lady Williams Law Fund

I am grateful to Sir David (dec.) and Lady Williams for their financial support in enabling me to study for a Master of Law degree at Wolfson. Whilst on the LLM programme I have had the opportunity to represent Cambridge’s Law Faculty in London, Belgrade and Vienna at the Willem C Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot, which has been a highly rewarding experience.
The Morrison Society

The Morrison Society, named after the College’s first President, John Morrison, was established in 2008 for all those who notify us that they have included a legacy to Wolfson College in their Will. Members’ names are displayed in a special commemorative book and we are delighted to invite Society members, with a guest, to our annual Commemoration of Benefactors’ Dinner, to show our appreciation during their lifetime for this important commitment. We are grateful to the following, as well as to those members who prefer to belong anonymously to the Society.

2008
Dr Peter Beaumont
Dr William Block
Mrs Susan Bowring
Mr Colin Dunnighan
Dr Steven Hand
Mrs Carol Handley
Mr David Harris
Dr Edward Kessler MBE
Professor Gordon Kingsley
Dr John Rees
Dr Joan M Whitehead

2009
Mr Michael Albrecht
The Hon Justice Susan Kiefel AC LLM
Mrs Angela M Lucas
Professor Peter J Lucas
Mr Richard C Meade
Mrs Ruth Quadling
Dr Margaret E Shepherd
Dr Laurence Smith
Dr Anna Snowdon

2010
Dr R H Bradshaw
Dr Brian D Cox
Dr Thomas Davies
Dr Margaret Whichelow

2011
Dr Donald Adamson JP FRSL
Group Captain Bruce Blackney

2012
Dr David Frost
The Reverend Dr Peter Hayler
Mr J Ieuan Jones
Mr George Liebmann
Professor William Lubenow
Mr John Sanford McClanahen
Marjorie J McKinney

2013
Dr Roger Bancroft
Mr Conor Bowman
Mr Timothy Cartledge
Professor John Edwards
Dr John Gibbins
Philip Kirk Esq
Mr Jonathan Louth
Professor Roger Middleton
The Morrison Society continued

Dr Ian O’Neill
Dr Dorrie L Rapp

2014 Mr Sandy Cross
Dr Peter D’Eath
Dr Mellor Hennessy
Mrs Lynn Hieatt
Mr Ray Palmer
Mr Clive Powell

2015 Mrs Doreen Burgin
Mr Robert Burgin
Miss Christina Symonds

2016 Dr Andrew Herbert OBE in memory
of Mrs Jane Herbert
Professor Adrian Kent
Mr Jonathan Lee
Dr Christopher Town
Professor Nicholas de Lange FBA DD

2017 Dr Stefan Paetke
Mr Michael Tindale
Members’ News

Professor Gordon Klein (1970)
Professor Klein gave invited talks in 2016 at a workshop in Oxford and at the 8th International Conference on Osteoporosis and Bone Research in Chongqing, China. In April 2017 he gave the keynote address and two other talks at the Ibero American Society for Osteology and Mineral Metabolism Congress in Lima, Peru. He also serves on the inaugural editorial board of the journal of the Asian Federation of Osteoporosis Societies.

Professor Jane Chapman FRSA (1971)
Professor Chapman continues to research and publish, this year with renewed grant funding through to 2019, on soldier cartoons and ethnic voices during the First World War and in the aftermath. She is Chief Investigator for the Arts and Humanities Research Council’s ‘Everyday Lives at War’ Centenary Commemoration Centre – one of five in the UK, working with community groups and the Heritage Lottery Fund on the centenary of 1914–1918.

Professor Cristina Bicchieri (1976)
Professor Bicchieri has won a three-year grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, to study open defecation in India, with a view to trying to shift this practice in developing countries to something more hygienic.

The Hon Mrs Carrie Lam (1981)
Mrs Lam was elected Chief Executive of Hong Kong and was sworn into office by Chinese President Xi Jinping on 1 July 2017. Governing Body elected her to an Honorary Fellowship of Wolfson College, 10 May 2017.

Dr Peter Roberts (1981)
Dr Roberts has been awarded the ‘Calvin and Rose G. Hoffman Prize for a Distinguished Essay on Christopher Marlowe’ for 2016. He was awarded this annual prize on two previous occasions, in 2002 and 2012.

Professor Marguerite Dupree (1982)
Professor Dupree is currently co-holder of a research grant from the Leverhulme Trust, entitled ‘From Microbes to Matrons: infection control in British hospitals, c1870–1970’. She is a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society and was elected a Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in 2016.
Members’ News continued

Mr Yuen Pau Woo (1984)
Mr Woo was elected as an Independent to the Senate in the Parliament of Canada on 10 November 2016.

Mr John Sanford McClenahen (1986)
Mr McClenahen is an instructor in the Humanities at the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Delaware in Lewes. His poem ‘Crystals Come Together’ appeared in 2017 in the academic journal *Confluence*. Two of his photographs were featured in the Rehoboth Art League’s juried exhibition ‘Light and Shadow’ in May 2017.

Professor Donald Horowitz (1987)
Professor Horowitz delivered the Castle Lectures in Ethics, Politics, and Economics at Yale University in September 2016. He is a visitor at Nuffield College, Oxford in Summer Term 2017.

Mr Russell Carter FRSC CChem (1988)
Mr Carter was awarded Chartered Chemist Status by the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Mr Conor Bowman (1989)
Mr Bowman was appointed Senior Counsel (equivalent to UK QC) by the Bar of Ireland.

Mrs Rachel Wilson (née Shaw) (1990)
Mrs Wilson has been appointed UK Practice Lead for Wipro Technologies. She also climbed the Three Peaks in June 2016 to raise money for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.

Professor Sarah Worthington GC FBA (1992)
Professor Worthington QC has been appointed a Deputy High Court Judge by the Lord Chief Justice.

Dr Mateja Jamnik (1994)
Dr Jamnik has been appointed Reader in Artificial Intelligence at the University of Cambridge.

Professor Geoffrey Khan FBA (1994)
The Senate of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem conferred upon Professor Khan an Honorary Doctorate for his contributions in the field of Hebrew Linguistics and Philology, and in comparative Semitics and general Linguistics.

The Reverend Dr David Baguley (1995)
The Reverend Dr Baguley was appointed Professor of Hearing Sciences at the University of Nottingham in October 2016. He remains President of the British Tinnitus Association.
Dr Gareth McFeely (1996)
Dr McFeely received his PhD in African history from Boston University in May 2015, and was appointed Executive Director of the University’s ‘Study Abroad’ programs that August.

Dr Susan Gamble (1997)
Dr Gamble and her collaborator Michael Wenyon held a third exhibition by Wenyon & Gamble entitled ‘Out of Place’ at the Magnan Metz Gallery in New York from November to December 2016.

Ms Rachael Tuley (2000)
Ms Tuley works in the University’s senior administration. As a child she suffered from bilateral retinoblastoma, which led to one of her eyes having to be removed. The condition is hereditary but she is happy to report that after a combination of IVF (fertility) treatment and genetic testing, she gave birth to a healthy daughter in 2015.

Dr Ismael Al-Amoudi (2002)
Dr Al-Amoudi is now Senior Lecturer in Organisational Studies at the University of Cardiff.

Dr Tom Grant (2002)
Dr Grant has been Leader of the Law Strand, Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence of the University of Cambridge, since 2016.

Professor Marga Jann RIBA AIA (2003)
Professor Jann has been awarded a Senior Fulbright Fellowship to Haiti and the French Caribbean, commencing October 2017. She will be working on post-disaster reconstruction, environmental management and spending time both teaching and researching.

Professor Timothy Duff (2004)
Professor Duff was Visiting Professor at Shanghai University in September 2016.

Dr Rebecca Simmons (2004)
Dr Simmons is now Deputy Director of the newly-established Improvement Research Institute, Department of Public Health and Primary Care at the University of Cambridge.

Dr Christina Skott (2004)
Dr Skott, a former Fellow, has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer in History at the University of Cambridge, from 1 October 2016 until 30 September 2018.

Emeritus Professor David Barker AM (2005)
Professor Barker graduated on 21 September 2016 at Macquarie University with a PhD in Law. The Chancellor made mention of the fact that it was unusual for someone of 82 years of age to achieve such an award.
Dr Sebastian Macmillan (2005)
Dr Macmillan was awarded an Honorary Doctorate from Prydniprovska State Academy of Civil Engineering and Architecture in Ukraine, in recognition of his outstanding academic and scientific achievements, and his fruitful cooperation with Ukrainian students training in Architecture.

Professor Sandagomi Coperahewa (2006)
Professor Coperahewa was appointed as a Professor in the Department of Sinhala, University of Colombo. He also completed his tenure as the Founder Director of the Centre for Contemporary Indian Studies (CCIS), University of Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Dr David Grant CBE FREng (2006)
Dr Grant is currently Chair of the National Physical Laboratory and is also Chair of the charity STEMNET, which reaches out to 600,000 school children.

Dr Berry Groisman (2006)
Dr Groisman has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics at the University of Cambridge from 1 October 2016 for a further two years.

Dr Henrik Schoenefeldt (2006)
Dr Schoenefeldt is working within the Palace of Westminster Restoration and Renewal Programme. He has been awarded a three-year AHRC research grant and since June 2016 leads an investigation of the Palace of Westminster’s nineteenth-century ventilation system and how it could be re-utilised in any forthcoming refurbishment.

Mr Robert Cashmore (2007)
Mr Cashmore, Head of Investment for the British Embassy in Riyadh, was presented by the Prime Minister to Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, King of Saudi Arabia, during her State Visit to Saudi Arabia in April 2017.

Mr Christopher Lawrence (2007)
The Bursar conducted Junior Prime Brass in the Music for Youth Proms at London’s Royal Albert Hall in November 2016. He also directed the Cambridge University Trumpet Ensemble throughout the year, including performances in the Senate House for the Honorary Degrees and Guild of Benefactors ceremonies.

Dr Gabriel Onagoruwa (2007)
Dr Onagoruwa has been working for a law firm in London as a lawyer since completing his PhD. His practice is particularly focused on the financing and development of energy and infrastructure projects in Africa.
Dr Jamie Trinidad (2007)
Dr Trinidad is proud to announce that his wife Ruth gave birth to their daughter, Emilie, on 11 January 2017.

Professor Linda Wicker (2007)
Professor Wicker is now Professor of Immunogenetics at The Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics, University of Oxford and is continuing her research into Type 1 Diabetes. She and her husband Dr Roger Briscoe (2004) are delighted to announce the birth of their grandson Leo on 4 May 2017.

Mrs Anna Jones (2009)
Mrs Jones is resigning her Fellowship to train for ordination in the Church of England through a 2-year Bachelor of Theology for Ministry course at Westcott House in Cambridge.

Dr Kirsten Barnes (2009)
Dr Barnes has taken up a postdoctoral position for two years researching the placebo/nocebo effect at the Department of Psychology, University of Sydney.

Dr Meredith Hale (2009)
Dr Hale’s Speelman Fellowship is coming to an end and she will now be finishing her monograph on Romeyn de Hooghe, upon which she has been working for several years. Her next exhibition project is a major Van Dyck show at the Fitzwilliam after it reopens in 2021.

Dr Mona Hamade (2009)
Dr Hamade was a member of the final panel for the BBC’s ‘100 women’ discussing Women and Technology in the Middle East.

Dr Kwaku Aduse-Poku (2010)
Dr Aduse-Poku was awarded the Dr John C Marsden Medal of the Linnean Society on 24 May 2017, just four days after his graduation ceremony in Cambridge. This medal is awarded for the best doctoral thesis in biology in the UK. Dr Aduse-Poku is currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the Lohman Laboratory, City College of New York.

Dr Ulf Jensen-Kondering (2010)
Dr Jensen-Kondering and his wife Dr Hanna Kondering are proud to announce the birth of their second son, Joscha Paavo Otto on 6 June 2016.

Professor Michael Kenny (2010)
Dr Kenny, a former Visiting Fellow, was elected Professor of Public Policy at the University of Cambridge, with effect from 1 June 2017.
Professor George Walker (2010)
Professor Walker has been awarded a prestigious new Senior Fellowship at the Bank of England where he advises the Government on future FinTech (Finance Technology and currencies).

Dr Ece Deniz Gunay (2011)
Dr Gunay successfully completed in July 2017 her PhD in Private Law at the University of Galatasaray in Istanbul, Turkey. The writing process was much helped by her visit back to Wolfson in Easter Term 2015.

Ms Vanessa Holzer (2011)
Ms Holzer is Head of Research Coordination at the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology of the University of Tuebingen.

Dr Naures Atto (2012)
Dr Atto has received a Horizon 2020 grant as partner in the project ‘RESPOND: Multilevel Governance of Mass Migration in Europe and Beyond’ (2017–2020).

Professor Steve Evans (2012)
Professor Evans and his Gates Cambridge Scholar research student Paulo Savaget have won a highly competitive Newton Fund grant from the British government for their partnership with the Brazilian non-governmental organisation FA.VELA to help low-income entrepreneurs living in the slums of Belo Horizonte.

Dr Brendan Plant (2012)
Dr Plant has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer in Law at the University of Cambridge from 1 October 2016 until 30 September 2017.

Dr Pradipta Biswas (2013)
Dr Biswas attended the 148th Imperial Shoot Meet of the National Rifle Association in July 2017. He scored 146/150 in the Silhouette Match and is entitled to purchase a small NRA Gold Medal. He also scored 40.3/50 in the 300-metres rapid fire McQueen event using a 7.62 BullPup sniper rifle.

Mr Eli Keren (2013)
See Miss Sophie Hetherington (2014).

Dr Povilas Lastauskas (2013)
Dr Lastauskas has been appointed Head of the Center for Excellence in Finance and Economic Research, a research institution founded in 2015 at the central bank of Lithuania.
Sahar Afshan Mansoor (2013)
After working at WHO in Geneva, Ms Mansoor currently works for SELCO Foundation, an organisation that engages in field-based R&D and ecosystem building for deployment of clean energy solutions that alleviate poverty in tribal, rural and urban poor areas of India. She also freelances for Huffington Post.

Dr Lee Roberts (2013)
Dr Roberts is now Principal Investigator and Diabetes UK RD Lawrence Fellow at the Leeds Institute of Cardiovascular and Metabolic Medicine, University of Leeds.

Mr Julius Weitzdörfer (2013)
Mr Weitzdörfer has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer in Law at the University of Cambridge from 1 October 2016 until 30 September 2017.

Dr Amy Tsz Yan Yeung (2013)
Dr Yeung and a collaborative group of researchers from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute in Cambridge and the University of British Columbia in Vancouver have developed a new method using CRISPR and stem cells to investigate how Chlamydia trachomatis interacts with the human immune system.

Mr Adam Barlow (2014)
Mr Barlow is now Consultant Transplant and Sarcoma Surgeon at Leeds Teaching Hospitals.

Professor Daniele Del Rio (2014)
Professor Del Rio is NNEdPro Scientific Director and has been honoured by the Italian President as Commedatore for his exemplary work and contribution to scientific research. Commedatore is one of the degrees of Knighthood awarded in recognition of service to the Italian Republic.

Dr Giorgia Giardina (2014)
Dr Giardina is now a Lecturer in the Architecture and Civil Engineering Department, University of Bath.

Miss Sophie Hetherington (2014)
Miss Hetherington met her fiancé Eli Keren (2013) whilst both were at Wolfson, enrolled on MSt Courses. The engagement proposal took place during the Friday Formal Hall of 25 November 2016. Eli organised the proposal for the day before her graduation, with the help of the Butler and catering team, who reserved seats for them and some close friends, and who allowed the breaking of many Formal Hall conventions – including bringing fairy lights to the table, raucous cheering, and leaving their seats for much of Dessert! Both Eli and Sophie are very grateful for the role the College played in bringing them together, and in helping Eli propose in such a surprising and unique way.
Dr Simon Blackwell (2015)
Dr Blackwell is now a Postdoctoral Researcher at the Center for the Study and Treatment of Mental Health, Ruhr University Bochum, Germany. He remains a Visiting Scientist at the MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit in Cambridge.

Dr Rory Coulter (2015)
Dr Coulter has recently been appointed as a lecturer in Quantitative Human Geography at University College London.

Dr Taylor Schmitz (2015)
After completing his post-doctoral research projects in Cambridge at the Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Dr Schmitz will take up a research post at the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre, part of the Montreal Neurological Institute in Canada, to continue his research on the neural basis of selective attention in both health and disease.

Mr Tszwai So (2015)
Mr So has designed an award-winning Belarusian Memorial Chapel for London. The chapel won the People’s Choice category in the New London Architecture Awards (supported by the Mayor of London). The design also won the RIBA London Award 2017, which is run by the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Dr Chao Zhang (2015)
Dr Zhang has been appointed to a tenure-track assistant professorship at the Department of Chemistry, Ångström Laboratory, Uppsala University in Sweden.

Dr Aida Todri-Sanial (2016)
Dr Todri-Sanial is currently a Research Scientist (Chargée de Recherche) at the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) and has been a member of the Microelectronics Department at Le Laboratoire d’Informatique, de Robotique et de Microélectronique de Montpellier since 2011. In November 2016 she was awarded the CNRS bronze medal for scientific research.

Dr Fredrick Baker (2016)
Dr Baker and Marcel Karnapke of the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar have been awarded the 3D Media Guild award in virtual reality animation for their film Pitoti Prometheus.
Books by College Members

David Gaunt, Naures Atto (2012) and Soner Barthoma (eds)

Dr Ozgur Bolat (2008)
*Beni Ödülle Cezalandırma: Mutlu ve Başarılı Çocuk Yetişirmek İçin Rehber* (Dogan Kitap, 2016)
His first book came out recently and was an immediate bestseller.

Dr Todd Bridgman (2001), Stephen Cummings, John Hassard and Michael Rowlinson

Professor Nicholas de Lange (1984)
*Japheth in the Tents of Shem: Greek Bible Translations in Byzantine Judaism* (Mohr Siebeck, 2015)
Amos Oz and Professor Nicholas de Lange (translator)
*Judas* (Chatto & Windus, 2016)
Finalist in the Man Booker International Prize.

Professor Sir Richard Evans FBA (2010)

Dr Richard Fenner (2006)
Mr Charles Ainger and Dr Richard Fenner
*Sustainable Infrastructure: Principles into Practice* (ICE Publishing, 2014)
Mr Charles Ainger and Dr Richard Fenner (eds)
*Sustainable Water* (ICE Publishing, 2016)
Mr Anthony Fitzsimmons (1972) and Professor Derek Atkins
*Rethinking Reputational Risk* (Kogan Page, 2017)

Dr David Frost (2000) (ed)
*Empowering teachers as agents of change: a non-positional approach to teacher leadership.* (LfL the Cambridge Network, 2017)
*Transforming Education Through Teacher Leadership.* (LfL the Cambridge Network, 2014)

J Bangs and Dr David Frost (2000)
*Teacher self-efficacy, voice and leadership: towards a policy framework for Education International* (Education International Brussels, 2012)

Dr Tom Grant (2002)
*Aggression against Ukraine: Territory, Responsibility, and International Law* (Macmillan, 2015)


Dr Sandra Leaton Gray (1998) and Andy Phippen

Dr Meredith Hale (2009) (ed)
*Cambridge and the Study of Netherlandish Art: The Low Countries and the Fens* (Brepols, 2016)

Dr Stephen Hoath (2011)
This textbook has sold more than 600 copies in its first year.
Dr Annabel Keeler (1992) and Sajjad Rizvi (eds)
The Spirit and the Letter: Approaches to the Esoteric Interpretation of the Qur’an
(Qur’anic Studies Series) (Oxford University Press, 2016)

Professor Tony Lentin (1993)
Mr Justice McCardie (1869–1933) Rebel, Reformer and Rogue Judge
(Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2016)

Professor Peter J Lucas FSA (2000)
Corpus Christi College, Cambridge II: MSS 12, 144, 162, 178, 188, 198, 265, 285, 322, 326, 449,
Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts in Microfiche Facsimile 25, Medieval & Renaissance Texts and
Studies 497 (Tempe, Arizona, 2016)

Professor Ivana Marková, FRSE, FBA (1967)
The Dialogical Mind: Common Sense and Ethics (Cambridge University Press, 2016)

Professor Mary E Mills (2014)
Human Agents of Cosmic Power in Hellenistic Judaism and the Synoptic Tradition
(Bloomsbury, 2015)

Gerald Popelka, Professor Brian Moore FRS (1983) and Richard Fay (Eds)
Hearing Aids (Springer, 2016)

Athem Alsabti and Professor Paul Murdin OBE (1990) (eds)
Handbook of Supernovae (Springer, 2017)

Juan Castrillo and Professor Stephen Oliver (2008) (eds)
Systems Biology of Alzheimer’s Disease (Methods in Molecular Biology) (Humana/Springer, 2016)
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4939-2627-5
Books by College Members continued

**Dr Susan Oosthuizen (2002)**
_The Anglo-Saxon Fenland_ (Windgather Press, 2017)

**Dr Debbie Pullinger (2014)**
_From Tongue to Text: A New Reading of Children’s Poetry_ (Bloomsbury Academic, 2017)

**Donald K Sharpes (2010) (ed)**

_Business networks in East Asian capitalisms: enduring trends, emerging patterns_ (Elsevier, 2016)

**Professor Malcolm Warner (1987) (ed)**
_The diffusion of Western economic ideas in East Asia_ (Routledge, 2017)
Recent University Appointments

Election
Dr Richard Fenner, BSc (Hons) PhD (Newcastle) CEng MICE FCIWEM, elected to the Professorship of Engineering Sustainability with effect from 1 October 2017.

Appointments

Acting Deputy Head of Department
*Medicine.* Professor John Sinclair appointed from 1 October 2016 to 31 December 2016.

Re-appointments

Technical Officer
*Mathematics and Metallurgy.* Dr Nadia Anatolia Stelmashenko reappointed from 1 March 2019 for two years.

Grants of Title

*Divinity.* Dr Jane Deanne McLarty has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer from 1 October 2016 for a further two years.

*Education.* Ms Christine Estelle Counsell has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer from 1 October 2016 until 30 September 2017.

*History.* Dr Martin Robert Allen has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer from 1 October 2016 for a further two years.

*Law.* Sir Denis O’Connor has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer from 1 October 2016 for a further year.

*Physiology, Development, and Neuroscience.* Revd Dr Geoffrey Malcolm Weston Cook has been granted the title of Affiliated Lecturer from 1 December 2016 for a further two years.

Obituaries

**Professor Mary Hesse MA Hon ScD FBA**

*Honorary and Emeritus Fellow*

15 October 1924 – 2 October 2016

_Sir Richard Evans_

Mary Hesse had a long and close relationship with Wolfson. She came to Cambridge from UCL in 1960, as Lecturer in the Philosophy of Science. As this was the era before co-education, Mary was shut out from College life by the mere fact that she was a woman, and so not allowed to dine in any of the men’s colleges, even as a guest. She thus remained without a College affiliation for her first five years, until the foundation of Wolfson, then University College, changed the situation for her. She finally found a home in a College that offered men and women Fellowships on an equal basis.

Mary joined Wolfson as a Fellow in December 1965, the year of its foundation. In 1976 she was elected Vice-President and in due course chaired the search committee that found David Williams as successor to John Morrison as President. Mary’s term as Vice-President came to an end just as David Williams took up the Presidency.

In 1985, dissatisfied with the sociological turn that her department was taking, she opted for early retirement. By this time she had attained enormous distinction in her field, having been appointed Professor of the Philosophy of Science at Cambridge, Fellow of the British Academy, and a member of the then University Grants Committee. In 2002 she was awarded an honorary doctorate of science by Cambridge University. Mary was elected Honorary Fellow of this College in 1994, and she continued to be closely engaged with Wolfson as an Emeritus Fellow until shortly before her last illness.

Mary came regularly into College for lunch, and was always approachable and had a gift for friendship. In the mid-1980s, she took Certificates in Archaeology and then in Landscape History at Madingley Hall and subsequently researched the place names and medieval field patterns of Cambridge and surrounding districts, reinterpreting significant entries in the Domesday Book. This led her to be elected President of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society. She thus achieved eminence in two entirely separate fields, a rare achievement.

Many of those with whom she worked as a landscape historian had no idea that she was an internationally famous philosopher of science. Always unassuming, she seemed genuinely
surprised when she was accorded the many honours which she gathered during her later years. Fittingly, the College commissioned this portrait of her, a reminder of one of our most distinguished, loyal and committed members.

**Bridget Allchin BA PhD MA FSA**  
*Emeritus Fellow*  
10 February 1927 – 27 June 2017

**Gordon Johnson**

Bridget Allchin was an energetic and distinguished archaeologist and pre-historian of South Asia. She published nearly fifty papers and getting on for twenty books, some in collaboration with her husband, Raymond, that opened up entirely new fields of study. Although she never held University office there is hardly a grant giving body that did not, at some time or other, support her work, and in 2014 she was awarded the Royal Asiatic Society’s highest award for her lifetime’s contribution to research. She was a founder of the Ancient India and Iran Trust and as its first Secretary did more than anyone to ensure its successful establishment.

She was elected a Fellow of Wolfson in 1967 and served as a Tutor 1968-1975. The College, with its egalitarian and cosmopolitan ethos, was ideal for her, and she was particularly sensitive to the needs of students from overseas, especially those from India and Pakistan. After my election to the Presidency, she took pleasure in reminding me that it was she who had first introduced me to the College – in the late 1960s; and for my part I admired her scholarship, her dedication to intellectual endeavour, and her no-nonsense and generous friendliness in everything she did. The College was fortunate to have her among its early Fellows, influencing the growth of the young society in all the best ways.

**Professor Ernest Jackson Lawson Soulsby, Baron Soulsby of Swaffham Prior**  
*Honorary and Emeritus Fellow*  
23 June 1926 – 8 May 2017

**James Wood**

Baron Soulsby of Swaffham Prior, previously Professor Lawson Soulsby, Head of the Department of Veterinary Medicine, died at home on 8 May 2017. Lawson was an eminent, internationally recognised veterinary scientist and parasitologist. Born in Yorkshire, he came first to Cambridge as a lecturer in Animal Pathology in 1954, a post he held until 1963. He returned to Cambridge to take up the post of Professor of Animal Pathology in 1978, after 15 years at the University of Pennsylvania, and was elected a Fellow of Wolfson. He was
subsequently appointed Head of Department and Dean of the Cambridge Vet School until his retirement in 1993 when he became an Emeritus Fellow. During his career he received numerous international parasitology awards and prizes. Soulsby was a member of the Council of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons from 1978 and its President from 1984–1985. He was also President of the Royal Society of Medicine (1998–2000). He was created a conservative life peer in 1990 – and was the first veterinary peer and the first individual to be President of both the RCVS and the RSM. He was in addition the President of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee and the President of the Royal Institute of Public Health until 2008, when it merged with the Royal Society of Health to become the Royal Society for Public Health (RSPH). He served the new body as President until the end of 2009 and became an Honorary Fellow of the RSPH. He was a founding Fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences.

Throughout his career, Lawson pioneered the concept of One Health in Britain, recognising the interconnectedness of human and animal diseases. He sat on and chaired the House of Lords Science and Technology Committee, notably identifying as a key threat to human health the uncontrolled use of antimicrobials in animal feed as growth promoters.

Norma Bubier MA DPhil
Senior Member
22 October 1956 – 9 August 2016

Harry Bradshaw
An Oxford-trained Ecologist, it was my wife Norma’s desire for social justice and appreciation of nature and culture that led her, by the 1990s, to work with the Indigenous Peoples of the Amazon, Guyana in South America.

As Executive Director of Pro-Natura UK she worked in partnership with local communities and a visionary Makushi leader, Sydney Allicock. By 1998, Bina Hill Institute was conceived and constructed in a remote region, the first training centre for Indigenous youth focussed on natural resource management, sustainable forestry and much else (see Guyana newsletter 2015, http://www.pronatura.org). Following Guyana’s May 2015 General Election, Sydney Allicock became Minister for Indigenous Peoples’ Affairs, the first Indigenous person to occupy this post. In October Norma was appointed Programme and Scientific Advisor to this Ministry, the plan being to build training centres, based on Bina Hill, across the Amazon region. She worked on this right to the end.

Norma’s legacy includes an archive of Makushi and Wai-wai artefacts (Horniman Museum, London), an archive of interviews with Leach-related potters (British Library Sound Archive, London; C1330 at http://bit.ly/1UkpKm3) and the College’s signature studio pottery collection (Wolfson Review 39 page 30). She also cherished Cornwall, sacred music and retreats with Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh.
John Cathie BA MLitt MA PhD
Emeritus Fellow
10 October 1946 – 15 November 2016

Marie Lovatt
I first met John after I became a Tutor at Wolfson in 1981. He was sitting at his desk in his office in Bredon House, wreathed in cigarette smoke. Behind him hung a vast print of an enormous and very stylish pig. He turned out to be a funny, intense, immensely kind man utterly devoted to the interests of his students, and he held firm views about almost everything.

John was, first and foremost, a Scot. He gained a BA Hons (1974) and a PhD (1985) from the University of Strathclyde in Economics, and an MLitt from St Andrews (1976). He became a Senior Member of Wolfson in 1978, subsequently holding a Cambridge MA (1980) and a Fellowship and Tutorship in the College from 1981. In 1991 John became Acting Senior Tutor and Senior Tutor in October 1992, but resigned after serious disagreements with John Tusa, then recently elected as President of the College. He was also Assistant Director of Research in the Department of Land Economy from September 1976 and for a time directed studies in Land Economy at Wolfson. His own academic interests lay in Food Aid, on which he wrote copiously, and he was very interested in the economics of the developing world.

John continued to come into College after 1992 for some years, but infrequently due to his increasing ill health. Away from his academic life, John had also had many other interests, as his wife Margaret remembers. The life and works of Robert Burns were his continuing passion, as were art, music, wildlife, politics (especially Scottish), and the world in general. Indeed the very last thing he did was to enjoy a glass of Scottish Malt Whisky.

Christopher Barker PhD
Former Fellow
19 May 1938 – 12 May 2017

John Rees
Chris Barker was a past Fellow of the College and a distinguished scientist in the field of cancer research. He took a degree in chemistry at Nottingham University in 1960 and went on to complete a PhD in Nottingham’s Cancer Research Laboratory in 1964. His interest in the mechanisms of cancer development led him to a research chemist post in the Department of Medicine at Cambridge in 1967 at the old Addenbrooke’s hospital site. When the newly formed Department of Haematological Medicine moved to the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Chris joined the team as a lecturer and Senior Research Fellow. His early work gained him an opportunity to take up a Research
Fellowship at Scripps Clinic in La Jolla, California in 1973–1974 and 1979–1980 where his interest shifted towards immunology and the role of T-Cells in haematological malignancies. He has published influential work in journals including *Nature* and *Blood*.

In his latter years Chris served as Secretary to the Joint Degree Committee of the Medicine and Veterinary Medicine faculties. He also took on the role of Radiation Protection Officer for the University of Cambridge, a difficult role requiring diligence and diplomacy in equal measure.

Chris was married to Pat and they had three children. He has been described by his family as very ‘laid back’ and he was certainly the voice of reason and calm in his relationships with his colleagues.
In Memoriam

Professor David Allbrook (Visiting Fellow, 1980): 4 September 1923 – 1 August 2016
Mrs Kay Bridge (Senior Member, 2004): 16 May 2017 (aged 94)
Mr Murray J Findley (Alumnus, 2001): 1 October 1930 – 2017
Professor Thomas Kennedy (Visiting Fellow, 1989): 25 September 1937 – 26 January 2017
Mr Alexander McCarthy-Best (Alumnus, 2002 and Senior Member, 2005):
  2 September 1942 – 30 May 2017
Dr Richard Nixon (Alumnus, 1994, Senior Member, 2000 and Fellow, 2001):
  8 September 1972 – 26 August 2016
Mr Ian Purdy (Honorary Senior Member, 1975): 17 November 1924 – 18 June 2017
Mr Ephraim Rhodes (Senior Member, 1967): 18 December 2016 (aged 92)
Professor Howard Stutt (Visiting Fellow, 1977): 9 June 1924 – 5 January 2017
The Final Challenge

Danielle White (2013), Alumna

The Pack assembled
To follow the scent of the hunt
To the west of us

Our noses did twitch and twist to sound
Of Paxman’s corrections and critiques

But the Bees were weak
As the flowers they answered to
And the team honed in on the prey

But the Bees could sprint
And they ran into the wind
Of the voices that pushed *them*
To the end

A Seagull soared above to screech support
To the Monk, in his habits
And the Chaudhri ‘holder of four’
Was nominated to hold the fort
And even we didn’t catch the prey

The Wolves are alive
And howl in the dawn of the following day
Prizes and Studentships

To July 2017

**College Prizes**

**Charles Carlton Prize** (2016)
*For the best performance in the MPhil in History, or the Arts, Humanities or Social Sciences, excluding Law*
David Cowan

**Dato’ Ng Kong Yeam Prize**
*For the best First Class performance by an undergraduate in Part I of the Law Tripos*
Jing En Sim (Part IB)

**Hugh Bevan Prize**
*For the most distinguished performance by a Wolfson student in the LLM*
David James Watson

**Jack King Prize** (2016)
*For the best performance in the MPhil in Architecture, Engineering or History-related subjects*
Sunil Sarferaz

**Jennings Prize**
*For a First Class and/or a *Distinction in a University Examination, awarded to those who had not already won a named Law prize*
Luzmila Araoz Ellis, Social Anthropology, Part IIB
* Patric Bonnier, MASt in Pure Mathematics
Adam Butler-Rushton, English, Part II
Anna Chacko, Anglo-Saxon Norse and Celtic, Part IA
Eugene Chua, Philosophy, Part II
Sarah Coppin, Theology and Religious Studies, Part IIA
Shi En Jeremy Ee, Geography, Part IIB
Jade Fowler, Law, Part II
Ibrahim Hanif, LLM
Thomas Hansen, Law, Part II
* Eleanor Hullis, Final Veterinary Examination, Part II
Jared Kang, Law, Part IA
Aiste Kiltinaviciute, English, Part II
Bruno Lima Monteiro, LLM
Ruby Long Maclellan, English, Part II
Andrew Ng, Law, Part II
Dong Qian, Chemical Engineering, Part I
Yiannis Sophocleous, Land Economy, Part IIB
Thomas Stell, Classics, Part IA
Yong Jun Tan, History, Part I
Luke Tattersall, LLM
Marianna Tavella, MCL
* Yixu Wang, MASt in Applied Mathematics
* Charles Wojcik, MASt in Mathematical Statistics
Sebastian Wrobel, LLM
Patricia Zghibarta, LLM
* Tamas Zilahi, MASt in Mathematics

**Joseph Petty Prize** (2016)
*For the best performance in the MPhil in Criminology*
Andrew Britton

**Sir David Williams Prize**
*For the best First Class performance by a Wolfson student in Part II of the Law Tripos*
Wei Lin Taro Tan

**Tunnicliffe Prize**
*For the best performance by a student returning to academic study after a break of more than 30 years*
Charles Thomas Wide
Prizes and Studentships continued

University Prize
3 Verulam Buildings Prize for Equity
Andrew Arthur Yue-De Ng (joint award)

Cambridgeshire and District Law Society Prize for Criminology, Sentencing and the Penal System
Jing En Sim (joint award)

College Studentships

AHRC Scholarship
Katrina-Louise Moseley, History, PhD

ALBORADA Scholarship
Mohammed Chowdhury, Surgery, PhD
Paul Doran, Veterinary Medicine, Vet MB
Kai Fricke, Medicine, BA
Thomas Hilton, Medicine, BA
Ya-Hsuan Ho, Haematology, PhD
Christopher Jenkins, Medicine, CGCM
Antonina Kouli, Clinical Neurosciences, PhD
Alex Munster, Medicine, BA
Rebeka Reti, Medicine, BA
Andrija Sente, Medicine, BA
Sonny Smart, Medicine, CGCM
Tessa Stewart, Clinical Medicine, MBBCH
Olivia Walker, Medicine, CGCM
Justin Yang, Public Health and Primary Care, PhD

ALBORADA Trust Awards
Bilal Abou El Ela Bourquin, Medicine, CGCM
Amandeep Loyla, Medicine, CGCM
Sonny Smart, Medicine, CGCM
Jeremy Solly, Medicine, CGCM

ALBORADA Vice-Chancellor’s Award
Gunther Klobe, Clinical Neurosciences, PhD

Brian Moore Accompanist Scholarship
James Downs

Choral Scholarship
Alexander Busch, Classics, BA
Gwen Davis, Plant Sciences, PhD

Emily Potter, Polar Studies, PhD
Zi Ran Shen, Biochemistry, PhD
Andrei Smid, Infection + Immunity, PhD
Thomas Stell, Classics, BA

Donald and Beryl O’May Studentship
Pany Heliotis, English, BA
Anthony Howarth, Social Anthropology, PhD

Fairleigh S. Dickinson, Jr Scholarship
Landon Poe, Planning, Growth and Regeneration, MPhil

General Scholarship Fund
Sharon Walker, Education, PhD

Guan Ruijan Memorial Bursary
Shiyang Liu, Technology Policy, MPhil

Jack King Bursary
Richard Crowther, Education, PhD

John Morrison Fund
Shermaine Devine, English, BA
Charlotte Eker, English, BA

Joseph Petty Bursary
Luke Tattersall, Law, LLM

His Excellency Dr Mahfouz bin Mahfouz Scholarship
Meira Gold, History and Philosophy of Science, PhD
Alice Soulieux-Evans, History, PhD

Medical Research Studentship
Eileen Dareng, Public Health and Primary Care, PhD

Newton MPhil Award
Bethany Aykroyd, Clinical Science, MPhil
George Morris, Modern British History, MPhil

Oxford & Cambridge Society of Kenya Scholarship – Wolfson College
Isa Ismail Gedl, Conservation Leadership, MPhil
Prizes and Studentships continued

President’s Fund
Sarah Upjohn, Education, EdD

Professor Sir David and Lady Williams Bursary
Luke Tattersall, Law, LLM

Roger Needham Fund
Rafael Espinosa Castañeda, Applied Mathematics, MASt

Santander Universities Scholarship
Yue Chen, Chemical Engineering, BA
Meira Gold, History and Philosophy of Science, PhD
Andrea Kocsis, Archaeology, MPhil
Matej Kriznar, Human Evolutionary Studies, MPhil
Rugile Matuleviciute, Natural Sciences, BA
Landon Poe, Planning, Growth and Regeneration, MPhil
Sarah Upjohn, Education, EdD

Senior Members’ Wolf50n Bursary Fund
Mathew Bland, Criminology, PhD
Rosemary Penford, Education, PhD

Sir David Williams Law Fund
Eve Meurgey, Law, BA

Ujejski-Williams Bursary
Two students received support

Vice Chancellor’s Award – Wolfson College
David Cowan, History, PhD
Katrien Janin, Biological Anthropology, PhD

Wolfson Blues Sport Fund
Hassan El-Qarra, Materials Science and Metallurgy, PhD
Jeremiah Garsha, History, PhD
Simon Hugkulstone, Finance and Economics, MPhil
Thomas Kearns, Veterinary Medicine, BA
Angus Lockhart, HSPS, BA
Aleksander Malowany, Real Estate Finance, MPhil
Aicha Massrali, Psychiatry, PhD
Stefania Mataragka, Pharmacology, PhD
Gwilym Renouf, Psychiatry, NTBR
Joshua Rubman, Management, MPhil
Antonella Santoro, Haematology, PhD
Patterin Uthayopas, MFin
Sam Van Nort, Development Studies, PhD

Yidi Lu Bursary
Sitong An, Natural Sciences, BA
Shai Caspi, Psychology, BA
A further five students received support
Degrees Awarded

To July 2017

**Doctor of Medicine**

Marius Andrei Roman: Examination of ex-vivo lung perfusion in a porcine model

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Sylvia Agathou: Effects of tau pathology on human and rodent CNS cell types
Alia Al-Kadi: Foreign policy perspectives: The international thinking of the Muslim brotherhood in Egypt and Jordan (1990 - 2013)
Elcin Akcura: Evaluating alternative methods for preference elicitation with application to electricity and water sectors
Ajoeb Baridi: Identification of novel prostate epithelial cell types
Kirsten Barnes: Biases in representation of external agency: investigating the role of schizotypal traits, supernatural belief, and aversive circumstances
Gabriel Bernardi de Freitas: Algebraically special solutions of Einstein’s gravity and holography
Samuel Blapp: The non-standard Tiberian Hebrew Language Tradition according to Bible Manuscripts from the Cairo Genizah
Jonathan Samuel Brammeld: Genome-wide chemical mutagenesis screens define pathways of drug resistance in cancer
Rosalind Elizabeth Brown: Enabling Year 2 pupils to pursue self-directed empirical social research for school improvement: a case study in two settings
Longzhu Cai: Electrically tuneable microwave devices based on liquid crystal materials
Vicki Samantha Chambers: Fine mapping G-quadruplex structures in nucleic acids
Chong Chen: Quantum transport in InGaAs structures with strong spin-orbit interaction
Jun Hee Cho: Solution-processed Zinc oxide for electrical applications
Paul Christodoulou: Synergy from configuration of global production networks: drivers, mechanisms and outcomes
Julian Conrad: Structural characterization of the bacterial DNA replication machinery by single particle electron cryo-microscopy
Wen Cui: Retained austenite in martensitic bearing steels
Nele Marie Godette Dieckmann: Understanding the molecular machinery required for CTL granule fusion at the immune synapse
Mohammed Habiela Ahmed Doudo: The role of follicular dendritic cells and persisting foot-and-mouth disease virus antigens as determinants of immune responses to the virus
Alexandra East: A simulation approach to the study of bacterial secretion proteins
Ron Eli: A political sociological analysis of Britain’s domestic and imperial reconstruction (1945–1955)

Juergen Fink: Lineage hierarchy and molecular regulatory control of mouse gastric corpus stem and progenitor cells in tissue maintenance and repair

Leticia Méndez García: Oxides as high temperature abrasives

Irem Günay: Separating creativity from beliefs about creativity: investigating the relationships between implicit theory of creativity, creative self-efficacy and creativity

Jianyu Ji: Service experience patterns and customer motivations

Michael Aiden Jinks: Developing methodologies in coupling chemistry and recognition properties of synthetic information oligomers

Laura Jane Lee Kemp: Negative affect, cultural trauma, women and perpetrators: representations of the Spanish Civil War and Francoist repression in contemporary Spanish screen media

Krista Marja Susanna Kemppinen: Investigations into the glacial-interglacial change in atmospheric CO2

Varun Khanna: Locating Swami Chinmayananda and his understanding consciousness in the context of scripture and the contemporary world

Sebastiaan Keibek: The male occupational structure of England and Wales 1600–1850

Anastasiya Klimovich-Gray: The neural dynamics of morpho-syntactic processing: evidence from Russian

Robert Krakow: Microstructure and mechanical properties of subsolvus forged ATI 718Plus

Rafael Milan Kropiunigg: The lives and afterlives of the Mauthausen sub camp communities

Min Jung Kwun: Understanding the mechanism of glycopeptide antibiotic resistance using actinomycete as a model system and its application to screening for new glycopeptide antibiotics

Wenrong Lu: Dynamic Order-Picking Strategy

Kevin Maloney: Micro-architected adhesive joints

James McKenzie: H-bonding interactions in solution and the solid state

Danilo Marcondes De Souza Neto: Brazilian South-South cooperation in Africa: policy transfers in health and agriculture to Mozambique

Brittany Nicole Melton: Where is God in the Megilloth? A dialogue on the ambiguity of divine presence and absence

Rachel Murkett: The self-assembly pathways of a Peridinin Chlorophyll-a protein (PCP) and a Lutein Aggregate

Oliver Tristan Mytton: A population perspective on physical activity and health

Angel Pascual Ramsay: The management of the economic crisis in Spain by the PSOE government: a domestic political perspective

Dipali Patel: Internalisation of isolated mitochondria by human cultured cells

Kacper Piskorski: Investigation of new low Mach number approaches for compressible flow formulations

Clara Podmore: Iron metabolism and type 2 diabetes

Christopher Ren: Multi-microscopy characterisation of III-nitride devices and materials

Abdulrahim Sajini: NSUN2 methylation dependent non-canonical microRNAs moderate human epidermal stem cells via an SRSF2, and DROSHA mechanism
Silke Astrea Sbarbaro Riesle: The role of African fruit bats in the persistence of filovirus and henipavirus infection
Manuel Sebastian Schroeter: Principles of functional connectivity and self-organized information processing in developing neuronal networks
Richard Ian Sidebottom: How do market actors manage the ‘Rules of the Game’ in the cotton textiles & apparel sector?
Yash Shah: Novel designs and waveguides in terahertz quantum cascade lasers
Daniel Shapiro: Modelling and analysing changes in evolutionary design processes
Grzegorz Jacek Slodkowicz: Structural and functional determinants of protein evolution
Thomas Henry Stubbs: The determinants of slums
Antonia Symeonidou: Foetal human osteoblast response to magneto-mechanical actuation of ferromagnetic fibre networks
Alireza Tabatabaie: Young British Muslim males, sexual learning and sexuality education
Nurbek Teleshaliyev: Teachers with a capital ‘T’: exploring the professionalism of experienced teachers in Kyrgyzstan
Katrin Volbracht: Modulators of glutamate signaling in oligodendroglia in health and disease
Li-Ching Wang: Embodied music perception: the effects of motion on the cognition of rhythm in listeners
David William Wakerley: Advancing sustainable H2 Generation through O2-tolerant catalysis and the photo-reforming of biomass
Chloe Ursula Wallis: Bridging the translational gap between rodents and humans: behavioural and cardiovascular contributions of subgenual and pregenuval ventromedial prefrontal cortex to negative emotion, in the common marmoset
Xiaonan Wang: Identification and analysis of non-coding RNAs as potential regulators of gene expression in toxoplasma gondii and in human urinary exosomes
Richard Andrew Whiter: Piezoelectric polymer nanowires for mechanical energy harvesting
Geraldo Zahran Filho: Liberal international relations: interpretations of US foreign policy during the remaking of the international order
Simin Zeng: Self-repair in EFL learners’ speech in two contrasting institutional school settings in China: a sociocultural and activity theory informed analysis of classroom and task-related speech
Yi Zhang: Application potential of shallow geothermal energy at city scale

Doctor of Education
Caroline Teresa Creaby: A study of the relationship between professional development strategies and teacher professional identities
Master of Arts
Sarah Bearder
Mikkel Kenni Bruun
Ke Chen
Simone Fryer-Bovair
Elizabeth Campbell
Zaneeta Dhesi
Sam Atkinson Forsyth
Thomas Wilhelm Graeber
Jonathan David Haines
Ajun Kirpal
Han Ming Mark Lim
Pascal Maas
Naisheng Cui
Jonathan Adam Fransman
Timothy Goh Su Hwee
Rosemary Anisah Hayes
Siobhan Rowan Hynes
Jason Chak-Yan Lee
Eric Torkel Styrbjörn Matteson
Zhao Feng Ng
Erik Carl Rosen
Eckhard Schlemm
Katie Isabella Trew
Gabriella Wagerman
Stephanie Rachel Ware
Glen Watson

Master of Corporate Law
Varsha Aithala
Sheba Gumis
Marianna Tavella

Master of Research
Mudasser Zubair Iqbal
Isabella Karla Samuelson

Master of Philosophy
Luke Gabriel Jack Abbott
Yalda Aff
Ghada Al-Subaey
Demetris Antoniades
Raiyan Abdullah Azmi
Mustafa Metin Basbay
Alexander James Bonham
Patid Pat Boonyarurungsrit
Andrew William Murray Britton
Joseph Tristan Thomas Brookes
William Wesley Brown
Jana Dorothea Cattien
Joshua Chamberlain
Fai Hong Chan
Ka Kei Jacob Chan
Sheng-Han Chen
Po-Chia Chin
Deniz Cifci
Matthew Willard Clauson
Chloe Clifford Astbury
Liviu Copoiu
Paul Malachy Cosgrove
Han Cui
Aleksander Dabrowski
Mayke De Freitas Santos
Jens Hans Wilhelm Deloch
Xinhe Deng
Sarah Victoria Evans
Miguel Garcia Ortegon
Shuyi Ge
John Mark Geary
Mathieu Gerain
Sahayu Goyal
Jordan Edward Griggs
Tian Gu
Edward Thomas Ragdale Hall
Khaled Ali Mahmoud Hammad
Izzet Hassan
Andrew David Hetterley
Hester Rae Hockin-Boyers
Priyanka Harihar Iyer
Hebatullah Ayman Abdel Wahab Mohamed Kamel
Troy Kilgannon
Lily Koh
Dimitra Kyratsaki
Adrian Laschinger
Ibukun Samuel Lawal
Sophie Helen Frances Lawrence
Soon Jong Lee
Sok Keng Leung
Shaoran Li
Siow Mann Lim
Haoxiang Liu
Shiyang Liu
Yangyang Liu
Polina Liubomirova
Alessandra Luna Navarro
Christine Nziilani Mbai
Charalampos Harry Michalakakis
Liana Georgieva Minkova
Zhen Yong Alexander Mok
Sara Jane Molyneux
Eric David Monkman
Alexander Julian Michael Montag
Alexandre Mourachko
Jonathan Kiggundu Mugerwa
Peninah Wanjiru Mutonga
Trang Thanh Nguyen
Denis Thorsten Niedenzu

Degrees Awarded continued
Degrees Awarded continued

Philippos Papaphilippou  
Lorenzo Papi  
Sampad Patnaik  
Michael Penfold  
Rosemary Clare Penford  
Cong Peng  
Sorosh Poya Faryabi  
Zarif Rahman  
Michal Klemens Ratynski  
Aditya Ravuri  
Grace Hermione Rawlings  
Jade Andrea Robinson  
Joshua Rubman  
Sunil Sarferaz  
Utsa Sarmin  
Victor Pierre Hailom Serre  
Faheem Sahir Sheikh  
Karolis Siksnius  
Frieder Simon  
Mark Wylie Smith  
Lindsey Gail Smith  
Poulomi Solanki  
Jacob Stewart  
Karina Alexandra Byrkjeland  
Sutija  
Wei Zhong Tan  
Rodrigo Vazquez Ortega  
Rahul Vallore Pravindra  
Yizhe Wang  
Wei Zhou  
Aaron Wiener-Blotner  
Justin Wong Yu Quan  
Hang Wu  
Hassan Mohammed Yakubu  
Elvin Xing Yifu  
Haaroon Mustafa Yousaf  
Dekai Zhang  
Taiying Zhang  
Shenghao Zhu  
Tamara Nora Zivkovic

Master of Advanced Study

Applied Mathematics
Rashid Mohammadamin  
Mohamed Alawadhi  
Rafael Espinosa Castañeda  
Yiqiu Han  
Khalid Tarig  
Yixu Wang

Pure Mathematics
Patric Ossian Mauritz Bonnier  
Martin Trimmel  
Tamas Zilahi

Mathematical Statistics
Alex Robert Harrison  
Mehdi Soltani  
Charles Casimir Wojcik

Master of Engineering and Bachelor of Arts
Michael Gideon Friedman  
Thomas Daniel Mullners  
Claudio Stelvio Ravasio

Master of Business Administration
Agustin Belloso  
Meng Dream Liu  
Guruprasad Prasad Naik  
Olalekan Otlulana  
Urs Petrig  
Dipika Sawhney  
Courtney Stombock  
Vijay Thampy  
Maria Umoren  
Emmanuel Vandenbergh

Master of Finance
Jingnan Chen  
Jopy Chiang  
Andrés Felipe Escobar  
Kevin O’Keeffe Kennedy  
Pui Chi Luk  
Alexander Julian Michael Montag  
Tatevik Muradyan  
Ming Ni  
Anahit Papyan  
Julio Jose Recalde Lara  
Anahit Soghoyan  
Noorah Mansour Talal

Master of Education
Joy Igiebor  
Matthew Hsien Ming Lim  
Ian Hugh Munro

Master of Studies
Saba Sara Qais Al Zubairi  
Jane Anne  
Brionne Antoine  
James Ashford  
Lee Barnham  
Ophelia Rose Blackman  
Sharon Blake-Clarke  
Chloe Louise Booyens  
David James Boyle  
Trevor Anthony Bullen  
Joanna Rachel Burton  
Ahmad Chouman  
Christopher Paul Curtis  
Ian John Dawson  
Nick De Pauw  
Molly Jayne Edwards  
Samuel John Falco  
David John Gawkrodger  
Oliver Charles Bostock Gerrish
Christopher Mark Gibson
Karin Giefer
Nicholas Mark Glynn
Jennifer Florence Jessie Goldsmith
Jonathan Goosey
Denys Grabchak
Nicholas John Gray
Sarah Gray
Laura Hannigan
Sophie Barbara Hetherington
Robert Hill
Evan Hirsch
Robert Jimenez
Anthony Charles Jones
Karen Jones
Murat Karakas
Agha Mohammad Ali Khan
Lorie Komlyn
Gareth Richard Ledsham-James
Ricardo Lemos
Nigel Philip Marcussen
Edward Samuel Mason
Matthew Owen McKinnon
Lara Delores Mifsud
Jonathan Monk
Roger George Pegram
David Prosser
Rebecca Riggs
Michelle Ryan
Joan Ann Sadler
Stefania Scarsini
Jana Christina Schuster
Christopher Benjamin Senior
Paisley Shafer-Dodds
Stephen Symchych
Dorairaj Thruchelvam
Buket Unat
Sheena Joy Urwin
Margaretha Jacqueline Van Der Woude
Marian Via Rivera
Leos Vrzalik
Helen Olivia Warren
Kevin Weir
Haishan Wu

**Bachelor of Medicine**
Jamie Alexander Birkinshaw
Alexandra Roseanne Caulfield
James Duffell
Patrick Joseph Holden
Nicholas Judkins
Gabriel John Barnard Lambert
Simon Lambracos
Saadiq Moledina

**Bachelor of Surgery**
Mehmet Akyol
Rhys Coleman
Erin Halley Squillacote Drazich
Andrew Gales
Mycroft Halliwell-Ewen
Aliyah Mariam Hussein
Alexander Matthew Jones
Amandeep Singh Loyla
Anna Schumann

**Bachelor of Veterinary Medicine**
Natalia Caldecott
Paul Doran
Rachel Elizabeth Heyworth
Patrick Stewart Scopes

**Bachelor of Arts**
Luzmila Araoz Ellis
Adam Jonathan Butler Rushton
Eugene Yew Siang Chua
Genevieve Madeline Doyle
Drinkingwater
Ahmed Elmi
Jade Tamara Marie Fowler
Jonathon Stuart Goldstone
Thomas Joseph Hansen
Harriet Harper
Thomas Hilton
Thomas Anthony Neville Kears
James Kerrison
Raghu Kesavan
Aiste Kiltinaviciute
Kate Elizabeth Little
Angus Lockhart
Ruby Elizabeth Long
Maclennan
Keeler Baird Mears
Nicola Nesi
Andrew Arthur Yue-De Ng
Johan Michael Ordish
Iain George Osborne
Claire Mary Robertson
Shelly Rain Sandieson
Yiannis Sophocles
Taro Wei Lin Tan
Jacob Telfer
Sarah Jane Tollan
Tatiana Joy Vilsbol
Danielle Jake White
Adderley Patrick Richard Wilkinson

**Bachelor of Theology for Ministry**
Iain George Osborne
Claire Robertson

**Diploma in Economics**
Marc Sebastian Gischer
Xiaoke Ye

**Diploma in Theology**
Charles Thomas Wide
Wolfson’s Warm Embrace

By Lynn Ockersz (1993), Press Fellow

Cambridgeshire’s autumnal skies are quickening,
From a brooding pinkish-grey to a crimson-red,
As I tread hurriedly on fallen leaves slush with rain,
Falling thick and fast among mounds of new-mown hay,
Rising above the upturned soil’s regaling scent.
Like fiercely-flickering, bright yellow flames,
Resisting the wind with its cutting, chilly sweep,
As I finally climb Wolfson’s stairs to its august Hall of Feast,
Where scholars from far-flung lands I meet,
A rare, fascinating cosmopolitan mix,
Of people not caring to wear their scholarship on their sleeves,
Wrapped in conversation exuding warm camaraderie,
Making me exclaim: Here, indeed, is ‘God’s Plenty’.
Wolfson College
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College Officers
President: Richard Evans Kt MA PhD (inc) LittD DPhil DLitt LitD (Hon) DLitt (Hon) FRHistS FRSL FLSW FBA
Vice-President: Graham Allen MA MA (inc)
Bursar: Christopher Lawrence MA MSc ARCM
Senior Tutor: Jane McLarty MA MPhil PhD
Development Director: Sian Cook
Praelector: Brian Cox BSc MA PhD

Dean of Students
Raymond Bujdoso BSc PhD

Tutors
Anna Bagnoli BSc PhD
Sally Church BA MA PhD
Jo Dekkers BSc PhD
David Frost BEd MA MA PhD
Kevin Greenbank BA MA PhD
Lesley MacVinish BSc MA PhD
Mary Newbould BA MPhil PhD
Shadia Taha BA MPhil BA PhD
Ana Toribio Fierro BSc MSc PhD
James Trinidad LLB MSt MSt PhD
Martin Vestergaard MSc MA PhD
Giles Yeo BA PhD
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New Fellows 2016–2017

Honorary Fellow

Professor Spyridon Flogaitis was born and brought up in Lefkas, Greece and went to the Universities of Athens, Paris II and Paris I. Since then he has conducted research and/or taught in several Universities, including Munich, Rome, Heidelberg, Bordeaux and Toulouse. He was Arthur Goodhart Professor in the Cambridge Faculty of Law in 2013 and has been Academic Bencher of the Inner Temple since 2015. In Greece he is Attorney at Law before the Council of State and the Supreme Court in the Athens Bar and is also the Director of the European Public Law Organisation (EPLO).

Professor Sir David Williams originally welcomed him to Wolfson in October 1982 and he has returned to the College as Visiting Fellow on several occasions.

The Hon Carrie Yuet-ngor Lam was elected in March 2017 as the first female Chief Executive of Hong Kong. From 2012 to 2017 she was the Chief Secretary for Administration, the most senior ranking official of Hong Kong. After graduating from the University of Hong Kong with a Bachelor of Social Sciences degree, Lam had joined the Hong Kong civil service and had spent a year at Wolfson to gain a Diploma in Overseas Development in 1981. She was awarded the Gold Bauhinia Star in 2010 and the Grand Bauhinia Medal in 2016 in recognition of her career achievements and contributions to the community.

Fellows

Dr Bashar Ahmad is a Senior Research Associate in the Signal Processing and Communications laboratory in the Department of Engineering. His research focuses on applications of statistical signal processing and machine learning.

Dr Boyd Brogan was a mature undergraduate at Wolfson, graduating with a BA in English in 2006. In 2012 he completed a DPhil in early modern pastoral romance at Merton College, Oxford. He now works primarily on the history of early modern medicine as a Postdoc in the Department of History and Philosophy of Science and serves as secretary of the Humanities Society.

Dr Rachel Holmes is a Research Associate on the European Research Council project Crossroads of Knowledge in Early Modern England: The Place of Literature at CRASSH and the Faculty of English. Her PhD is from the University of St Andrews, and her research interests are in transnational early modern law and literature.
Dr Marie Kent is an Organologist whose people-centred research aims to reveal hidden facts about the piano through a study of the people who made them. Currently she is conducting a pioneering study of more than 20,000 piano-related returns in the 1881 and 1911 censuses of England to reveal and examine the demographics of the piano industry workforce at the peak of its pre-first World War activity. Marie is also the founder of the Wolfson Social Rowing Team.

Dr Adeeba Aziz Khan joined Wolfson College as a Junior Research Fellow in October 2016. She is a barrister by training and her research focuses on constitutionalism in Bangladesh and she studies how formal institutions interact with cultural tracks. She completed her PhD in May 2016 and her research has been published in a number of leading legal journals and has also been presented at major law and political science conferences in Europe and Asia.

Mary-Ann Middelkoop is a Junior Research Fellow in Modern European History and a PhD Candidate in the Faculty of History. Her research focuses on cultural diplomacy in interwar Europe, particularly Weimar Germany, and the history of looted art and restitution in the Third Reich and its aftermath.

Dr Iyad Nasrallah is a Postdoctoral Research Associate at the Optoelectronics Group, Cavendish Laboratory. His research is conducted within the EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Large-Area Electronics. His current research interests are in realising state-of-the-art mechanically flexible hybrid electronic circuits for signal conditioning in sensing applications.

Dr Mary Newbould is a Tutor and Bowman Supervisor in English at Wolfson. She completed her BA, MPhil and PhD at Cambridge, where she has supervised and directed studies in English for various colleges for several years. Mary teaches widely across eighteenth-century literature; she also lectures on Shakespeare and Modern Prose at the Faculty of Education, and runs summer courses on Enlightenment culture and on Jane Austen for the Pembroke-King’s Programme. Her research interests lie in eighteenth-century literature and visual culture.

Dr Ben Pingault is a researcher at the Cavendish Laboratory, where his work focuses on the investigation of atomic defects in diamond for quantum information processing.

Dr Marco Ranzani is a postdoc at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute where he applies drug and genetic high-throughput screenings to identify new therapies for melanoma. His BSc and MSc are from the University of Milan and for his PhD in Cellular and Molecular Biology he worked primarily at San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy. In 2013 he was awarded a Marie-Curie Intra European Fellowship to fund his research in Cambridge.

Dr Ana Luisa Toribio joined the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) after a postdoc at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI) and a PhD in the Department of Biochemistry here in Cambridge and the WTSI. Ana currently works on the European Nucleotide Archive database, an open-access project that hosts DNA and RNA sequences from all over the world to be freely available to the worldwide scientific community. In September 2016, Ana joined the Tutorial team at Wolfson.
Fellows

As at 31 July 2017, in order of election to the Fellowship

1982
Marguerite Dupree BA MA MA DPhil PhD FRHistS; Honorary Professor, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow

1992
Peter Weissberg CBE MA MD FRCP FMedSci; Medical Director, British Heart Foundation and Honorary Consultant Cardiologist, Addenbrooke’s Hospital

1994
Ian Cross LRAM ARCM BSc PhD; Professor of Music & Science, Faculty of Music and Director of Studies in Music, Wolfson College
Geoffrey Khan BA PhD FBA; Regius Professor of Hebrew, Faculty of Asian & Middle Eastern Studies
Norbert Peabody AB AM PhD; Senior Research Fellow in Anthropology

1997
Nadia Stelmashenko PhD; Technical Officer, Dept of Materials Science & Metallurgy

1998
Duncan Maskell MA PhD FMedSci; Marks & Spencer Professor of Farm Animal Health, Food Science & Food Safety and Head of the School of the Biological Sciences, Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Planning and Resources), University of Cambridge
Thomas Ridgman MA CEng FIET; University Lecturer, Dept of Engineering
Sally Church BA MA PhD; Tutor and International Student Liaison Officer and Director of Studies in Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, Wolfson College and Affiliated Researcher, Faculty of Asian & Middle Eastern Studies
Peter Sewell MA MSc PhD; Professor of Computer Science and EPSRC Leadership Fellow, Computer Laboratory
John Sinclair MA PhD; Professor of Molecular Virology, Dept of Medicine

1999
Raymond Bujdoso BSc PhD; Senior Lecturer in Molecular Immunology, Dept of Veterinary Medicine, Director, Wellcome Trust Summer School and Dean of Students, Wolfson College
Graham Allen MA MA; Vice-President, Wolfson College

2000
Peter D’Eath PhD; Senior Researcher, Dept of Applied Mathematics & Theoretical Physics
George Salmond BSc MA PhD ScD DSc (Hon) FRSA FSB FRSE FAAM; Professor of Molecular Microbiology and Deputy Head of Department of Biochemistry
Fellows continued

John Clark MB ChB MA MD FRCP; Associate Clinical Dean, Clinical School and Consultant Physician, West Suffolk Hospital
Karen Pearce MSc; Assistant Director of Physical Education, Sports Dept
John Firth DM FRCP; Consultant Physician and Nephrologist and Clinical Director of Renal Services, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust; Associate Dean and Associate Lecturer in Clinical Medicine, Clinical School and Director of Studies in Clinical Medicine, Wolfson College
David Frost BEd MA MA PhD FRSA; Senior Lecturer in Educational Leadership & School Improvement, Faculty of Education and Tutor, Wolfson College

2001
Ann Copestake MA Dip Com Sci DPhil; Professor of Computational Linguistics, Computer Laboratory
Markus Kuhn MSc PhD; Senior Lecturer in Computer Science, Computer Laboratory

2002
Nigel Kettley BA MPhil PhD FRSA; University Senior Lecturer and Academic Director for Education & Social Science, Institute of Continuing Education
Lynette Alcántara BA BMusEd AMusA MA; Director of Music, Wolfson College; Singing Teacher, Choir of King's College
Andrew Reid MA MBA; Director of Finance, Finance Division
Jin Zhang BA MA MPhil PhD; University Lecturer in International Business & China, Judge Business School
Thomas D'Andrea MA PhD; Director, Institute for the Study of Philosophy, Politics and Religion (ISPPR) and Senior Fellow, Witherspoon Institute, Princeton
Thomas Grant BA JD PhD; Research Fellow, Lauterpacht Centre for International Law and Public International Lawyer
Joy Dauncey BSc PhD ScD FRSB; Senior Scientist and Adviser in Nutritional & Biomedical Sciences
Adrian Kent MA CASM PhD; Professor of Quantum Physics, Dept of Applied Mathematics & Theoretical Physics
Susan Oosthuizen BA MA PGCE PhD FSA; Reader in Medieval Archaeology, Institute of Continuing Education

2003
Nicholas Wareham MB BS MSc PhD FRCP FFPHM; MRC Research Professor of Epidemiology, Faculty of Clinical Medicine; Director, MRC Epidemiology Unit; Director, Centre for Diet and Activity Research (CEDAR), MRC Epidemiology Unit and Honorary Consultant, Addenbrooke's Hospital
Jonathan Crowcroft MA MSc PhD FREng FIET FBCS FIEEE FACM FRS; Marconi Professor of Communications Systems, Computer Laboratory
Peter Jones MD PhD FRCP FRCPsych FMedSci; Professor of Psychiatry, Dept of Psychiatry and Deputy Head, School of Clinical Medicine

2004
Vassilis Koronakis MA PhD FAAM; Professor of Molecular Biology, Dept of Pathology
Fellows continued

2005
Lesley MacVinish BSc MA PhD; Senior Teaching Associate, Dept of Pharmacology, Deputy Director of Education for Biology (Medical and Veterinary Science Tripos), Faculty of Biology, Tutor and Undergraduate Admissions Tutor for Science, Wolfson College, Pre-Clinical Director of Studies for Veterinary & Medical students, Wolfson College
Christopher Town MA PhD; Research Fellow in Computer Science, Computer Laboratory, Co-Founder & Chief Technical Officer, Imense Ltd and Director of Studies in Computer Science, Wolfson College

2006
Kevin Greenbank BA MA PhD; Archivist & Administrator, Centre of South Asian Studies and Tutor, Wolfson College
Jeremy Webb MA MRCP DRCOG MRCGP; Tutor, Graduate Course in Medicine, Clinical School; Director of Studies for Graduate Course in Medicine, Wolfson College and GP
Richard Fenner BSc PhD CEng MICE FCIWEM; Reader in Engineering Sustainability and Course Director, Engineering for Sustainable Development, Dept of Engineering
Simon Pattinson MBA DipM MCIM; Course Director, Industrial Systems, Manufacture & Management, Institute for Manufacturing, Dept of Engineering

2007
Christopher Lawrence MA MSc ARCM; Bursar, Wolfson College
Alice Benton BA MA; Assistant Director, Academic Division

2008
Gordon Dougan BSc MA PhD MA FMedSci FRS; GlaxoSmithKline Professor of Microbial Pathogenesis, Head of Pathogen Research and Management Board Member, The Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
Sir Anthony Brenton KCMG MPhil MA; formerly British Ambassador to Russia
Michael O’Sullivan CMG MA MPhil; Chief Executive, Cambridge International Examinations
Virginia Newcombe BSc MPhil MB BS PhD MRCP; Academy of Medical Sciences Clinician Scientist Fellow, Division of Anaesthesia, Dept of Medicine
Michael Hrebeniak BA PhD MA; College Lecturer and Director of Studies in English and Undergraduate Admissions Tutor (Arts), Wolfson College
James Wood BSc BVetMed MSc PhD MA MRCVS DipECVPH DLSHTM; ALBORADA Professor of Equine & Farm Animal Science; Director, Cambridge Infectious Diseases Consortium and Head of Department of Veterinary Medicine
Sergey Nejentsev MD PhD; Wellcome Trust Senior Research Fellow, Dept of Medicine
Stephen Oliver BSc PhD FAAM FMedSci FAAAS; Professor of Systems Biology & Biochemistry and Director, Cambridge Systems Biology Centre

2009
Mark Wills BSc PhD MA; Principal Research Associate, Dept of Medicine
Jane McLarty BA MA MPhil PhD; Senior Tutor, Wolfson College and Affiliated Lecturer, Faculty of Divinity
Meredith Hale BA MA MPhil PhD; Speelman Fellow in Dutch & Flemish Art, Wolfson College
Fellows continued

Joanna Dekkers BSc PhD; Assistant Director, School of Biological Sciences and Tutor, Wolfson College
Anna Jones MA MA MPhil; Whipple Librarian, Dept of History & Philosophy of Science
Giles See How Yeo BA PhD; Principal Research Associate and Director of Genomics & Transcriptomics, MRC Metabolic Diseases Unit and Tutor, Wolfson College
Alun Williams BVMS PhD DipECVP FHEA MRCVS; Professor of Veterinary Diagnostic Pathology, Dept of Veterinary Medicine and Director of Studies in Clinical Veterinary Medicine, Wolfson College

2010
Conrad Guettler BSc PhD MA; Freelance Publishing Consultant and Review Editor, Wolfson College
Justin Meggitt BA MTS PhD; Senior Lecturer in the Study of Religion & the Origins of Christianity, Institute of Continuing Education; Affiliated Lecturer in New Testament Studies, Faculty of Divinity and Visiting Researcher, Stockholm University
Pradeep Nathan BSc PhD MA MRACI CChem FCP; Adjunct Professor of Neuroscience, Monash University, Australia, Affiliated Lecturer, Dept of Psychiatry; Vice President and Global Head, Neuroscience Center of Innovation, inVentiv Health Clinical
Professor Sir Leszek Borysiewicz DL MA BSc MB BCH PhD FRS FRCP FRCPath FMedSci (1989); Vice Chancellor, University of Cambridge and Honorary Fellow, Wolfson College
Maria Ttofi BA BA MPhil PhD; Leverhulme & Newton Trust Early Career Fellow and Lecturer in Psychological Criminology, Institute of Criminology

2011
Stephen Hoath BA DPhil MA MA FInstP; Senior Research Associate, Inkjet Research Centre, Dept of Engineering and Director of Studies in Engineering (Part I), Wolfson College
Anna Bagnoli BSc PhD; Associate Researcher, Dept of Sociology and Tutor, Wolfson College
Martin Vestergaard MSc PhD MA; Research Associate, Dept of Physiology, Development & Neuroscience; Deputy Senior Tutor and Tutor, Wolfson College

2012
Stephen Evans BSc PhD CEng FIET; Director of Research in Industrial Sustainability, Institute of Manufacturing and Director of EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Industrial Sustainability
Peter Phillips MA MA; Chief Executive, Cambridge University Press
Sreenivas Chavali BSc MSc PhD; Investigator Scientist, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology
Vijay Narayan BSc MS PhD; Research Fellow, Semiconductor Physics Group, Cavendish Laboratory

2013
Carmine D’Agostino BEng MEng PhD; Lecturer, Dept of Chemical Engineering & Biotechnology and Director of Studies in Chemical Engineering, Wolfson College
Jamie Trinidad LLB MSt MSt PhD; Tutor, Wolfson College; Barrister, Isolas, Gibraltar and Fellow, Lauterpacht Centre for International Law
James Westbrook BSc MA PhD Dip Mus Perf FLCM; Consultant, Brompton Auctioneers, The Royal Institution of Great Britain, Mayfair, Curator, The Guitar Museum and Affiliated Researcher, Faculty of Music
Alexei Lapkin MChem PhD FRCS; Professor of Sustainable Reaction Engineering, Dept of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology
Jan Vermunt MSc PhD; Professor of Education and Deputy Head of Department, Faculty of Education
Paul Mylrea BA MBA; Director of Communications, Office of External Affairs and Communications, University of Cambridge

2014
Christi Deaton AS BSN MN PhD RN FAHA FESC; Florence Nightingale Foundation Professor of Clinical Nursing Research, Dept of Public Health and Primary Care
Simon Griffin MB BS MSc DM FRCGP; Professor of General Practice, Dept of Public Health and Primary Care, Deputy Director, CEDAR, MRC Epidemiology Unit
Susan Swaffield BEd MA MEd MA PhD; Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Education
Joni Holmes BSc PhD MBPsS; Senior Investigator Scientist, MRC Cognition & Brain Sciences Unit
Antonio Lombardo Laurea Magistralis PhD; Senior Research Associate, Cambridge Graphene Centre, Dept of Engineering; Director, EPSRC Centre for Doctoral Training in Graphene Technology and Director of Studies in Engineering (Part II), Wolfson College
Luca Lotta MB BS PhD PhD; Clinical Career Development Fellow, MRC Epidemiology Unit and Honorary Clinician, Addenbrooke's Hospital
Deborah Pullinger BEd MPhil PhD; Research Associate, Faculty of Education
António Rodrigues BSc MSc DPhil; Research Associate, Dept of Zoology
Shadia Taha BA MA PhD BA PhD; Tutor, Wolfson College
António Rodrigues BSc MSc DPhil; Research Associate, Dept of Zoology

2015
Margaret Westbury BA MA MLIS; Lee Librarian, Wolfson College and PhD Student, Lancaster University
Elif Çetin BA MA PhD; Research Associate, The Von Hügel Institute, St Edmund's College
Philippe Gilchrist BA MA PhD CPsychol; Career Development Fellow, Dept of Public Health and Primary Care, Visiting Researcher and Lecturer, Dept of Psychology
Andrea Greve BSc MSc MSc PhD; Investigator Scientist, MRC Cognition & Brain Sciences Unit
Caitlin Hitchcock BPsysc PhD; Investigator Scientist, MRC Cognition & Brain Sciences Unit
Rasha Rezk BSc MPhil PhD; Research Associate, Dept of Engineering and Director of Studies in Engineering (Part IA), Wolfson College
Taylor Schmitz BS MA PhD; MRC Postdoctoral Fellow, MRC Cognition & Brain Sciences Unit
Chao Zhang BEng MSc Dr rer nat; Research Associate, Dept of Chemistry
Sumantra Ray MB BS DipNutr MPHIL MD; Founding Chair, NNEdPro Global Centre for Nutrition and Health, MRC Senior Clinician Scientist, Elsie Widdowson Laboratory and Senior Clinical Tutor, School of Clinical Medicine
Steven Watson MA PGCE MA MA PhD; University Lecturer, Faculty of Education

2016
Kirsty Allen MA MLitt PhD MA; Head of Registry’s Office, University of Cambridge
James Gazzard BSc PhD MBA PgCert FHEA; Director, Institute of Continuing Education
Membership

Martin Vinnell BSc PhD MA FRSB FISTR; Director, Division of Health, Safety and Regulated Facilities, University of Cambridge
Bashar Ahmad BEng PGCert PhD; Senior Research Associate, Signal Processing & Communications Laboratory, Dept of Engineering
Boyd Brogan BMus BA MSt DPhil; Wellcome Trust Research Fellow, Dept of History & Philosophy of Science
Rachel Holmes MA MLitt PhD; Research Associate, CRASSH and Faculty of English
Marie Kent BA MA PhD; Independent Historian, Postdoc Research Convenor and Junior Research Fellow, Wolfson College
Mary-Ann Middelkoop DRS MSc; PhD candidate in History, Peterhouse and Junior Research Fellow, Wolfson
Iyad Nasrallah MEng PhD; Research Associate, Cavendish Laboratory
Benjamin Pingault Licence Diplôme D’ingénieur PhD; Research Associate, Atomic, Mesoscopic & Optical Physics group, Cavendish Laboratory
Marco Ranzani BSc MSc PhD; Postdoctoral Fellow, Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
Marina Steur BSc MSc MPhil; Career Development Fellow, MRC Epidemiology Unit
Mary-Céline Newbould BA MPhil PhD; Bowman Supervisor in English and Tutor, Wolfson College
Ana Toribio Fierro BSc MSc PhD; Research Associate, Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and Tutor, Wolfson College
Nuno Oliveira Licenciature MSc PhD; Herchel Smith Postdoctoral Fellow, Dept of Zoology

2017

Sian Cook; Development Director, Wolfson College
Frank Tietze Dipl-ing oec MSc Dr rer pol; Lecturer in Technology & Innovation Management, Institute for Manufacturing, Dept of Engineering

All dates denote calendar year, rather than academic year. Dates in brackets indicate the year of first election to the Fellowship, where the Fellowship has not been held continuously.
# Honorary Fellows

As at 31 July 2017, in order of election to the Honorary Fellowship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Honoree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Dr Lee Seng Tee FBA AAAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Sir John Sparrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Sir Christopher Benson DL FRICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor Sir Hans Kornberg FRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Professor Hugh Bevan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>The Rt Hon Sir Michael Hardie Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GNZM GCMG QSO PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Dame Kiri Te Kanawa ONZ OBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Rt Hon the Baroness Scot of Ashal PC QC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Professor Suzanne Cory AC FAA FRSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Rt Hon the Lord Stevens of Kirkwhelpington QPM DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor William Brown CBE (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>The Rt Revd Dr Anthony Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Professor Sir Leszek Borysiewicz DL MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor Andrew von Hirsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Professor Dame Alison Richard DBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Sir Michael Jackson GCB CBE DSO DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Professor David Crystal OBE FBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Professor Neil Gorman DL FRCVS (1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr David Grant CBE FREng (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HE Tharman Shanmugaratnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>The Hon Justice Susan Kiefel AC LLM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr Judy McGregor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr Louise Mirrer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Mr William H Gates Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miss E Kirsten E Raising DUniv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor Wang Gungwu CBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Rt Hon the Lord Collins of Mapesbury PC LLD FBA (1975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Dr Gordon Johnson (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Dame Janet Wolfson de Botton DBE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judge Sang-Hyun Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Professor M Cristina Bicchieri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr Anthony Green RA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ms Sabiha Sumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dato’Dr Kenneth King-Mun Yeang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FSIA RIBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Professor Spyridon Flogaitis Chevalier (Légion D’Honneur) Cavaliere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Ordine al Merito) PhD PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Hon Carrie Yuet-ngor Lam GBM GBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dates in brackets indicate the year of first election to the Fellowship. All dates denote calendar year, rather than academic year.

# Bredon Fellow

2013  HE Dr Mahfouz Marei Mubarak bin Mahfouz GCMLJ FRSA
Emeritus Fellows

As at 31 July 2017, in order of election to the Fellowship

1967  Dr Arthur Jennings
1968  Mr Bill Kirkman MBE
       Mr James Kinnier Wilson
1969  Dr Donald Wilson FRCS
1971  Professor Paul Hirst
1975  The Rt Hon the Lord Collins of Mapesbury PC LLD FBA (HF)
1976  Dr Cecil Treip
1977  Dr David Briggs
       Dr Owen Edwards FRCP
1978  Dr Henry Tribe
1980  Dr Eric Miller
1981  Dr Marie Lovatt
       Mr Edward Johnson
1982  Professor Tony Minson FMedSci
       Professor Rudolf Hanka FRSS FRSM
1983  Professor John Hughes FRS
       Dr Iain Wilkinson
       Dr Roger Connan
       Professor Witold Tulasiewicz
       Professor William Blakemore FRCVS
       Professor Brian Moore FMedSci FRSS
       Dr Joan Whitehead
1984  The Reverend John Snaith
       Dr David Bostock
       Dr Sheelah Lloyd
       Professor Nicholas de Lange FBA
1986  Mr Colin Gill
       Dr David Clode
1987  Professor John Henderson FRHistS
       Mac Dowdy
       Professor Malcolm Warner
1988  Dr Stephen Large
       Professor Michael Redhead FBA
       Professor David Hargreaves
1989  Dr Alexander Tait
       Dr John Rees
       Mr Duncan McCallum
1990  Dr Peter Beaumont
       Dr John Brackenbury FRPS
       Dr Ivor Day FIMechE FASME FREng
       Dr Abraham Karpas ScD

       Professor Barry Kemp CBE FBA
       Dr John Seagrave
       Dr Janet West
1991  Professor Malcolm Burrows ScD FRS
       Mr Michael Richardson
1992  Professor John Naughton
       Dr Patricia Hyndman
1993  Professor Ian Goodyer FRCPsych FMedSci
       Dr Margaret E Shepherd
       Mr Anthony Wilson
       Dr Gordon Johnson (HF)
1994  Dr Norma Emerton
       Dr Donald MacDonald
1995  Dr Tyrell Smith
1996  Dr Brian Cox
       Dr Thomas Davies
       Dr John Flowerdew
1997  Dr Evelyn Lord
       Dr Timothy Mead
1999  Dr Jeremy Mynott
       Mr Michael Bienias
       Dr Charles Jones
       Mrs Susan Bowring
2000  Professor William Marslen-Wilson FBA
       Professor Andrew Pollard
2001  Professor Martin Bobrow CBE FRCP
       FRCPath FMedSci FRSS
       Professor Andrew Herbert OBE FBCS FREng
       Professor J Andrew Bradley FRCS FMedSci
       Dr Cyrus Chothia FRS
       Professor Gillian Murphy FMedSci
2004  Professor Philip Arestis
       Professor Robin Alexander FBA
       Professor Richard Taylor
2007  Mrs Margaret Greeves

HF indicates that this person is also an Honorary Fellow. All dates denote calendar year, rather than academic year.
Senior Members

As at 31 July 2017

Our Senior Members are holders of University Offices or, in long-standing Wolfson tradition, distinguished members of the local community who have been invited to join the College.

Dr David Adams
Mr Peter Agar
Dr Ismael Al-Amoudi
Mrs Kim Allen
Professor Jonathan Ashley-Smith FRSC
Dr Zoltan Asztalos
Mr Mirza Baig
The Rt Hon the Lord Balfe of Dulwich
Mrs Amanda Bamford
Mr Sebastiano Barassi
Mr Adrian Barlow
Miss Terry Barringer
Dr Nicholas Baylis FRSA
Mr Jonathan Beart
The Reverend Professor Jeremy Begbie
Mr David Bennett
Mrs Doreen Bennett
Mrs Sheila Betts
Dr Pamela Black
Dr William Block
Mr William Bowes
Dr R H (Harry) Bradshaw
Dr Linda Bree
Dr Kathleen Breed
Mr Allan Brigham
Dr Roger Briscoe
Dr Luis Briseño-Roa
Mrs Doreen Burgin
Mr Robert Burgin CEng FCIWEM MIMechE
Dr Sarah Burton
Dr Andrea Cantone
Mr Gaston Chan

Dr Nicholas Clemons
Mr Richard Collet-Fenson
The Reverend Dr Geoffrey Cook
Dr Christine L Corton
Mrs Sherry Coutu CBE
Mr Andrew Cox
Mrs Sally Cullen
Dr Rupert Curwen
Ms Jane Cuthbert
Ms Penelope Davison
Dr John Dawson
Mrs Barbara de Smith
Mr Paul Deal
Dr Jennifer Deegan
Mrs Lesley Dingle
Mr Mike Diplock
Mr Michael Dixon
Mr Peter Donovan
Mr Adrian du Plessis
Sir Hugh Duberly KCVO CBE, HM Lord-Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire
Professor Timothy Huff
Mr Anthony Dye
Dr David Dyson
Professor John Edwards
Mrs Josephine Edwards
Dr Patricia Eisenach
Mrs Susan Eltringham
Miss Elizabeth Falconer
Mr Jan Filochowski
The Reverend Oliver Fischer
Mr Richard Fisher FRHistS
Sir Ronnie Flanagan GBE QPM
Dr Derek Ford

Dr Anne Forde
Dr Matthew Forrest
Mr Aidan Foster
Mrs Briege Gardner
Professor Conor Gearty
Mr Joerg Geier
Dr Andreas Georgiou
Dr Ruchira Ghose
Dr Siddhartha Ghose
Dr Enrico Gili
Dr Hedwig Gockel
Dr Isabel Gonzalez
Mr David Goode FRSA
Dr Felicia Gordon
Ms Lesley Gray
Mr Colin Greenhalgh CBE DL
Mr D G (Ben) Gunn CBE QPM
Mrs Carol Handley
Dr Mila Hanka
Ms Binney Hare
Mr Roger Harrabin
Mr David Harris
Dr Terance Hart FRSC
Dr Catherine Harter
Dr Jürgen Harter
Mr Andrew Harvey
Dr Ralph Hawthory
The Rt Hon the Lord Hemingford
The Reverend Christian Heycocks
Mrs Lynn Hieatt
Mrs Mandy Hieatt
Dr Suzanne Hoelgaard
Dr Mark Hogarth
Dr Timothy Holt
Mr Anthony Hopkinson
Mrs Sylvia Hopkinson
Mrs Beverley Housden
Professor James Hughes
Mr Roland Huntford
Ms Mary Jennings
Dr Christopher Johnson
Mrs Faith Johnson
Mr Nathaniel Johnson
Mr Orlando Johnson
Mr J Ieuan Jones
Dr Roy Jones
Professor Brian Josephson
Dr Kriti Kapila
Mr Jonathan King
Mrs Ruth King
Dr Wendy Kneissl
Mallam Abba Kyari
The Hon Bruce Lander
Professor Peter Landrock
Mrs Janet Lash
Dr Sandra Leaton Gray
Ms Dawn Leeder
Dr Alison Lennox
Professor Antony Lentin
Dr Scott Levy
Dr The Hon Sir David K P Li
GBM GBS OBE JP
Mr David T C Lie SBS OM JP
Mr A Gordon Lister
Mrs Pamela Lister
Dr David Lott
Mrs D J (Judy) Lowe
Mrs Yunzhi Lu
Mrs Angela M Lucas
Professor Peter J Lucas FSA
Mr David Luhrs
Mr Terry Macalister
Dr Mary MacDonald
Dr Sebastian Macmillan
Dr Isobel Maddison
Dr Brian Mahy
Mr Paul Malpas
Professor Ivana Markova FBA FRSE
Sir Michael Marshall CBE DL
Mr Neil McGann
Mr Richard C Meade
Dr Philip Meyler
Mr Adrian Miller
Mr Will Miller
Mr Kenneth Morgan OBE
Mr Roger Morgan
Mr David Morris FRSM
Mrs Marilyn Motley
Mr John Mott
Dr Dawn Muddyman
Mrs Lesley Murdin
Professor Paul Murdin OBE
Mr Simon Murray
Professor Irene Ng
Dr Claire O’Brien
Lady (Sally) Oliver
Dr Susan Oliver
Mrs Beryl O’May
Dr Ian O’Neill
Professor Christine Oppong
Ms Finola O’Sullivan
Dr Karen Ottewell
Dr Stefan Paetke
Mr Ray Palmer
Dr William Paterson
Mrs Hilary Pennington
Ms Hilary Perrott
Mr Gautam Philip
Dr Julia Poole
Mrs Ruth Quadling
Mr Ian Rhodes
Dr Sandy Richards
Dr Wyn Richards
Dr Alan Rickard
The Reverend Dr Keith Riglin FRSA
Mr David Roberts
Mr Simon Ross
Mr Manas Saikia
Mrs Ursula Sainsbury
Mr Sumio Saito
Dr Robert Sansom FREng
Mr Bob Satchwell
Professor Akiko Sato
Professor Susumu Sato
Dr Jochen Schenk
Mrs Michelle Searle
Dr Nick Segal
Mr Richard Senior
Professor Jack Shepherd
Mr Richard A Shervington DL
Dr Neville Silverston MBE FRCGP
Mrs Françoise Simmons
Mr Michael Simmons
Dr Amit Singh
Mr James Smith
Mr Maurice Smith
Mr Tobias Smith
Dr Anna Snowdon
Professor Rosanna Sornicola
The Reverend Canon Philip Spence
Dr C William Squire
Dr J Quentin Stafford-Fraser
Mr Richard Synge
Mr David Tang
Mr Christopher Taylor FBA
Professor Göran Therborn
Dr Andrew Troup
Ms Rachael Tuley
Mrs Rosemary Turner
Dr Shailendra Vyakarnam
Mrs Wendy Walford
Dr Martin Walsh
Dr Philip Ward
Dr Peter Webster
Dr Di Wei
Mr Robin Weyell
Dr Margaret Whichelow
Professor John White
Dr Olwen Williams
Lady (Sally) Williams
Dr Lucy Wilson
Mrs Rachel Wilson
Mrs Sue Wiseman
Ms Cynthia Wong
Dr Yip-Yan Wong
Mrs Shirley Wozencraft
Mrs Custis Wright
Professor Toshiki Yamamoto
Professor Kevin Xiaoyu Yang
Dr Elias Zahar

Senior Members continued
College Research Associates

As at 31 July 2017

Our College Research Associates are actively engaged in research independently or within the University of Cambridge and allied institutions, and contribute to the College in many ways.

Dr Samuel Aaron
Dr Martin Allen FSA FRHistSoc
Dr Tatsuya Amano
Dr Leah Astbury
Dr Naures Atto
Dr Fredrick Baker
Dr Kathryn Berger
Dr Andrea Betz
Dr Richard Bramwell
Dr Fredrick Baker
Mr Carsten Kern
Dr Elizabeth Klemm
Dr Claudio Köser
Dr Julia Krivoruchko
Dr András Lakatos
Dr Yinglin Liu
Dr Philip Loft
Dr Louis Major
Ms Hannah Maley
Ms Claudia Maritano
Dr Sergio Martinez Cuesta
Dr Patrick McCabe
Mr Andrew McKenzie-Mcharg
Dr Karyn Mégy
Dr Richard Meiser-Stedman
Dr David Money
Dr Sarah Monk
Dr Alfred Moore
Dr Sebastian Mosbach
Dr Rony Nehmé
Sir Denis O’Connor CBE QPM
Miss Jana Panakova
Dr Adar Pelah
Dr Davide Pigoli
Dr Anabela Pinto
Mr Joseph Polex-Wolf
Dr Jocelyn Probert
Ms Jolien Quispel
Dr Minha Rajput-Ray
Dr Stefanie Reichelt
Dr Brian Robertson
Dr Alasdair Russell
Mr Jake Rylatt
Dr Yars Sánchez-Corrales
Dr Josef Schlittenlacher
Dr Abdul Majid Sheikh
Dr David Shiels
Dr Magnus Skjegstad
Dr Laurence Smith
Dr Timothy Soh
Dr Emily Stevenson
Dr Heather Strang
Dr Akeem Sule
Dr Jingyu Sun
Dr Tomasz Szejner FRSA
Dr Dan Tidhar
Dr Guozhen Wang
Dr Jinhong Tracy Wang
Dr Ian Wellwood
Mr Timothy Winter
Dr Huan Xu
Dr Yue Tina Xu
Dr Natallia Yakavets
Dr Amy Tsz Yan Yeung
Academic Visitors between 1 August 2016 and 31 July 2017

Wolfson welcomed the following Academic Visitors under a variety of Visiting Membership Schemes and independently.

Visitors under schemes

African Studies
Dr George Bob-Milliar Senior Lecturer, Dept of History & Political Studies, Kwame Nkrumah University of Science & Technology, Ghana
Dr Hassan Mwakimako Associate Professor, Dept of Philosophy & Religious Studies, Pwani University, Kenya

Arkansas
Dr Er-Gene Kahng Associate Professor of Violin, Dept of Music, University of Arkansas

CAPREx
Dr Susan Namirembe Lecturer, Dept of Policy & Development Economics, Makerere University, Uganda
Dr Enoch Sebuyungo Lecturer, School of Languages, Literature & Communication, Makerere University

Centre of South Asian Studies
Dr Yasser Pothukandiyil (LM Singhvi) Assistant Professor, Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Delhi

CRASSH
Dr Christopher Ball Assistant Professor, Dept of Anthropology, University of Notre Dame
Dr Daniel Barbu Lecturer, University of Zurich
Dr Patrick French Independent Researcher
Mr Hugo Leal Research Associate
Dr Samuel Perry Associate Professor of East Asian Studies, Brown University
Dr Alison Searle ARC DECRA Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Dept of English, University of Sydney
NNEdPro
Dr Lauren Ball NHMRC Early Career Research Fellow & Lecturer, Menzies Health Institute, Griffith University, Queensland
Ms Jennifer Crowley Postdoctoral Researcher, Faculty of Medical Health Sciences, University of Auckland
Dr Daniele Del Rio Associate Professor, University of Parma, Dept of Food Science Human Nutrition and Scientific Director, NNEdPro
Ms Pauline Douglas Course Director, Ulster University
Ms Celia Laur TVN Canada Postgraduate Researcher, University of Waterloo, Canada
Dr Lynn McCotter School of Medical Sciences, Ulster University

Pacific Presences
Dr Deidre Brown Associate Professor of Architecture, School of Architecture & Planning, University of Auckland
Dr Anna-Karina Hermkens Honorary Research Affiliate and Associate Lecturer, Macquarie University
Dr Katherine Szabó Australian Research Council Future Fellow and Associate Professor, School of Earth & Environmental Sciences, University of Wollongong

Press Fellows
Ms Karen Rothmyer Contributing Editor, The Nation Magazine
(Press Fellows’ mentor)
Ms Asma Abdul Aziz Assistant General Manager, Media Management & External Communications, Group Brand & Communication, Telekom Malaysia Bhd
Ms Melisa Idris Presenter and Producer, BFM, The Business Station, Malaysia
Ms Rebecca Macfie Senior Writer, New Zealand Listener
Ms Pik Shan ‘Clarice’ Pang Senior Reporter, Apple Daily, Hong Kong
Ms Lidiana Rosli Journalist, The New Straits Times, Malaysia

Independent Visitors
Professor Dr Mateo Aboy Professor, Electrical Engineering & Renewable Energy Department, Oregon Institute of Technology
Dr Carlo ‘Edoardo’ Altamura Postdoctoral Fellow, University of Geneva, Paul Bairoch Institute of Economic History
Lady Mary Barker Retired Lecturer, Dept of Art History, University of Auckland
Hon Sir Richard ‘Ian’ Barker QC Retired Appeal Judge, Pacific Island Courts
Dr Fernando Bravo Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Institut für Kunst- und Musikwissenschaft, Technische Universität Dresden
Dr Todd Bridgman Senior Lecturer in Organisational Behaviour, Victoria University of Wellington
Dr John Bugbee Visiting Scholar, Dept of English Language & Literature, University of Virginia
Dr Lloyd Carpenter Lecturer in Māori Studies, Lincoln University, New Zealand
Dr León Castellanos-Jankiewicz Postdoctoral Researcher, Swiss National Science Foundation
Dr Bernard Collette Associate Professor of Ancient Philosophy, Faculté de philosophie, Université Laval, Quebec
Professor Ann Colley Distinguished Professor, Dept English, SUNY College, Buffalo
Dr Michael Dixon Assistant Professor of Operations Management, Ivey Business School, Western University, Canada
Dr Anna Dubiel Assistant Professor of International Innovation Management, WHU – Otto Beisheim School of Management, Germany
Professor Spyridon Flogaitis Director and President of the Board of Directors, EPLO, Athens and Professor of Administrative Law, Athens University
Dr Ran Guo Associate Professor, East China Normal University
Professor Gohei Hata Retired Professor, Tama Art University, Tokyo
Dr Ana Keglević Assistant Professor (University Lecturer), Faculty of Law, University of Zagreb, Croatia
Dr Samuel Kwofie Lecturer, Dept of Biomedical Engineering, University of Ghana
Professor Samuel Nan Chiang Lieu Distinguished Professor of Ancient History, Macquarie University and Trustee, Ancient India and Iran Trust, Cambridge
Dr Shi Liu Professor and Head of School of Control & Computer Engineering, North China Electric Power University, China
Professor Bill Lubenow Professor of History, Stockton University, New Jersey
Dr ‘Gary’ Chi-Hung Luk Economic History Society Fellow, Institute of Historical Research, University of London
Dr Shenghui Ma Lecturer & Senior Researcher, Dept of Business Administration, University of Zurich
Professor Humberto Martins Associate Professor, Federal University of Uberlândia
Professor Irving Massey Professor of English & Comparative Literature and Adjunct Professor Emeritus of French, SUNY College, Buffalo
Dr Giuseppe Nicosia Associate Professor of Computer Science & Synthetic Biology, University of Catania
Dr Shinji Nohara Lecturer, Faculty of Economics, University of Tokyo
Dr John Owens Lecturer in Philosophy, Good Shepherd College, Auckland
Dr Júlia Paraízs Stipendiary Associate Research Fellow, Institute for Literary Studies, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
Dr Patricia Peinado Martínez Assistant Professor, Faculty of Economics & Business, University of the Basque Country
Dr Xiaoguang ‘Vincent’ Qi Honorary Professor, University of Liverpool, Deputy Director of OSCE Institute, Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University China Advisor, BPP and Co-founder and Partner, VB Group
Dr Vitor Ramon-Fernandes Assistant Professor of International Relations, Lusíada University, Lisbon
Miss Cleo Roberts Research Assistant, UKIERI ‘Envisioning the Indian City Project’, University of Liverpool
Professor Brian Roley Associate Professor, Dept of English, Miami University
Professor Gabriel Rosenbaum
Professor, Arabic Language & Literature, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Dept of Arabic Language & Literature

Dr Drene ‘Terana’ Sarifodeen
Programme Officer, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

Dr Elizabeth Shermer
Assistant Professor of History, Dept of History, Loyola University Chicago

Dr Helen Siedel
Independent Researcher and Consultant

Dr Ambjörn Sjörs
Lecturer and Postdoctoral Researcher, Dept of Linguistics & Philology, Uppsala University

Dr Yaoxi Song
Assistant Research Fellow, Institute for Human Rights, Guangzhou University

Professor James Tattersall
Professor of Mathematics, Dept of Mathematics, Providence College, Rhode Island

Dr Aida Todri-Sanial
Research Scientist, Centre National de Recherche Scientifique, Montpellier, France

Dr Ozlem Ulgen
Senior Lecturer in Law and Deputy Director of Research, School of Law, Birmingham City University.

Professor Kyoko Wakimoto
Professor, Graduate School of Education, Okayama University, Japan

Professor George Walker
Professor of International Financial Law, Queen Mary University

Dr Kaeunghun Yoon
Associate Professor, Ryutsu Keizai University

Ms Marcia Zubrow
Head of Information Services, Charles B Sears Law Library, SUNY Buffalo

Dr Laura Zucconi
Associate Professor of History, Stockton University, New Jersey

Ms Haiyan Zhu
Associate Professor, Faculty of Foreign Language Studies, China University of Mining & Technology

Quilt made by the Newcomers and Visiting Scholars group: Lady (Sally) Williams embroidered the Wolfson shield. The group offers a network of support for visitors and their families with weekly meetings and occasional outings. www.nvs.admin.cam.ac.uk
College Staff

As at 31 July 2017

Accommodation, Catering & Conferences
Domestic Bursar: Alan Fuller
Accommodation Manager: Jo Fisher
Housekeepers: Anne Saunders, Christine Jarv
Head Chef: Sam Frost
Food Services Manager: Charles Correa
Butler: Ian Smith
Conference & Events Manager: Nikki Campin
Conference & Events Administrator: Rebecca Burtenshaw

Development & Alumni Relations
Deputy Development Director: Emma Adlard
Development & Alumni Relations Administrator: Lois Gillie

Central Administration
College Secretary: Fiona Brown
Registrar: Michelle Searle
Communications Officer: Sheila Betts

Finance & Personnel
Finance Manager: Wendy Dyce
Accounts Assistants: Barbara Aloi, Katerina Gargaroni, Elizabeth Paterson, Natalia Ponomarchouk, Jane Reilly
Personnel & Payroll Manager: Sally Cullen

Library & Archives
Librarian: Meg Westbury
Library Assistant: Laurence Smith
Archivist & Records Manager: Frieda Midgley

Maintenance & Gardens
Clerk of Works: Neil Newman
Assistant Clerk of Works: David Rivers
Head Gardener: Philip Stigwood

Porters’ Lodge
Head Porter: Mike Wignall
Deputy Head Porter: Miles Stratton
Senior Porter: Andrew Fowles

Tutorial
Tutorial Office Manager: Kim Allen
Tutorial Administrator (Postgraduates): Gillian Sanders
Tutorial Administrator (Undergraduates): Birgit Lintner
Praelector’s Secretary: Jane Reilly
Student Finance Officer: Elizabeth Bland
College Nurse: Sally Maccallum
Useful Information

Contact
Wolfson College
Barton Road, Cambridge CB3 9BB
Telephone: +44 (0)1223 335900
Website: www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk

When arriving by car, please note that the Main Entrance to the College is on Barton Road, not Selwyn Gardens as shown on some maps and satellite navigation systems. Directions may be found at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk/directions.

Accommodation
The College is sometimes able to offer overnight accommodation to members. Enquiries about the availability of guest rooms should be made in the first instance to the Accommodation Manager at accommodation@wolfson.cam.ac.uk.

Dining arrangements
All members (including alumni) are welcome to participate in College functions and come to lunch, supper and formal dinners in College (including Guest Night) at their own expense as often as they wish, with up to three guests. Informal meals are paid for with a Catering Card, available from the Porters’ Lodge.

Formal Hall is held on Tuesdays from 12 September 2017 to 24 July 2018 and on Fridays in Full Term; please note that there is no Formal Hall during the Christmas/Easter breaks.

Bookings for Guest Night should be made at least two weeks in advance, also at www.FormalHall.wolfson.cam.ac.uk. Members may use the Bar and Club Room, the Karen Spärck Jones Room, the Combination Room, the Lee Room and the Dining Hall.

Please let the Alumni Office (alumni@wolfson.cam.ac.uk) know if you are planning to visit the College; they would be delighted to see you.

Term dates
This year’s dates for Full Term are:
Michaelmas: 3 October to 1 December 2017
Lent: 16 January to 16 March 2018
Easter: 24 April to 15 June 2018

For a full list of Term dates in future years, visit www.cam.ac.uk/about-the-university/term-dates-and-calendars.

Staying in touch
Please send any recent news which you would like to share with your fellow Wolfson members to development-admin@wolfson.cam.ac.uk.

Your news may be included in the next issue of the Wolfson Review or on the College website at www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk.

www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk
Calendar of Events for Alumni in 2017–2018

**Sunday 17 September 2017**
End of 50th Anniversary Campaign Event
*By invitation to benefactors and donors*

**Saturday 23 September 2017**
Annual Alumni Reunion

**Thursday 16 November 2017**
Commemoration of Benefactors’ Dinner
*By invitation to Morrison Society members and major benefactors*

**Friday 15 December 2017**
Wolfson Alumni in Cambridge Reception
*By invitation to members in the Cambridge area*

**Thursday 18 January 2018**
Wolfson Alumni in London Reception at the Oxford and Cambridge Club

**Sunday 10 June 2018**
President’s Cup Cricket Match

**Friday 15 June 2018**
May Bumps Marquee

**Sunday 17 June 2018**
Benefactors’ Reception, College Garden Party and Mary Bevan Recital

**Saturday 23 September 2018**
Annual Alumni Reunion

Keep updated on events throughout the year by checking the College website
*www.wolfson.cam.ac.uk*

Invitations to events are sent by email, so please keep your contact details up to date and inform us of any changes by email to development-admin@wolfson.cam.ac.uk